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Preface

The possibilities of television, its fascination for the minds of men, its
effective role as an impartial instrument of truth, have been extensively
explored and demonstrated. The individual appears on the screen stripped
as it were of all pretence and dissimulation before the eyes of millions of
spectators. His thoughts and feelings are betrayed by his every expression.
On the other hand engineers and experts in human psychology who seek to
advance a political or commercial cause can distort its use by bending it to
serve their own purposes. Countless examples exist of such distortion. Tele-
vision, far more than the press and radio, lends itself to being shaped to serve
any end. It can be enlisted in the promotion of freedom, because it can
encourage a desire for exact knowledge and true culturejust as easily as it
can be used for domination by providing viewers with infantile pastimes.

Educators were at the outset inclined to be sceptical, thinking more of the
dangers inherent in this form of mass communication. Mindful already of
the diminishing amount of time spent on studies, they foresaw a dispersal of
interests and the consequent fragrytentatm of impressions, aggravated by the
inanity, the violence and the perversion which characterize many television
programmes. But these reservations were unavoidably cast aside: television
played too large a role in man's daily life. Clearly television had to be taken
into partnership and its power harnessed for the purposes of information and
leisure-time amusement, and if possible, for the education e adults and
children.

Unesco quickly saw the potential of television as a medium of communi-
cation and education and undertook its extensive investigation. The result
was a series of experiments, studies and publications. One example of its
activities was the French tele-club experiment conducted under the auspices
of Unesco and which subsequently became the subject of a monograph. In
addition, various studies were published such as Rural Television in Japan
(1961) and Television Teaching Today (1963).

The present study, expressly dealing with television and adult Education,
edited and with a commentary by Brian Groombridge (United Kingdom),
arrives at an opportune moment. The time for theorising has passed and
something cow, must now emerge with a foundation of data based on
experiment and e .,eerience.

While the three countries chosen for this study (Canada, Czechoslovakia
and Japan) differ in many respectshistory, culture, ideologythey resemble
each other in that they are all industrialised countries. Moreover, they share
enough characteristics for it to be possible and valuable to review what each
in turn has achieved through television. Of the three contributors, two,,
Ctibor Tahy (Czechoslovakia) and Kanji Hatano (Japan) are educators. Lewis
Miller (Canada) was a programme organiser with the Canadian National



Broadcasting Company from 1957 to 196 . Both the technical and pedagogical
aspects are thus represented. The rear T will find in their studies many
examples which illustrate the diverse r tentialities of this relatively new
instrument, together with new ideas and practical suggestions. Further, the
method chmen for examining the uses arc' possibilities of television in the
three countries irvites a comparison which s in itself instructive.

Mr Groombriclge is particularly well go alified as the co-ordinator and
editor of these studies. Specialising in adult education, as Deputy Secretor
of the National Institute of Adult Education (England and Wales), he hes
published numerous articles on various aspe its of adult education and has
participated in many projects in this field outside his own country. These
three features make his contribution to adult xlucation truly international.

The ideas expressed in this study are those of the authors and of the
co- ordinator, and do not necessarily reflect the ' iews of Unesco.

UNESCO
Paris 1966

Sometime before taking up his present appointment Mr Groombridge
was invited by Unesco to edit and comment on studies of adult education
and television to be carried out in three countries

Believing that the resulting worx makes a valuable cont ibution. to
knowledge of a subject of worldwide importance the Institute has been
glad to collaborate with Unesco by undertaking its public: Alen.

E. 1'4 Hutchinson
Secretary
London, 1966
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Brian Groombridge

Themes and places

Introductory

It has long been obvious to the developing and emergent nations that social

progress is inseparable from the education of adults : literacy campaigns have

been the main expression of that conviction. It is becoming equally apparent

in the advanced industrial nations that their progress also depends funda-
mentally on adult education, hitherto a marginal aspect of their educational

systems. These nations are evolving so swiftly, and knowledge is being

accumulated on such a scale and at such a rate, that their traditionally
exclusive concern with the education of children and young people is now
anachronistic, especially as production (and the use of time) in these societies

becomes transformed by automation and eybernetics. Newly felt needs, on

an unprecedented scale, call for new means to meet them: television is

pre-eminent among these.
This study of television and adult education is ajuxtaposition ofreports from

three different countries and a commentary upon them. Its comparative
approach is important; as Henry Cassirer of Unesco has written: 'Time and

stress of needs does not allow for everyone to pastl through all stages of
experimentation and experience'. All countries have to consider or reconsider

the uses of television for adult education and they can use each other's
experience vicariously. FurtheLmore, it is easy in any one country to mistake

the medium itself for the mode of operation to which people have become
accustomed, to see it always wedded to the institutional fon, a decided on,

perhaps in the medium's infancy, for quite other reasons. Considering the

ways of other nations is a practical reminder that men are socially ingenious

and versatile.
The three countries featured in this comparative study are Canada,

Czechoslovakia and Japan, chosen because they embody impoi.tant similari-

ties and dissimilarities. They all belong to the advanced industrial nations of
the world, on the threshold of the cybernetic revolution. In all three, the
philosophy, organisation and techniques of broadcasting are at a mature stage

of development and television is in contact with most of the people; all three

have established traditions of adult education working through a variety of
agencies with a src, awn of personal and social objectives. in other 473ortant

respects, Car Czechoslovakia and japan are clearly unlike: they have

different politico-economic systems and they belong to widely different
cultural traditions in three separate continents. Broadcasting and the organisa-

tion of education are both affected by geography, and these three countries

are in strong geographic'.) contrasta vast subcontinental land mass, a small

country in the heart of Earope, a complex of Pacific islands. They are, it is

hoped, alike enough to make comparison possible, and unlike enough to
expose a wide range of issues from a consideration of which readers in many

other countries will derive some stimulus.
At least this comparative conspectus may help to prevent ossification of
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Introductory: 7'hitnes and places

attitudes and procedures; at best it could suggest new solutions and new
opportunities. For the ambiguity is rich; it affects all the key terms in this
stedy. There are different concepts of 'adult' (sometimes the emphasis is on
r Jung people, not long out of school, sometimes on mature citizens) and
adults have different needsvocational, recreational, domestic, moral, civic
or spiritual; 'education' takes many forms, according to which of these needs
it is designed to meet; even 'television' has several guisesit is a medium
that can be used in a variety of technical and organisational ways. The
ambiguity is not mere semantic confusion; it represents a range of possibilities
already being tried or successfully applied in many countries, including those
featured in this study.

What is educational television ?
After sending a questionnaire to broadcasters all over Canada, the Metro
politan Educational Television Association of Toronto (META) came to this
ironical conclusion:

Nobody knows what ETV is. We don't. And certainly the stations responding
to the META questionnaire don't. The 'educational' programming reported on
ranges from such stuff as university credit courses in biology to such progressively
less Zrademic material as local history programs, news analysis panels and talks,
celebrity intr., views, and games and contests for teenagers.*

Some would argue that the question 'What is educational television ?' was
misconceived and the confusion of answers unavoidable. All television pro-
granunes, it is said, tell people, show people, warn people about facts and
ideas, about possible choices in life; all television educates. There are philo-
sophers of education who may be quoted in support. Some distinguished
British broadcasters have invoked the nineteenth-century British Utilitarian,
John Stuart Mill, for instance. He defined education as 'everything which
helps to shape the human being.''

This inclusive identification of television with adult education has advocates
in many countries. It is not a satisfactory formulation because it .obscures
important differences between programmes, and consequently it is ineffective
as a tool for analysis, criticism or policy making. Yet it does imply four
important truths about television, all relevant to the main theme.
(i) The programmes on any channel as h whole, or complex of channels,
especially those that emanate from one source, constantly embody values and
judgments to which they give publicity, endowed with the prestige of the
medium itself. The programmes are a collective achievement, but the,' have a
single dominant ethos; the cumulative effect of thousands of decisions by
controllers, producers or writers to include or reject this or that wuole
programme, and these or those small details within programmes, represents
an implicit system of attitudes and standards. Television is thus a profoundly
educational medium. It socialises viewers, in the social psychologises sense,

Television and Adult Education, July 1963
t Prom the Inaugural sddreee to St Andrews.
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Introductory: Themes and places

and is often at its mos:. influential when at its least self-conscious. If the values
underlying the programme output as a whole are philistine values, then this
is of more social and educational consequence than any short segments of
off-peak enlightenment.
(2) Considered from the viewers' standpoint, the programmes as a whole are
the environment of which more deliberately educational broadcasts are a part.
This is obviously true in Czechoslovakia which is at present using only one
channel, but it is also true of Canada and japan, where there are several
(viewers car choose between seven in Tokyo). It is possible, ofcourse, for any
viewer to switch on in a studious frame ofxrr_ aid solely to pay attention to an
overtly educational programme, and it does happen. But it is not typical. The
Czech contributor, Dr Tahy, quotes evidence from his country (which can
be exactly matched L other countries) that viewers are obsessed by their sets
when they first buy them, but after about five years, television is incor-
poratee. into a more balanced pattern of life. Nevertheless, wherever there is
television, people watch a great deal of it. In Britain nearly everyone spends
more time watching television than doing anything else except work and
sleep. Consequently, viewers' experience of and response to educational
programmes is likely to be conditioned by the rest of the programmes. As
Isabel Wilson, national secretary of 'Citizens' Forum', wrote to Lewis Miller,
the Canadian contributor, comparing the educational success of 'Citizens'
Forum' on radio with its disappointing televised successor!

As TV became more widespread in urban Canada, people `watched' TV, that is
they sat and viewed a succession of programs during an evening.

A great deal hinges on the items and the order of that 'succession'. The United
States critic of 'mass culture' Dwight MacDonald once levelled a complaint
against Life magazine: by juxtaposing a feature about a horse on roller skates
with an article about Renoir's paintings, Life contrives to give the impression
merely that both have talent. The same criticism could be (and has been)
aimed at television. If all the other programmes are bland and processed, or
conceived in a bedroom-slipper mood, to use a phrase of Dr Tahy's, then the
viewer is probably too enervated to benefit much from a didactic series
addressed to him at eh vett o'clock at night. It matters that in the other
programmeswhether documentary or variety is not the main point
intelligent minds should be reaching out to other intelligent minds.
(3) The statement that all programmes educate is also important because it
stresses the continuum between different kinds of programme. This is of
great practical importance. It is possible to forget the continuum and for
broadcasting to split into two quite dissimilar kindseducational (whichnry
mean anything with a modicum of cognitive significance, as META dis-
covered) and entertaining (which may mean what entertains the largest
audience to some extent). Critics of television in the United States recur-
rently complain of this dichotomy: the presence of ETV stations encourages
commercial broadcasters to overthrow any programme that does not have
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Introductory: Themes and places

large enough ratings to please sponsors; the banality of commercial television
provides a rationale for an extension of ETV.
(4) When the creative qualities of intelligence, curiosity, wonder, or imagi-
nation are at work, then many programmes in the general output will educate
more effectively than a purpose-built educational series. A producer with
imagination making a programm about a theme that has captured his own
interest and enthusiasm may sumeed in educating while denying perhaps that
he is in any sense an educator. In the report already quoted, the Metropolitan
Educational Television Association of Toronto noted wryly: 'A bad formal
television course can well be immensely less "educational" than a good
celebrity interview'. The point is impressively made in an example used by
the Law Reform Committee 1 the Bar Council in Britain:

The calibre of juries seems to have improved greatly during the last ten years,
u a result to some extent, no doubt, of increased educational facilities, but
probably moic so, perhaps surprisingly, because of the great popularity of
television broadcasts of court trial programmes. The average jury does not arrive
in court wholly ignorant of its functions, nor disturbed by the novelty of the scene
or procedure.*

For these four reasons, there is value in the claim that all television educates.
But there are major differences between programmes that happen to educate
and programmes deliberately intended and designed to do so.

Educational programmes for adults
Because of their importance to viewersthey are often what the medium
means to them--because of their educational significance, and because they
are the environment in which expressly adult educational broadcasting has to
make its impression, popular programmes in the general output are referred
to by all three contributors. But such reference must remain suborditiete to
the main theme. This study is mainly concerned with the purposive use of
television for adult education.

An official description used in the United Kingdom can be applied generally
to distinguish programmes conceived in this purposeful way from the rest of
the output: 'Educational television programmes for adults are programmes
arranged in series and planned in consultation with appropriate educational
bodies to help viewers towards progressive mastery or understanding of some
skill or body of knowledge'.' This formula applies to the broadcasting with
which this symposium chiefly deals, while recognising that it does exclude a
great deal of valuable broadcastinggenerally educative programmes; instruc-
tive single programmes; programmes which diffuse concerts, plays, other
works of art, sport or cultural events.

The contributors were also asked to concentrate on television as a form of
broadcasting, and that is where their emphasis lies. For two reasons, however,
it was impossible to restrict them to broadcaving. In the first place, as the

Report of Departmental Commutes on jury Service, HMSO, Cmnd 2627, January 1965.
t BroadcastingFurther Memorandum on the Report f the Committee on Broadcasting, 1960, HMSO,

Cmnd 1$93,1962.
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Introductory: Themes and places

account of Canadian experience shows, a country may have educational
demands to meet that are so imperious that it is relatively less important
whether they are met through broadcasting or by closed-circuit television
than that they are satisfied somehow. In the second place, the use of very high
frequency and ultra high frequency .ansmitters, peculiarly appropriate foi
educational use in tzhanised countries because of their short range, is often
in practice very like closed-circuit television in which transmitters are linked
to receivers by cable.

The issues, to be studied through the recorded experience of these three
countries, are, because of the nature of the subject, both abstract and ad-
ministrative, philosophical and pedagogical. They concern the idea of 'adult
education', and its different formsvocational and n.on-vocadonal s academic,
creative or practical; undertaken for pleasure or for recognised awards and
qualifications. Putting the medium to work on behalf of the diffuent kinds of
adult education raises the following questions, among others. Which of these
different purposes of adult education can successfully be realised in television
programmes and how should such programmes be made availableon
specialised educational channels or general channels ? What are the best ways
of using limited channels and limited time ? For what kinds of audience
large and undifferentiated, or small but specific ? Under what conditions are
viewers most successfully converted into students ? In what ways should
educational programmes be co-ordinated with the educational system, and
whose fiLal responsibility should they bethe broadcaster's or the educa-
tionist's ? What forms of collaboration between broadcasters and educe-
tionists maximise the value of programmes for students ? What are the
obstacles to effective communication through television and what can be done
to overcome them ? What kinds of research, audience and pedagogical, are
being undertaken ?

The answers to such questions will vary from country to country, and will
be conditioned by the extent of television penetration and by the way in which
broadcasting is organised. It is time to introduce the three countries and their
spokesmen in a little more detail.*

Places and spokesmen
The sub-continent of Canada occupies three-and-a-half million square miles.
It is inhabited by over nineteen. million people (nearly ninety-four per cent of
them within range of television transmitters) but just over a third of the
population lives in the Province of Ontario, and just under another third in
Quebec. A similar proportion of Czechoslovakia's population is within trans-
mitter rangeninety-three per cent of fourteen million people in the (by
Canadian standards) compact space of 49,00o-odd square miles. All three
countries have populations living through their own educational 'revolution
of rising expectations', large in all in relation to their institutional resources,

* It is well known that published figures of television output and coverage quickly go out of date. Those
in this volume were correct at December 1964 except where a later date is given.
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Introductory: Themes and places

absolutely largest in Japan, with a population nearing one hundred million in

a territory covering 143,000 square miles. Seventy per cent of Japan's popula-
tion are within transmitting range, reception being poor in the lightly popu-
lated areas on the coast and in the northern islands, but the second of its Six
Year Plans (which began in 1962) includes complete national coverage as
an aim.

Penetration by television has almost become a defining characteristic of
`advanced-nation status', which all three countries can claim. Eighty-seven
per cent of the four-and-a-half million households in Canada have at least
one television set; in Czechoslovakia one family in every four has television
in the home; in Japan there is one television receiver inuse for everyeight people.

About eighty per cent of Canadians speak English, and thirty-one per cent
speak French, the proportions being roughly reversed in Quebec. This duality
affects Canadian television, as it does all Canadian culture, and the chief
broadcasting authority operates under two names : the CanadianBroadcast ing

Corporation (CBC) is also known as the SocietO Radio-Canada. It is a
pthlicly-owned corporation licenced by Parliament and receiving about
seventy per cent of its income from Parliament. This income is supplemented
by commercially sponsored programmes.

The organisation of Canadian broadcasting is complicated. There are now
(March 1964) eight basic CBC English Network stations, augmented by
sixteen CBC -owned network relay stations and two CBC supplementary
stations not connected to the network. There are also twenty-five privately-
owned stations (with twenty-nine relay stations) and eleven supplementary
stations, also privately-owned (with nineteen auxiliary relay stations), all of
which are affiliated to the CBC English Network. They are sustained mainly
by advertising revenue but receive some financial benefit from their affiliation.
Not all privately-owned stations are affiliated to CBC. There are thirteen
independent English stations, for instance, twelve of which have united to
form their own commercial network, the Canadian Television Network
(CTV). The French Network of CBC comprises four stations, with nine
privately-owned stations as affiliates (with their fifteen auxiliary relay stations).
There are Crree wholly independent French stations. Complex though this
system is, all broadcasting in Canada is subject to the Board of Broadcast
Governors, which reports to Parliament through the Secretary of State.

By contrast, the system in Czechoslovakia could hardly be simpler. Cesko-
slovenska Televize (CTV) is a state service, and the responsibility of the
Ministry of Education and Culture. There is one channel, but programmes
are transmitted from Ostrava.: and Bratislava as well as from Prague.

Japanese television is organisationally mid-way between the Canadian and
Czech constitutions : Nippon Hoso Kyo-Kai (NHK) is state-owned and,
unlike CBC in Canada, completely non-commercial and financed fromlicence
fees, but there are in addition forty-five privately-owned companies financed
by advertising revenue and sponsored programmes (these forty-five com-
panies operate 135 stations, compared with NHK's 284).

16



Introductory: Themes andplaces

Despite this variety of organisational structure, a responsibility for educa-
tion is mandatory for television in all these countries. In Japan a commercial
broadcasting agency's authority to transmit programmes may be revoked if a
codified proportion of them are not educational or cultural. More positively,
NHK has a separate educational channel but also devotes part of its general
channel to educational broadcasts. The 1964 NHK Handbook says: 'Educa-
tion by means of broadcasts provides a motive power for the welfare and
prosperity of Japan tomorrow.' A similar spirit animates Czechoslovak Tele-
vision; the Czech contributor to this study writes that television is 'inseparably
linked with the endeavour of the whole of society to . . . raise the general
standard of education and specialised training of the working people.'* Though
the emphasis would be differentbeing laid, more likely, on the consolidation
of national identitymany Canadians would translate these sentiments into
their own terms. One of them, the adult educationist Dr Alan Thomas, has
bait': In many respects Canada and broadcasting were made for each other,
it is almost impossible to imagine one without the other'.t The contribution of
broadcasting to Canadian consciousness would be impoverished without the
specific injunction laid upon CBC to educate as well as to inform and
entertain.

The reports of the three contributors reflect not oily their different
nationalities but also their particular vocational interests. Thus the Canadian
contribution is clearly the work of a man with professional television experi-
ence (though he has now moved back into university education and has a
particular responsibility for adult education); the Czech account is by a social
scientist; and the Japaneti. report recognisably that of an educationist. In
order of presentation, these are the contributors:
Canada: LEWIS MILLER is Director of Extension and Associate Professor of
Philosophy, Scarborough College, University of Toronto (a programme
organiser with CBC from 1957 'CO 1964).
Czechoslovakia: CTIBOR TAHY is the chief of nsearch and documentation at
the National Institute of Adult Education in Bratislava, where he has worked
since 196o, and specialises in. studies of the effects and influence of television.
Japan: KANJI HATANO is Professor of Educational Psychology and Audio-
Visual Education at Ochanomizu University, Tokyo.
This order is not only alphabetical; it is also logical. Dr Miller sets the theme
firmly and concretely in the medium of television and reminds us that there
are decisions about details of production, administration, training and
similar matters to be made, as well as about educational content, scripts and
performances. Dr Tahy emphasises even more strongly than Dr Miller the
social importance of adult education on television and the necessity for broad-
casters to be knowledgeable about their audience. Professor Hatano describes
one of the world's most elaborate and mature attempts to relate adult educa-
tion and television to social needs.
* In a communication to the editor.--Ed.
t Audience, Market, Pubacut svaluation Canadian. Broadcasting, Occasional Papers on Adult

Education No. 7, University of British Columbia, 196o.
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Introductory: Themes and places

This logical transition from ore contributor to another is, however, a
matter of emphasis. They are el concerned with the same range of issues,
though in different ways .T the social mad educational context for this use of
television; the kinds of programme being broadcast and for what purposes;
the exploitation of educational programmes for o,lults at the reception end;
the kinds of research undertaken into the audience and its needs; the forms of
co-operation that exist between, the worlds of adult education and television.
These three main statements are followed by three case studies, in which each
contributor explores a typical aspect of his theme in greater depth or detail.
Finally, there is a commentary in which I deal, in terms that are (I hope)
applicable in many countries other than those featured here, with some of the
chief questions to be considered if television is to be used with maximum
effect in the education of adults.



Lewis Miller

A variety of uses

Canada

There has been a marked increase of interest in educational television in
Canada in recent years, reflected in the increasing number of conferences on
the subject, in public addresses and written reports, and in plans for the future
of some educational institutions. Despite this, and despite the fact that more
and more Canadian educators are becoming knowledgeable about the possible
uses of television in education, there is still much confusion and uncertainty.
The phrase 'educational television' is broad and, in some contexts, highly
ambiguous. At present, in Canada, the phrase might be used to denote almost
all of the variety of ways in which television may be used for educational
purposes. Although these different uses tend to overlap, it is possible to
distinguish three broad categories, all of which have been employed in one
centre or another.

Perhaps least controversial is 'in-classroom' use, in which the television
camera is employed as a visual-aid tool. Probebly the best known example is
its use by some university faculties of medicine and dentistry. By means of
cameras mmtelted in the operating arena, each medical and dentistry student
is enabled to see 'close-ups' for the duration of operations. Anotl!er
classroom' iise, edopted by several science departments of the University of
Toronto, is that of placing a small over-the-desk camera at the disposal of the
professor, who is in the same classroom as his students. The camera is directly
linked to a number of monitors on each side of the classroom, and when the
teacher wishes to show a close-up of an object or a drawing he simply uses the
camera. A refinement c2 this technique is to attach a microscope to the camera.
Thus the professor of zoology, for example, is enabled to present highly
magnified close-ups of specimens to his whole class at once, instead of going
through the time-consuming procedure of having each student in turn step up
to peer through the microscope.

A second use has generally been termed 'closed-circuit' television. By
placing another camera in the classroom with our professor (and this camera
might range in quality and style from a relatively simple one on a fixed mount
to a studio quality camera with a cameraman) we may 'feed' his lecture by
closed-circuit coaxial cables to other buildings and classrooms. Without fan-
fare or controversy, McGill University m Montreel adopted this method in
1962 as a means of helping to solve the rapidly increasing problem of over-
swollen classes. By seating some students in me or more remote classrooms,
university departments may permit all of the etude= in a particular course
to 'see' and 'hear' the same professor.

The broadest and most ambiguous category of educational television (and
undoubtedly the one most people consider when they hear the phrase
`educational television') is 'broadcast transmission'. The television lecture is
beamed by transmitter to the viewer-student in his home. There are three
main types of broadcast:
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(1) the telecasting of lectures for credit towards a degree or certificatethis
might range, at one extreme, frem the telecasting of a whole course of lectures,
supplemented by occasional repot.s and examinatims, to serving as an
occasional `reinforcement' for classroom lectures at the other;

(ii) the broadcasting of non-credit course materialthere are several notable
examples of departments of extension of Canadian universities co-operating
with public and private broadcasters on such series;

(iii) the inclusion of 'cultural' programmesin Canada, as in the United
States, broadcasting agencies on their own initiative have produced pro-
grammes that can hardly be designated as 'entertainment', and have been
categorised, in the broad sense, as 'educational' (for example, public affairs
documentaries, panel discussion programmes, music appreciation pro-
grammes, and, sometimes, drama that would have only limited appeal).

Confusion about 'educational television' is increased further by our proximity
to the United States, for there the initials ETV have come to be closely
associated with non-commercial television stations operated either by univer-
sities or by community public-service organisations. These stations have been
created primarily in reaction to the commercial stations and networks that
form the basis of broadcasting in the United Statts. They telecast - wick
variety of programmes of the kind described above. To date, there is no such
educational television in Canada, although several leading educators and
university administrators have proposed the formation of such stations as one
of the answers to the looming crisis in higher education.

Adult education in Canada
The term 'adult education' is similarly comprehensive. The introduction to a
report on Adult Education in Canada* noted some of its principal character-
istics:

What impresses every visitor from abroad studying adult education in our country
is its extreme diversity, its presence under one form or another in practically every
settlement, and what could be called its apparent lack of co ordination and
continuity. These characteristics are explained, in large measure, by the geo-
graphical context of our country. Not only is each regional, if not local, community
faced with different socio-economic problems, it also poistsses different resources
in the way of tradition, social structure and institutions. Everywhere, people
interested either in the solution of community problems or in the acquisition of
new Meet and techniques have had to use their imagination in seeking formulas
that would best fit their particular circumstances. Another important factor to
be considered is the diversity of culture and religion among the social groups that
make up the Canadian nation. Many developments that are found in English-
speaking communities do not have their counterpart in French Canada and
vice versa.

Broadly speaking, adult education is organised in Canada by three main kinds
of provider. First, and catering for the largest numbers of students, there is a

Published by the Canadian Associatiot. for Adult Education in z96o (made possible by the generous
assistance of the Canadian National Commission for UNESCO).
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network of night schools run by provincial authorities. These are serviced
from the provincial capitals by peripatetic specialists and from regional and
local centres by resident field-organisers. The classes make use of school
buildings and to a considerable extent of day school staffs. Secondly, there are
evening, summer and correspondence courses (credit and non-credit) organ-
ised by extension departments of the universities. And lastly, with a collective
membership of well over one million, there is a number of voliutary
organisations that organise educational activities for adults, such aF the
Canadian Institute for International Affairs, the. Canadian Institute of Public
Affairs, the Canadian Film Institute., and many others based on church, trade

union or other special interest.
These individual ages ies have had to satisfy increasing demands made

upon them, and inevitabi there has been considerable duplication of eobrt as
well as some gaps in total provision. It is ironic that these difficulties should

have been created by success. As Dr Alan M. Thomas, Director of the
Canadian Association for Adult Education, wrote in the March, 1964, issue of

Interim (a journal published by CAAE):

AU long as adult education was a minor concern of either entirely individual or
remedial purposes, the problem of organisation, or perhaps co-crdination, was of
slight importance. A threadbare, tireless, determined group, performing miracles
of single programs or acting within single notable institutions was sufficient. But
it is no longer so. All major institutions have recognised a vital interest in con-
tinuing educations both within their own ranks, and. within the society in which
they function. There are indications of enormous growth in t'eaching and learning
outside the formal system of education. The concern for continuous learning is
obviously a matter of first importance to this country.

The CBC's educational responsibility
Although there is disagreement within Canada about television in adult
education, it may be said that a significant number of 'opinion makers' among
broadcasters and educators, as well as many of the general public, would
assess it as being of considerable importance.

If we consider educational broadcasting in thebroadest sense there has been

striking evidence for the importance attached to it, both by programme
planners and the public, in a survey conducted by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation (CBC) during the 1962-63 season. The survey was concerned
with broadcasting in general, rather than television or radio in particular,
but its result may be taken to apply to television, especially since television

now has captured the majority of the public. Of significance for this report is

one set of questions posed by the CEC to assess 'the opinions of Canadians

as to what the CBC should be doing. . . .' Six 'major CBC aims' were listed

for assessment in these words :

to encourage Canadian talent;
2 to contribute to the education of the people;
3 to let people know what's happening in the world today;
4 to entertain the public;
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5 to help Canadians in oil parts of Canada understand and learn about each other;
6 to help French and English Canadians to understand and learn about e, eh othet.

It will be seen that of the six aims, the second specifically mentions 'education
of the public', while the third, fifth, ',aid sixth are, also, in part, educational
aims. The figures in table I are derived from the annual reports of CBC and
Societe Radio Canada (1963-64):

Table : Public attitudes to selected aims of CBC broadcasting

Aim Assessments (percentages)

Very
important

Important Not veryinm at
all important

Don't know

2 Educate 57 37 4 2

3 Inform 65 33 I I

4 Entertain 41 52 6 I

6 Anglo-French
understanding

47 42 8 3

It is of some interest tD note that the specific educational aim rates more highly
than the entertainment aim. It is perhaps of interest, too, that in a second set
of questions aimed at assessing 'how well CBC fulfils (these) six major aims',
eighty-five per cent felt that the CBC fillfilied the specific educational aim
(the second aim listed above) 'Very well or 'Well' (Details in table 2).

Table 2: Public assessments of CBC's achievement

Aim Assessments (percentages)

Very well Well Badly /very badly Don't know

2 Educate 25 6o 8 7

3 Inform 42 51 4 3

4 Entertain 24 59 13 4

6 Anglo-French
understanding 14 43 26 17

While this survey does not specifically =titian adult educational broadcasting
the questions reflect accurately enough the cll./cern that the CBC has for
educational broadcasting in general, and the answers record public endorse-
ment of and, broadly speaking, satisfaction, with, its policies. There can be no
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doubt that educational broadcasting as it exists in Canada today has been
influenced primarily by the CBC. This is not, of course, to deny that
privately-owned broadcasting stations have played their part in its develop-
ment. If for no other reason, however, than that the CBC has provided the
only national radio network, and, until 1961, the only national television
network, the CBC ha seen the dominant force in Canadian broadcasting.

In view of its central importance,more must be said about this organisation
and its programming policies; but since the CBC is an exceedingly complex
and dynamic organisation serving a vast country that spans five time-zones
and has, in addition, two special time-zones (Newfoundland and Yukon), and
since it is composed of two separate network structures serving English-
speaking and French-speaking Canadians, and especially since there is un-
certainty within Parliament about the role CBC should play and how it should
be financed, there are obvious dangers in any attempt to write briefly about it.

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation came into being in 1936, deve-
loping from the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission which had its
beginnings in 1932. In proposing this national service, Prime Minister R. B.
Bennett referred to it as 'the agency by which national consciousness may be
featured and sustained and national unity still further stren ,thened'. One of
the arguments often used by supporters of CBC today, as then, is that Canada
is a vast nation strung out along two railway lines just north of the United
States border, and the most economical lines of communicationare north and
south rather than east and west. There is a cor segue= fear that, without a
national broadcasting service similar in nature to the CBC, Canadians would
all too quickly lose their 'national consciousness' and become 'Americanisee?.*
In order to achieve this national service Canadian leaders rejected the com-
mercial approach to broadcasting favoured in the United States, choosing
instead to follow patterns established in Europe, and especially in Great
Britain. Supported by Parliamentarians of all political hues, Conservative
Prime Minister Bennett's words may be taken as representative of the general
attitude of the time:

No other scheme than that of public ownership can ensure to the people of this
country, without regard to class or place, equal enjoyment of the benefits and
pleasures of radio broadcasting. Private ownership must necessarily discriminate
between densely and sparsely populated areas. . . . It does not seem right that in
Canada the towns should be preferred to the countryside or the prosperous
communities to those less fortunate. In fact, if no other course were possible,
it might be fair to suggest that it should be the other way about. Happily, however,
under this system, there is no need for discrimination; all may be served sdike.t

The developmera of this service did not rule out the possibility ofprivately
owned radio stations in Canada. Indeed, the CBC network service, both for
radio and, later, for television, has depended in large part on the inclusion of
privately-owned stations to supplement the service of CBC-owned and
operated stations.

of Repine, Royal Commission on Broadcasting 1957i 0440el primer, p.1.
t Quoted from The CDC and Public affairs Broadcast* by F. W. Peen, pp. 4-5.
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The beliefs underlying CBC's programming policy found renewed ex-
pression in the 1962-63 Annual Report:

Assuming each man to be a man of many interests, CDC vograms must be
concerned with his many needs and aspirations, with entertainment; relaxation;
the imparting of impartial new% sued information; the vitslity of the nation's
democratic institutions and valuesfree speech, the rule of law, respect for the
individual, freedom of v.-%*:%hip, freedom of inquiry; the health of the nation, the
efficiency of its economy and its goodname abroad; politics and public life; sport;
the education of its youth; and the creative arts which are the lift blaod of
programs.

Then, in a section entitled 'Educational, Cultural. and Youth', the Annual
Report proceeds:

In countries which have not yet achieved the living standards of Canadain
particular, those countries which have just emerged into a state of self-government
radio and television are becoming prime tools for the education of the people.
Besides school broadcasts, these newly independent countries which already enjoy
a broadcasting system are engaging in programs geared for adult education, for
cultural enlargement and for communication with the countries' yowl. . . .
While this use of broadcasting is an obvious one for under-developed nations, it
is no less important for Canada. A highly developed society needs an intelligently-
informed citizenry, capable of understanding and coping with the lrobletr s which
confront it in its daily life.

This is not to say that all Canadian educators a:e satisfied with the CBC's
efforts in educational broadcastingnor, for that matter, are the programme
planners who are in.in:ected in this kind of programming. In a letter to wi-.
Mr Davtd Walker, Supervisor of Information and Adult Education Pro-
grammes in CBC's Depat .ent of Public Affairs, points out that while the
CBC has gained recognition for its programming of adult education pro-
grammes for general audiences, on the whole Canadian television has been
tardy in the development of 'continuing, progressively graduated courses for
ad'I!s interested in gaining some sort of academic credit'. Mr Walker went
on to say:

As a broadcarer interested in adult etaication in all its expressions, I find this
lack of initiative places the CBC, as a national broadcasting organisation, in a
difficult position. At a time when newer broadcasting systems in the developing
countries find a clear role to play in transmitting courses in adult ed ication, the
CBC seems timid. At a time when American broadcasters and academies have
joined forces to program television schedules rich in series of formal instruction,
the CRC lags.
The reason, it seems to me, lies in the failure of Canadian educators to press for
access to television on a national scale, and the financiti problems the CBC has
in meeting its mandate to program a television service for the widest possible
range of interests.

Both because it is a publicly-owned corporation and because it has had to
depend since 1952 on a percentage of commercial revenue to finance its
service, the CBC cannot be indifferent to the tastes and interests of the
majority of its audiences. Commtvial considerations are of course especially
important for television with its higher costs, and more especially, for CBC,
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since 1960 when independent television stations began to appear in the larger
and commercially richer m...ropolitan centres. The subsequent linking of
most of these private stations in a commercial television network, CTV, has
magnified the problem (CTV began operations in 196x and reaches seventy-
three per cent or the population).

The CBC's financial position has rot really been secure since 1952the
year in which television began in Canadaat which time Parliament voted to
adort a new system of financing. Instead of continuing with, the practice of
charging a licence fee for each radio seta fee that would have to be increa'ed
to meet television coststhe listener and viewer would have to pay an excie
tax on the purchase of each new set. From the very beginning, however, this
tax has not provided enough income for operating costs, and the CBC has
since then depended on annual grants from Parliament, in addition to its
revenue from advertising. The inability to plan on a long-term basis has led
to uncertainty within the CBC, and it has been suggested that both the CBC
and private broadcasters be given a ten-year charter similar to the practice
prevailing in the United Kingdom.

Despite commercial considerations and uncertainty about the future, CBC
has included in its schedules programmes that would appear at the bottom of
commercial rating lists, if they appeared at all. This is not to say that all
educational broadcasting consists of low-rating programmes, since one of
CBC's most successful programmes in recent years has in fact been a frankly
educational ccience programme, 'The Nature of Things' (telecast weekly on
the national television network in a close to prime viewing period, from 10.30
to rr.00 pm on Tuesdays). Most of CBC's educational programmes, however,
are planned for minority audiences.

The crowded campus
More anl more leading Canadian educators have been stressing the potential
worth of television for adult education, both for work with regular students
and with older adults enrolled in extension or extra-mural courses. Possibly
the best single piece of evidence for this statement is to be found in a Report
of the Presidents of the Universities of Ontario to the Advisory Committee oh
University Affairs on Post-Secondary Education in Ontario-1962-1970,
published in May, 1962. This study was motivated by statistical projections
that indicated extremely heavy demands for entry to the universities in the
near future. Other projections indicated that, under normal expansion rates
of qualified staff and classroom and laboratory facilities, the universities would
not be able to meet demands for entry. The committee was sufficiently con-
cerned to use the expression 'shock wave' to refer to expected applications
for admission in 1965, to be followed immediately by a further major increase
in 1966.

This crisis would have its repercussions on adult education:
in view of the strain that the graduate programme will immediate', impose on
the staff, the committee believes that extension work will have to be done
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increasingly with the aid of television, videotape and other new media ofcommu-
nication.

The Presidents' Report envisaged that television facilities for adult education
might have to be pressed into emergency service for higher education. This
proposal would entail the creation of a new college and of.1 special television
station:

The suggestion is that all the mistinguniversities co-operate in the establishment
of a large liberal arts college`Ontario Collegewhich would offer a three-year
general arts course from Grade 13, leading to the BA degte.t. The fee would be
lower than university fees, but high enough to discourage dilettantes. The
students would report to their nearest regional university in Decembe', when the
regular students were having their break; on each university campus there would
be a staff of instructors, readers, and student advi!ers, who would introduce the
students to the campus and arrange for their periodical tutorial and/or laboratory
sessions. Instruction in the various subjects would be televised from a centralpoint . . instructim would be given by scholars seconded from the universities
on a year's leave of absence. The students would have a timetable, and would
watch the appropriate classes on television in their own homes during the week,
do the required reading, and mail their written assignments to their instructor
at the regional university. They wouldattend periodic seminars, and devices like
language laboratories could be exploited to the fall.

The comnxittee noted that:
the graduate work . . . would be combined with extension work from the start,
and would gradually move over into the field of adult education as the supply of
st:-Ifor the universities andcolleges catches up with the demand.

As I have mentioned earlier, some Canadian universities are already
involved in using closed-circuit television and several are now broadcasting
credit courses on broadcasz tr,nsmission television. Many universities have
extensive plans for closed-circuit installations Sir George Williams Univer-
sity in Montreal, for instance, will k. r c, it throughout the new ten-storey
building now under construction, and the new ScarboroughCollege (Univer-
sity of Toronto), one of two colleges to be developed away from the central
Toronto campus, will include a television building with one large studio and
five smaller demonstration studios.
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In view of the dominance of the CBC in the devaupnient of educational
broadcasting as :t exists in Canada, it may be useful to present a general
survey of educational broadcasting within the CBC. This should indicate not
only different categories of involvement of broadcasting agencies in adult
education, but also the variety of types of educational television for adults,
ranging from information and 'cultural' series to formal credit-course series.
This, in turn, will reflect the nature of tile audiences for which the pro-
grammes are designed.

In presenting this survey I shall look briefly first at CBC's broadcasting for
elementary and secondary schools. Even though not directly relevant, it is
that aspect of CBC's specialised educational broadcasting with the longest
history; through its programmes for schools, CBC had first to come to terms
with the structure of education in Canada. I shall then go on to consider
educational programmes for adults produced by the CBC on its own initiative;
programmes produced in co-operation with universities; and lastly those
produced in co-operation with adult education organisations. These four
categories of involvement hold true, although to a lesser extent, of many
privately-owned Canadian television stations.

School broadcasts
Mr R. S. Lambert (CBC's first supervisor of the Department of School
Broadcasts, from r943 to 1960) writes in his book, School Broadcasting in
Canada, 'from its inception in 1936, the CBC indicated, its readiness to place
its facilities, as far as feasible, at the service of departments of education'.

One of the factors in Mr Lambert's qualifying phrase, 'as far as feasible',
is the nature of Canada's constitution, The British North America Act, which
prescribes *hat education in Canada is a provincial responsibility, while com-
munications are a federal responsibility.

Despite this limitation, the CBC and provincial officers if education were
able to develop a system that, for the most part, was felt tc safeguard provin-
cial interests within a national-broadcasting service. As early as 1940 the CBC,
in co-operation with the provincial departments of education of Nova Scotia,
British Columbia and Quebec, began regular series of provincial radio broad-
casts designed to 'enrich' the curricula of schools within these provinces.

After this beginnir ether provinces became interested, and in 1942 a
national school broadcasting service was initiated. Working through the
National Advisory Council on School Broadcastingan organisation in which
every province is represented, especially created as an intermediary between
the provinces and the national broadcasting servicethe School Broadcasts
Department of CBC's English Network began the productio Z of programmes
to be broadcast in every province.
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In 1954 f CBC began its first school television broadcasting, and now*
despite the added problems of increased production and transmission costs
in television, broadcasts annually, on a national basis, two half-hourly pro-
grammes each week from the third week in October to the end of May.

Adult education programmes initiated by the CBC
General cultur.:

CBC programmes that could be described as 'general culture' are almost too
numerous to mention. Most of the programmes proauced by the Department
of Public Affairs and the Department of Farms and Fisheries Broadcasts of the
English Network, as well as their counterparts in the French Network, could
be regarded in the broad sense as 'educational' television.

I have already ntentioned the science series 'The Nature of Things', which
is a well-written, well-produced programme that aims, sometimes in an
amusing way, to present 'science for the layman'. This programme was a
logical development from an earlier series, 'Two for Physics', which had as its
`stars' two physicists from the University of Toronto, Professors J. N. P.
Hume and D. G. Ivey. With the support of skilful product' m, they success-
fully demonstrated that many aspects of science could be exflained by means
of television to a general audience of adults. As a result, science programming
for adults has become a revilar part of CBC output; CBC's Department of
Public Affairs has a proLiaction unit specialising in science programmes.

Another general educational programme was 'The Lively Arts', presented
for two seasons between 1961 and the spring of 1963. This carefully produced,
well-planned series of half-hour programmes was broadcast weekly, displaying
tht. arts in all their forms. It included programmes on outstanding artists and
works of art from all parts of the world and all periods of time.

Most of these CBC-initiated programmes on the English Network have
their counterparts on the French Network, although programme-planning on
each network is independent, with no conscious attempt to follow the example
of the other. 'The Lively Arts', for example, had its counterpart in 'Presence
de l'Art', while 'The Nature of Things' had its counterpart in `Le Roman de
la Science'.

Perhaps the longed: living example of a CBC-initiated television pro-
gramme that may be regarded as adult educational is 'Explorations', a half-
hour weekly series that was telecast every season from 1956 to 1964. In its first
year 'Explorations' dealt with such topics as the idea of Utopia, Einstein's
theory of relativity, musical form and theory, Vancouver's 'Skid Road' and
the university crisis. In recent years it has presented dramatised series in
Canadian history, and explored social problems in Canada (there were, for
example, programmes on the Doukhobours, on Canadian Indians, and on
Canadian Negroes)*.

There are many other examples of programmes ostensibly designed for

* Since programme schedules are forever changing it is impossible to present a report that will not soon
be out of date. Present tense, in much of the following, refers to the 1964-65 broadcast season.
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`the general audience', although programme planners are aware that only aminority of viewers will be interestedespecially in the larger cities with achoice of at least two Canadian channels (CBC and a privately-owned station)plus two and sometimes three American network stations located close to theCanadian border. In presenting these programmes the CBC, for the mostpart, treats them as they would other 'general audience' programmes. Occa-sionally scripts and support literature may be offered to viewers, but there is
no attempt to organise viewing groups, encourage audience participation ormake kinerecordings or audio-tapes available to individuals or organisations.

2 Formal adult education
The CBC also initiates formal adult education television programmes. Per-haps the best example is 'Speaking French', which had its beginnings in localtelecasts in Montreal in 1957 and has been broadcast on other stations of the
network since 1961. The programme is designed to provide a working know-ledge of French for English-speaking Canadians; Professor jean-Paul Vinay,of the University ofMontreal, is the host, writer, and programme planner. A
conscious attempt is made to encourage audience activity, if not participation.
Study summaries of each programme are offered and viewers are urged towrite for them in advance. During the 1963 season the CBC mailed out
approximately 18,000 summaries per week, which is some indication of thesuccess of this programme. It has been estimated that it is watched regularlyby approximately 152,000 viewers. Through the years it has evolved from aclassroom lecture into a programme which makes full use of the medium.
Professor Vinay still introduces the topics and teaches throughout, but he isnow assisted by an attractive female 'student', as well as a male actor with aflair for comedy and mime. Entertaining vignettes making full use of language
on the topic for the day are written into the programme.

Co-operation with universities
It has not been felt necessary to mate a department within the CBC speci-
fically designed to serve universities. There is no organisation such as theNational Advisory Council on School Brcadcasting to serve as an inter-
mediary between broadcasters and the universities. Co-operation has been
accomplished in the English Network through the Department of Public
Affairs, and in the French network through the Department of Adult Educa-
tion and Public Affairs and the Department ofInstitutional Broadcasts. Thislatter department (Institutional Broadcasts) is responsible for all 'teachingbroadcasts'that is to say, programmes in which pedagogical aims are para-mounton the French Network, whether they be for schools or universities,
while the Department ofAdult Education and Public Affairs is responsible
for less formal adult education programmes. In the English Network, on theother hand, there is an agreement between the Department of Schools andYouth Programming and the Department of Public Affairs that the lattershould be responsible for university'and adult education broadcasts, whether
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formal teiecourses or the public affairsigen oral information type of
programmes.

The fact that there is only this limited organi$ ation within CBC to serve
university broadcasts is perhaps significant. With CBC's particular mandate,
if there had been a significant national demand Or a special department it
would certainly have been created. It is fair to say t fat, with a few exceptions,
Canadian universities have made little demand on the CBC for the develop-
ment of educational broadcasting, although two of the earliest radio stations
in Canada were established by universities, specifically for the purpose of
educational broadcasting.*

Apart from these exceptions, however, universit es have remained aloof
from involvement in station operation. Although radio frequencies were
reserved by the federal authority for possible educafon2l use, and although
the costs of a modest radio station are not prohibi ive (the Univvsity of
Alberta station, for example, was built a a cost of a Ipprox,unately $7,5oo),
Canadian universities simply have not applied for star ion licences. Indeed a
general lack of response to radio on the part of Canadian educators, including
universities, led to reluctance on the part of the Board of Broadcast Governors
to make a blanket reservation of television channels for possible educational
use.

The first involvement of the CBC in co-operation wit' a university was in
1952, the very first season of Canadian television. The programme was
entitled 'Varsity Story', and was produced in co-operation with the University
of Toronto. In the following year, again on the initiative of the CBC, the first
series of individual public affairs programmes in co-operation with several
universities was presented. This series, entitled 'Exploring Minds', lasted for
three successive years and might well have continued, it appears, were it not
for the strength of the influence and lack of unanimity of the university
advisory committees. These early co-operative experiments were intended
to be 'cultural' public affairs programmesindeed, the 'Exploring Minds'
series regularly employed professional actors rather tkanprofess orsand only
in the broadest of senses could they be regarded as 'educational television'.

In 1957 the CBC, again in co-operation with the University of Toronto,
began the first Canadian telecourse with a series of twelve tour lectures
on the psychology of learning under the title 'Live and Lean '. This still
flourishing programme has since included topics as diverse as phys 'cs, geology,
architecture, psychiatry and archaeology. Under the same title the CBC in
Toronto produced a series on chemistry with McMaster Mayo city, and a
second series in psychology, on problems of inter-personal comn unication.

* In 2923 'Queen's University, in Kingston, Ontario starteda gnodest station that is still in I peration and,
in 1927, through a small piece of guile in his budgeting (diverting what was nominally salary for anew assistant), the Director of Extension or the University of Alberta succeeded in :nth g up a radiostation. This was operated by the University of Alberta until 1945 when it passed into the t, ontrol of the
telephone system of the Alberta government; and for the first ten years of its existence its programmes
were strictly for adult education. A third notable example of a university-operated radio sit ition is thatoperated by St Francis Xavier University in Antigonish, Nova Scotia, creatlid primarily ti o serve the'Antigonish Movement', probably the most successful and best known Canadian venni. e in adulteducation.
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The Ottawa Public Affairs unit of the CBC has also used the same title to

produce local series with the University of Ottawa. Several of these series,

designed initially as local broadcasts, have been repeated on the national CBC

Television Network. In the 1962-63 season the Ottawa and Toronto CBC

Television stations began an exchange of their local series, to broadcast in

each region thirty-nine half-hour programmes (there were five separate series

to total the thirty-nine broadcasts). And in the past season the Public Affairs

unit in Winnipeg has joined in the exchange of these local series with their

seven part series on archaeology, produced in co-operation -vith. the Univer-

sity of Manitoba. It is probable that this exchange of local 'Live and Learn'

series will soon broaden to include other regions and universities in Canada.

In the 196o-51 season, the first television credit course in Canada was

produced by the CBC, again in co-operation with the University of Toronto.

This was a series of forty-eight half-hour television lessons entitled 'Beginning

Russian'. Enrolled students who followed the course, completed written work

and attended tutorial classes were entitled to write the same examination as

first-year students working for a BA degree. The nature of the course and the

registration restrictions necessarily limited enrolment, as was expected by all

who were involved in planning the experiment. Although there were some

drop-outs, twenty-seven registrants persisted in the course and wrote the

examinations, of whom twenty-one were successful. These results were

regarded as normal for the course. In addition to viewer-students, however,

about x,ioo persons within range of the Toronto station fbllowed the series

regularly, and many more watched occasional programmes,

The next significant development in credit-course educational television

began in the 1961-62 season with the French Network organisation of CBC

co-operating with the University of Montreal. In that season three telecourses

were presented, in French literature, geography and biology, drawing from

the regular baccalaureate programmes of the Faculty of Arts, the Faculty of

Letters, and the Faculty of Science. A press release issued by the University

in August, 1962, reported 'unexpected results':

(a) Registration for the three coursesnumbered t,z /8; sixty-eight per cent of the

students who had registered wrote the exams and around eighty-five p e cent

of them with success.

(b) 3,319 sets of mimeographed notes were sold to the public by the University

of Montreal.

(c) A survey conducted at the request of the CBC revealed that over 14,000 TV

sets were tuned on the first semester and 25,000 on the second semester.

The success of the first season's experiment quickly led to expansion, and in

the next season the University of Montreal and CBC co-operated to present

six credit telecourses on the French national network. Whereas the three

courses offered in the first season were only telecast locally (just as the

University of Toronto telecourses were broadcast locally only in the Toronto
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area), the six courses in the 1962-63 season were broadcast on. CBC French
network stations between Moncton, New Brunswick and Boniface,
Manitoba (the twin city of Winnipeg). The six subjects were physical anthro-
pology, French grammar, modern physics, geography, economics and French
literature.

In the following season, Laval University joined the University of Mon-
treal, so that a course offered by a professor rom La-,Tal University, for
example, could be taken by a student registered at the University ofMontreal,
while each university would administer its own registration, pay its own
professors, collect fees, and prepare and mark its own examinations. In the
1964-65 season, the Universities of Ottawa and Sherbrooke joined this co-
operative venture. The latest development is that the inter-university com-
mittee made up of the Directors of Extension of these four universities has
issued an invitation to the University of Moncton (in New Brunswick) to
join them.

In the 1962-63 season, a year after the beginning of the French Network
credit-course programme, Sir George Williams University, in Montreal,
offered its first telecourse for credit. This was produced in co-operation with
the CBC and was telecast only on the Montreal CBC station. The subject was
`Shakespeare' and the course was intended for second-year Art students. A
total of 5o2 people registered for the course, eighty-six of whom were students
of Sir George Williams University, the remainder (416) being `non-credit'
viewers. Sixty-seven students persisted through to writing the final exami-
nation, and of these sixty-one were successful. In the next season (1963-64),
Sir George Williams offered a second-year telecourse in econmics, in which
429 people registered, 119 of whom were credit students. In this course
ninety-three students wrote the final examination, eighty-four successfully.
In the current academic year, Sir George Williams University, again in co-
operation with the CBC, offered another second-year course on English
literature.

A significant part of the mandate ofthe Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
has been to serve farmers and fishermen, and it might well be said that CBC's
Department of Farm and Fisheries Broadcasts is primarily devoted to adult
education programmes. Although most of these programmes have been
produced on the initiative of the CRC, in 1963 the CBC co-operated with
Macdonald College of McGill University to produce a series of five pro-
grammes entitled 'Focus on Forestry'. This series, 'oriented to the production
of wood and maple products from the farm woodlot and sugar bush', was
telecast on CBC and CBC-affiliated stations throughout the province of
Quebec.

To the best of my knowledge, these are the highlights of educational tele-
vision in Canadian adult education, produced by the CBC in co-operation
with universities. As I have indicated, however, some privately-owned tele-
vision stations have also been active inthis kind of programming; CFTM-TV
in Montreal, is an outstanding ennwle.
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Co-operation with adult education organisations
There is a long and continuous record of co-operation between the CBC and
adult education organisations in. Canada, which originated in the days of
radio. One example of such co-op :ration is particularly worth noting. In 1959
the Metropolitan Educational Television Association ofToronto was created,
largely because some edUcators wanted ultimately to have an educational tele-
vision station, and feared that unless their wishes were made known all
available television frequencies might be allocated to commercial interests.
Representatives of the University of Toronto and the Toronto Board of
Education were joined by other educational organisations in the area to
establish an office that has since been active in promoting an understanding
of the use of television ineducation. META has also been active in procuring,
producing and co-operating in the production of a variety of educational
television programmes. These have been broadcast on a number of television
stations. The most ambitious project, however, was a series of seventy-two
half -hour programmes in a series entitled 'Let's Speak English', produced by
the CBC in association with META. This series, designed primarily for non-
English-speaking immigrants, was first broadcast in Toronto in x961. During
the 1952-63 season it was presented in Calgary, Regina, Saskatoon, and
London, Ontario; and it seems likely that it will be broadcast and re-broadcast
in other Canadian centres in the future. Another series produced by the CBC
in association with META was seven half-hour programmes entitled 'Never
too Late', broadcast in Toronto during the 1962-63 season. Their purpose
was to indicate the variety of opportunities for adult education in the Toronto
area.

A final, example ofa co-operative television venture is one that, if it comes to
fruition, will be the most ambitious ETV project ever attempted in Canada
a national programme on the language and culture of French-Canada for
English-speaking viewers, with the possibility later of an English programme
for French-speaking viewers. This project now being explored under the
sponsorship of the CBC and the Canadian Universities Foundation (a
national organisation in which every Canadian university is represented) was
first proposed in October 1963. Since that time the sponsors have held several
meetings attended by delegates representing the Canadian Association for
Adult Education, the Canadian Association of Directors of Extension, and
Summer Schools, the Canadian Education Association, the Canadian
Teachers' Federation, the Canadian Association of Linguistics, the Canadian
Association of University Teachers ofFrench, and language-teaching experts
from several universities. The proposed aims for the project are to make
French mort comprehensible, to lay the basis for an ability to speak French,
and to provide a deeper knowledge and understanding of French-Canadian
life and culture.*

This has been a brief and much too general survey of adult education
television programming especially as it has developed within the CBC.

it now cppean that CBC management has decided that finance cannot be made available forthe project.

C
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Among other deficiencies, I am conscious Of the relative neglect of French
Network programming. It may be taken for granted, however, that there has

been a roughly parallel development of educational broadcasting in both
networks. My purpose has been to indicate the variety of uses of open-circuit

television for educational purposes, particularly for adult education, in Canada

and to indicate the wide range of progratrurting, from the 'general audience'

type of information programme initiated by broadcasting; agencies, to credit

telecourses leading to degrees. Programme techniques similarly run the gamut

from the speaker -at-a-desk' approach to elaborately-produczd programmes
with expensive sets, actors, film, still photographs, and a wide range of
properties. It may be seen that it is not easy to make any generalisations about

the use of television for adult education in Canada, except that educational
television is at present in an extremely dynamic state.



III Community use of broadcasting

Although the range of Canadian adult education is wideboth in subjects
and in methods of organisationpracticality has been its dominanttone,. The
Antigonish movement, for example, placed its chief emphasis on economic
action, and education grew out of and contributed to material betterment.
Antigonish believed also that people must be reached in large numbers for a
community to be vitalised, and that these large numbers must be encouraged
to study and discuss in small grog s for the effects of mass meetings to be
profoundly educational and lasting. Radio could reach many more people than
any university extension department and 'Farm Radio Forum' converted
Antigonish practice into one of the most successful examples of a mass
medium being used for adult education. It seems appropriate to include here a
brief historical note on 'Farm Radio Forum' (and its civic equivalent 'Citizens
Forum') because both programmes were inherited by television and because
there is a useful lesson to be learnt about the relative merits of the two media
and about the importance of a complementary field organisation from what
is, in its outcome, the chastening story of this inheritance.

Farm Radio Forum
After beginning in eastern Canada early in 1941 'Farm Radio Forum' added
the adjective 'National' to its title in the autumn of that same year. The
programme was sponsored by the Canadian Association fox Adult Education,
the Canadian Federation of Agriculture, and the CBC. Within a few years it
was a national institution.. Throughout the 1948-49 season, for example,
1,588 Farm Forum groups met regularly to listen to the weekly radio pro-
gramme, and to stay on to discuss it. There was an average of seventeen
members to each group, with a total of over 27,000 people across the nation.
Various broadcasting techniques have been used over the years, including
dramatised broadcasts, discussion-group sessions and interviews with experts.

With the advent of television, however, the number of Forums declined.
By the 1960 -61 season the groups had fallen below 500, and at the end of
January, 1964, there were 301 forum groups meeting regularly. Television
was generally considered to be itself the cause for the decline, and to test this
belief the CBC and planners of National Farm Forum tried various experi-
ments. For instance, in the 1957-58 season six Forum programmes were
presented on television in one rural area of Ontario (Wingham) served by only
one station, and rr-eived by people on television and on radio. Nix R. G.
Knowles, National Oupervisor of CBC's Department of Farm and Fisheries
Broadcasts, has reported on this experiment;

. . . the Audience Research results indicated that . .. there was a wide interest in
the presentation on televisionalmost everyone, non-farm dwellers as well as
farmers, with television, had seen some or all of the programs and enjoyed them
(there was no alternate viewing for this aree). Within the no groups within the
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Winsham area which were surveyed, two tnings were significant.. , . It appeared

in an assessment of the audience that those who saw the program on television

had no better discussions than the groups in the area who stuck to the radio

broadcast. There was a tendency for the television groups to want to view the

program at home and forego the discussion rather than travel to their neighbours

for the Farm Prum discussions. There was some hesitancy to turn the television

set off after the program for the discussion.

The experiment was disappointing . . . simply putting toe program on television
wasn't the answer to get a large number of new groups which would be the life-

blood ci the movement.

Although the programme has continued 0,.spite the decline ins. Forum

groups, its sponsors are in a quandary abota its future. Within the past year

the CBC has been making an assessment of all of its Farm programmes. If
'Farm Radio Forum' is to survive, its traditional form must in some way be

altered.*

Citizens' Forum
The radio* programme 'Citizens' Forum' developed on the initiative of the

adult education movement in Canada in response to the war crisis towards

the end of 1942. A group of adult educators felt that the movement should be

giving more positive leadership. In that year CBC had been broadcasting a

discussion programme, 'Of Things to Come', that appeared to the CAAE to

be a suitable vehicle for their citizenship work. The major purpose of the new

programme, according to Mrs Isabel Wilson, who has long been associated

with the programme as its national secretary, 'was to bring about a heightened

concern in the political, social and economic questions of the day'. She
described its techniques as follows :

The pattern worked out in Farm Forum was taken over. The radio broadcast,

the printed study material, group discussion, and group reports to the provincial

office, form the framework of the program. Co-operation with the CBC was

undertaken on the same basis as in the other forum. The CBC is :esponsible for

securing speakers for the panels, and for producing the madam, ihtluding

payment of speakers' fees and necessary travelling expenses. . . . The CAAE

prepared study pamphlets for the use of group members, and assumes responsi-

bility for organising groups and giving them service. It also arranges sponsorship

for the public meetings in which most broadcasts now originate. A national

secretary for Citizens' Forum is a staff member oithe C.AAE.i

In the first year of 'Citizens' Forum' 20,000 people took part in organised

discussion groups across the country, and over 315,000 study bulletins were

distributed. In the second season, 1944-45, the year of its most active group

participation, the programme hadipproximately Boo registered groups across

the country, with an =lumbered audience of many thousands more indivi-

duals. After the war, however, the number of groups declined to approxi-

mately 400 in 1950. The decline of group activity was hastened with the

'Farm Radio Forum' ceased broadcasting in April 1965.Ed.

t 'Citizens' Forum' by Isabel Wilson, reprinted in Adult Education in Canada, published by Canadian
/Association for Adult Education. Ed. 7. R. Kidd, z950, p 'so.
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advent of television two years later. By 1955 it was apparent that `CF' could

not remain a major discussion programme if it continued to be heard only on
radio. It was scheduled for broadcast on television in the autumn of that year.

This decision provoked an interesting reaction on the part of citizens from
all parts of Canada who made up the 'Citizens' Forum' Board. In notes
kindly prepared for this report, Mrs Wilson writes:

It should be stressed that the 'Citizens' Forum' Board did not initiate the move,
and was actually much less than enthusiasticabout it. Most Board members were
not particularly interested in TV and were simply not aware of the shift in
Canadian listening habits. .A few were activelyhostile and declared their 'intention.

never to own a set. But others honestly feared the changes that TV would bring.

And there were changes. To begin with, the forty-five minutes had to be
reduced to a half-hour. Then, to quote Mrs Wilson:

It was impossible to break the TV national network for the five-minute provincial
report. There was, therefore, no period on either radio or TV for the provincial
secretary to report group opinion, to maintain group interest, or to organize new

groups.

It was impossible to obtain a period on televisionin the early evening. The CBC
found it necessary to carry mostly sponsored programs p to the ten o'clock
deadline. It is a question whether groups in any number could have been organ-
ized around TV when the program itself did not promote the idea. Still the time
element was a factor. Groups would not likely meet for discussion around a
program which did not conclude until 10.3o o'clock.

`CF' broadr ists could no longer originate in small communities before public
meetings. They had to be produced in one of the five major cities in which tele-
vision production was carried on. Studio audiences were used, but these do not
take the place of public meetings as a means of program promotion or of involving

a community.

The problems created by attempting to produce simultaneous broadcasts
for radio and television inevitably led to a demand for separating the produc-

tions. Part of the demand was initiated by television producers, who, as Mrs

Wilson puts it, were simply not satisfied with 'taking pictures of a radio panel

discussion'. And part of the demand was from 'Citizens' Forum' participants
who felt that 'radio could keep the interest of the groups in mind' while "ry
could go ahead to try to build the mass viewing audience'. During each of the

1957-58 and 1959-60 seasons one separate television programme was pro-

duced, in addition to simulcasts of the rest of the Forum discussions. Then,
in the 1961-62 season 'Citizens' Fortun' presented thirteen television pro-

grammes entitled 'Industry and the Way People Live' which, as Mrs Wilson

writes, 'had no counterpart on radio at all, and could not have been adapted

to that medium'. This pattern was continued in the 1962-63 season. 'Citizens'
Forum' became, in effect, two separate programmes, one for radio and the
other for television. Finally, the name 'Citizens' Forum' was replaced on

television with 'The Sixties'.
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Although the CAAE is still involved in planning the television programme

in co-operation with the CBC, the idea of a citizens' forum for television,

seems, at least for the present, to have died.

CAAE sponsorship
With the decline of the forum activity, the adyninistrative organisation that

existed to serve these radio programmes atrophied. And when confronted

with the lack of significant community response to the modest and possibly

impractical experiments in forum television programmes, the forum organisa-

tion of CAAE withered. This lamentable fact was forcibly impressed on me

when I began to make enquiries about the possibility of producing the

national French television course referred to earlier. There is now no
Canadian adult education organisation that could effectively undertake to

organise the community-use of such a project.
The Canadian Association for Adult Education, with its experience of

sponsoring `Farm Forum' and 'Citizens' Forum' is the obvious national

organisation in Canada to use as a basis for the development of a co-ordinated

scheme of group viewing and indeed it is eager to undertake a more ambitious

programme oforganisation at the field or community level. But even a modest

expansion would be financially impossible at present.

Because of lack of funds the CAAE has had to rely largely on voluntary

support when organisation at the community level is attempted. Thus, very

little has been accomplished to date in making use of educational television

programmes. Nonetheless, in addition to the work thc; CAAE has been

carrying on in co-operation with the CBC, a noteworthy development in

promoting the use of educationalprogramming was initiated in 1963-64 with

the telecasting in a number of Canadian cities of an American ETV series,

`Exploring the Universe'. Working primarily through extension departments

of six universities as well as the Vancouver School Board, the CAAE spon-

sored and promoted the telecasting of the series in Canada. The universities

and the school board agreed to contact local television stations to negotiate

broadcast times and to promote the series in their communities, and to hold

seminars to supplement the television programmes.
On the basis of this venture a most ambitious project was sponsored by the

CAAE during the current (1964-65) broadcast season, and this is worth

noting in more detail. Significantly, the series used for this project, 'Metro-

polisCreator or Destroyer', was also produced by Americans, primarily for

the use of Americans. The American producer and adult educators who

plumed this series of eight half-hour programmes on film hoped that it might

be used in Canada, however, and the CAAE undertook to sponsor it. The

programmes were advertised as dealing with human problems in the modern

age and the psychological dangers of much of today's urban expansion and

redevelopment.
Since the films were produced primarily with an American audience in

mind, the CAAE negotiated with participating Canadian television stations to
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produce local 'follow-up' programmes to relate the general topic to specific

local problems. The community organisation that sponsored this series in

Toronto (vhere the series was presented by the local CBC television station)

was somewhat more advanced than in other centres. Co-operating group: in

Toronto included such organisations as the Association of Women Electors,

the Kensington Merchants' and Home-Owners' Association, the Alexander

Park Citizens' Committee, and a number of rate-payers' associations. But, as

CAAE's Director, Dr Alan Thomas emphasises, this is barely a beginning
and a beginning that, regrettably, has had to rely on an American series.



IV Planning and production

The decline of the 'Forum' programmes draws attention to the different
elements that have to be blended together before adult education is able to
derive its full strength from television. These elements can be analysed more
specifically, and in this section I want to consider three that are most im-
portant in Canada: (a) the relationships, institutional and personal, that exist
between the worlds of education and ofielevision; (b) the problems ofaccom-
modating adult education programmes on channels that have other needs to
satisfy, problems most sharply exemplified by the question of programme
timing; (c) the provision of training, for those involved in making adult
education programmes or in their use at the reception end, on which depends
the progressive improvement of this joint enterprise.

Co- - operation anti liaison
It is not easy to make. generalisations about co-operation and liaison between
educators and broadcasters. While the degree of co-operation and liaison
varies from 'relatively little' in general audience programmes to 'considerable'
in the more formally pedagogical and institutionalised telecourses, relation-
ships vary from programme to programme and place to place.

In CBC 'general audience' adult education programmes, the initiative is
usually held primarily by CBC programme organisers and producers. In the
programme 'Explorations' (see p. 28) for example, experts may be commis-
sioned for the writing and editing of scripts, for their advice, and, if they are
good 'on camera', for appearances. While CBC public affairs programme
planners are not prone to ignoring expert advice, they normally act on the
assumption that for these 'general audience' programmes commissioned
experts are, in effect, employees.

In the more formally pedagogical programme 'Speaking French' (see
page 29), however, the central figure in the planning and writing of each
programme is the teacher-host, Professor jean-Paul Vinay, even though the
series is CBC-initiated. The producer- director's role is to present Professor
Vinay in the most effective manner to accomplish the pedagogical aim of each
television lesson; and Professor Vinay prescribes that aim.

In planning the somewhat more institutionalised CBC programme 'The
Sixties' (seep. 37) the co-sponsor of the programme, the CAAE, is represented
by its national secretary for 'Citizens' Forum'. CAAE's national secretary and
CBC's programme organiser meet regularly throughout each year, and, while
involved in a current season, make plans for the ensuing one. Their practice
has been to elicit suggestions for general topics during the winter and early
spring prior to the beginning of each broadcast season. On the basis of
questionnaires sent to members of the CAAE and CBC programme planners
they choose topics, and then jointly try to realise their programme plans.
When specific programmes are being planned for production, the programme
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organiser works more closely with the producer. (Within CBC's Department

of Public Affairs producers are also directors, that is, they direct camera crews

and studio arrangements, and they 'call the shots' in studio control rooms in

the actual production of programmes.) When the programme reaches the

stage of rehearsal, normally within three hours ofvideotaping for programmes

of this nature, the producer seldom welcomes suggested changes by ar , one,

especially anyone with little or no actual experience as a television director.

This is understandable when one considers the multiplicity of details to be

quickly worked out, all aiming towards the production of a half-hour pro-

gramme timed to the second.

The form taken by the co- peration between educators and broadcasters

in planning the 'Live and Learn' (see p. 30) non-credit telecourses varies

somewhat from region to region. In Toronto, for instance, the practice has

developed for a programme organiser to be the CBC officer charged to plan

programmes in co-operation with universities in the Toronto area. The

Supervisor of Information and Adult Education Programmes, and the Super-

vising Producer for Television Public Affairs will meet with the local station

manager to determine the number, length, and tit: 'mg of programmes for the

forthcoming season's schedule. When a schedule has been approved the

Public Affairs officers and a programme organiser meet with the Assistant

Director (Television) of the Division of Extension of the University of

Toronto. The university officer will have considered possible programme

series that could be offered by faculty members. Once a schedule of pro-

gramme series has been approved by this group the CBC's programme

organiser and the Assistant Director (Television) plan further meetings with

prospective lecturers, and close co-operation is maintained until production

planning is well under way.

I: is CBC practk. in more formal educatior, series to accept that the

educators are responsible for the content of these programmes (so long as it

is compatible with the Broadcasting Act, for, finally, the broadcasting agency

is legally responsible for all transmissions); thus educators have, in effect, a

veto that necessarily extends into the form of the presentation of programmes.

With rare exceptions agreement is reached concerning general production

outlines well in advance of the day for videotaping. It is assumed, neverthe-

less, that the responsibility of the educator does not cease prior to the day of

production.

The relationship between the CBC and universities is not quite so close in

the planning and production of the Ottawa 'Live and Learn' series. The

Ottawa CBC producer normally seeks clearance from a university adminis-

trator before planning specific series, and then works closely with faculty

members chosen to prepare and present each series. Co-operation between

producer and faculty member is close, but in the planning and production

of programmes the university is represented by the faculty member who is

presenting the series, rather than by a senior administrator.
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Timing
However well they co-operate, educators and broadcasters still have problems

when they broadcast on existing television facilities. Both educators and

programme planners complain about the timing of programmes. This con-

cerns pi: aspects of timingthe time of day at which programmes are
scheduled, the length of individual programme periods, the length of series,

and the control of broadcast schedules. This complaint was one of the basic

arguments given by the Metropolitan Educational Television Association,

Toronto, in its brief to the Board of Broadcast Governors requesting the

reservation of a channel specifically for educational television. The relevant

excerpt from the brief reads as follows :

We are indeed fortunate in Canada to have the CBCfortunate for 16 generally
high standard of programming and for the extensive experimental work it has

done to date in various kinds ofeducational radio and television broadcasting . . .
However, even CBC is faced with certain restricting factors, in that demands on

it are so :many and so varied that it can only make a modest gesture towards

meeting the requirements of educational television. It must think and plan its
programs largely in national terms. It is not an educational television system as

such; its programming Just take into account the numerous and varied tastes of

the whole Canadian population. Thus, with the best will in the world, CBC
outlets cannot provide to educators sufficient broadcasting hours in the day, let

alone at the right viewing time.

Although some privately-owned television stations provide generous amounts

of time to educational broadcasting (and some others do very little), they

face the same criticisms.
To begin with, educational programmes are seldom, if ever, scheduled in

prime time (between 7.30 and 10.30 pin). The best time offered is usually
from 7,.0.30 to moo pm on weekdays; and the programmes chosen for this

period are only those with the most general appealfor example 'The Sixties',
`Explorations', and 'The Navare of Things'. These programmes are seldom

in a series of more than four. Normally, each individual programme (although
appearing under a series name) is a self-contained unit. Programme planners

generally assume that there will always be viewers who happen to tune in

without having seen earlier programmes, and who, furthermore, will be
unable to see the rest of the series.

A rough rule of thumb seems to apply in the scheduling of educational
programmes. The more formally pedagogical the programme, the more likely

it is to appear in a poor spot in the schedule. While general audience pro-

grammes appear close to prime time, the more formal 'Live and Learn' series

produced in co-operation with universities is telecast in Toronto from 6.00 to

6.30 pm on Wednesdays, and rebroadcast from 12.30 to Loa pm on Sundays.

The rebroadcast appears to be a concession made by programme directors in
acknowleagment of the poor initial period, which happens to be a time when

most male adults in Toronto are just arriving home and most female adults

are getting the evening meal. But the Sunday rebroadcast period is no better.

The most formal educational television, courses seem to have the lowest
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priority in the schedule. During the 1962-63 season the six credit telecourses
on the French Network of the CBC (in co-operation with the University of
Montreal) were scheduled for Saturday and Sunday mornings, in three forty-
five minute periods each morning between 8.45 and rt.00 am.

The forty-five minute broadcast periods of the French Network telecourses
depart from the norm for most educational television ventures in Canada,
since most ETV programmes are no more and no less than a half-hour in.
length. This convention leads to another complaint about time. Occasionally
planners for the more general educational television series might get 'special'
material that merits more than a half-hour, and then, by making requests at
least three months in advance they might be granted an hour in the
schedule, probably from io.00 to moo pm. But the more formal non-credit
telecourses are normally held to the half-hour period, which means about
twenty-seven minutes of actual programme time after allowance is made for
the opening and closing credits, and for the commercial and public service
announcements that stations normally schedule at least every half, hour.*
There is very little fleddbily and no opportunity for a low priority educational
television programme to run over even for a few seconds. Programmes that do
run over, 3ssibly because of an error in timing, are mercilessly cut, on
schedule. Although most programmes nowadays are videotaped, producers
treat their productions as if they were live (because of the expense and loss of
time involved in the editing of videotape), and normally they allow for a safety
buffer in the closing creditsthey may be strung out or compressed, to end
precisely on time.. And yet no reasonable planner would deny that a well-
written lectere, including a lecture for television, must have its own logic; the
imposition of a format that demands a length of either a half-hour or an hour
cannot but be construed as artificial.

Another aspect of the time problem that is frustrating to Canadian
educators who plan programmes in co-operation with broadcasting agencies
is that they have no control over the lengths of series. Since the broadcasters
must consider educational television as only a part of their service, and by no
means widely popular, they are compelled to impose limits on the lengths of
individual series. To begin with, programme directors are not normally
inclined to schedule more than one half-hour programme per week, whereas
the educator might feel that it is pedagogically desirable to have three pro-
grammes per week. And if the proposed series is a non-credit telecourse
designed for viewers who will be held only by interesting productions, the
inclination of programme planners is to keep series relatively short.

In recent years CBC programme planners have been developing an
exchange of series among their regional station Thus, ideally, six regional

Speaking from my own experience as a programme organiser for 'Live and Learn', I would have
welcomed a three-quarter hour period for many of the series. One of my most frustrating experiences,
for example, occurred during the planning and editing of a series of three programmes in biochemistry.
Each of the three deserved at least three-quarters of an hour; and yet, on the other hand, they were so
demanding on the viewer that an hour would probably have been too long. But during the normal
broadcast day in Canada any television station within either the CBCor CrIF networks mast adhae
to a rigid schedule, with programmes timed almost to the second to allow stations on tb.o network to
'cut out', to broadcast local commercials and public service announcements.
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centres would each produce a series consisting of six or seven programmes,
and, with an inter-change of these series, each local station would telecast the
normal seasonal complement of thirty-nine programmes. From the pro-
gramme director's point of view, this system would ler the viewer a wider
variety of series that are each liable to be better produced, since each region
may concentrate on one short series rather than attempt to produce thirty-nine
programmes for local transmission. Another important factor for the broad-
casting company is that this method would considerably reduce total produc-
tion costs. But what is ideal for the programme planner is, in this instance,
by no means ideal for the educator. With this system in operation a university
might be informed that there are no more than six (or seven) weeks available
for the production of a series, and, if it wishes to co-operate, it must plan its
series to fit the imposed pattern.

This lack of control by educators over the broadcast schedule occasionally
leads to another frustrating problem; there is no guarantee that a series will
continue without interruption. While most educators would undoubtedly
agree that there must be some flexibility to allow for coverage of, say, a
special news event, it is difficult to accept that their programmes should be
pre-empted for, say, a sports event. One of the most difficult times of each
year for Canadian programme planners occurs during the National Hockey
League playoffs in the spring. When planning series such as 'The Sixties' or
`Explorations' programme planners must face the possibility that one or both
of the two Canadian teams in the seven-team league might or might not be in
both the semifinals and the finals; and each of these hockey series might end
abruptly, with one team winning successive games, or they might run their
full course, which, in the finals, involves seven games. To .omplicate matters
further, the seven teams are located in three different time zones, and of
course there is no way of planning in advance what broadcast periods will be
affected.

One obvious solution to these problems would be for the universities to
have their own station. In the long run, this would probably be most satis-
factory for educators. But more could be done now, I believe, at least through
CBC if universities were to organise on a national basis to demand more
broadcast time and facilities. Mr David Walker, CBC's Supervisor of Infor-
mation and Adult Education Programmes, has said, 'The CBC is a national
organisation . . . and responds to national needs'. In correspondence with
Mr Walker I asked, 'What would you hope for in CBC adult education
broadcasting ?'. He replied:

It seems to me a pity that television broadcasting, which can teach, is not used
more fully by Canadians for teaching.
Starting with the present situation, it appears necessary to look for several things
to happen before CBC television would be able to do that job.
In the first place, large groups in Canadian education would have to become
convinced that there was a need to give the best methods and best teachers the
widest possible attention. In other words, Canadian educators would have to see
compelling reasons to clear constitutional and political blocks to educational
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co-operation on a national scale. Such a change in attitude might be produced by
growing undergraduate populations, job displacement as a result of automation
or a conviction that our educational resources at all levels were insufficient to
provide the kind of society appropriate to our aspirations as a North American
culture.
In the second place, such professional convictions would have to find the popular
expression to enable the prblicly-supported CBC to find money and scheduling
time for educational broadcasting on a new scale and to maintain its existing
statutory obligations.
Thirdly, educators and broadcasters would have to plan schemes to attract and
train teachers and producers in the sensibilities required for the best possible
communication of ideas and disciplines.
None of these are small projects, involving as they do the shaping of new attitudes,
new constitutional understandings, new fiscal patterns. However, it is precisely
that sort of evolution which lies at the core of adult education as I understand it.
Adult education is to my mind the civilised process of social adaptation.

Training
Recently an acquaintance of mine, an engineer whose speciality is tclevision
eclipment, decided that he should take a short course in production tech-
niques for educational television, and, after several enquiries, began to direct
his attention to courses offered by universities in the United States. This
typifies the problem faced by any Canadian who wishes to become a specialist
in educational television. While an increasing number of American univer-
sities give special short courses, including summer school courses and a
number have schools or centres of 'communication arts' from which it is
possible to receive degrees up to the doctoral level, no Canadian university
offers courses in radio and television production. There are several univer-
sitiesQueen's and McGill are notable examplesin which students have
radio associations, and actually produce programmes; but these are extra-
curricular in nature, analogous to the publishing of students' newspapers and
journals. The curricula of Canadian universities are more traditional than the
curricula of American universities. It has been suggested that the differences
between Canadian and United States universities may be due to the traditions
in departments of English of many American universities of offering both
literature and rhetoric, whereas in Canadian universities the primary concern
has been for literature. With rhetoric as an integral part of their offerings,
American universities have been concerned with speech, drama, speech arts,
and even speech therapyall largely ignored by Canadian universities. One
might then appreciate how radio and television could be inevitable extensions
of the mode of presentation of the work of United States departments of
English, whereas, in Canadian universities, attention to the media of radio
and television, until recently, has been peripheral.

Even in the training of producers and directors for general audience
programmes there has been a dearth of opportunity in Canada. For the most
part, producers and directors on the staffs of Canadian broadcasting agencies
have been trained on the job and the emphasis in such training, not unnatur-
ally, is in general production techniques rather than on any special problems
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that arise in educational television. Naturally, too, most producers and
directors are simply not interested in low-budget educational programmes
that are watched by a minority of viewers. It is the exceptional producer who
can direct his ambitions away from the glamour and prestige of high-budget,
mass audience programmes, the producers of which, furthermore, are gener-
ally able to obtain contracts for significantly higher salaries. The few pro-
ducers, programme organisers, and supervisors who are interested in
educational television in Canada, are, for the most part, self-trained in the
expertise they have acquired in the special problems of teaching by means of
television.

Up to the present the only educational institution in Canada that has
offered formal courses in production is the Ryerson Polytechnical Institute of
Toronto, which offers a three-year course leading to a diploma;* but while
Ryerson turns out trained producer-directors, it does not give any special
emphasis to educational television. In co-operation with the Metropolitan
Educational Television Association, Ryerson has offered a one week summer
workshcp for teachers interested in eliacational television. But here, too, the
emphasis is on television production in general, the main pulp! . being to
introduce teachers to television equipment and studios. While Ryerson is well
equipped to offer production courses, the academic status of its diploma is
generally considered to be lower than the bachelor's degree offered by all
accredited Canadian universities, but not offered at Ryerson; thus the new
bachelor of arts or science who may wish to specialise in radio and television
production is inclined to proceed to an American university, from which he
may emerge with a specialist's degree with higher academic status.

The same dearth of opportunity faces the potential television teacher.
While a growing number of teachers are gaieng experience simply through
their involvement in programmes, this number is limited primarily to those
who have potential abilities 'on camera'. Inevitabl7the star performers receive
most invitations to appear, and the vast majority of Canadian teachers receive
little or no opportunity to gain experience. In an address delivered in October,
1964, Dr F. B. Rainsberry, CBC's Supervisor of School Broadcasts and Youth
Programming, emphasised the role of the television teacher in the whole
production team:

As an instrument of communication, television is what the men who are using it
make of it. Incompetence on a studio floor will be transmitted into incompetence
in the receiving classroom. The most effective and imaginative realisation of
educational goals comes from co-operation among teachers, producers, and
engineers. A good educational broadcast must be seen as t team-work of these
groups and, as in all co-operative efforts, incompetence from one quarter can
seriously mar the good work of the other members. No amount of equipment,nor
the latest gadget, can turn the trivial and dull into the important and exciting.
On the other hand, minimal amounts of equipment, intelligently used by engi-
neers and producers of imagination and competencewho understand why they
are using it and keep the educator's aims clearly in mindmay be adequate for

The British Columbia Institute of Technology is now beginning to offer radio and televhion courses.
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transmitting educational broadcasts superior to those which come from the most
lavishly equipped studios.*

Dr Rainsberry goes on to describe the ideal producer, whn 'must be, first of
all, a good broadcaster; on the other hand, he must be sensitive to and have
an appreciation for pedagogical values in his presentations.' This second
qualification is not often realised. Relatively few producers of adult education
programmes in Canada have had the background and training that would
make them sufficiently sensitive to the concern of teachers for the pedagogical
aims and methods of their subjects. On the other hand, some television
teachers so jealously guard their academic prerogatives that they do notdeign
to accept reasonable production suggestions. Any such suggestion is too often
regarded by the television teacher as a manifestation of the desire 'to entertain'
rather than to teach (as if 'entertaining' and 'teaching' are mutually exclusive
categories). It is apparent that some kind of formalised training plan is
necessary to bridge thy: gap between production and technical staff, on the one
hand, and teachers on the other, but it is not clear at present how this can
readily be accomplished.
To summarise, there is in Canada a sound basis for adult educational tele-
vision in the ready collaboration between educators and broadcasters. Both
are suaject, however, to the vulnerability of educational broadcasting on all-
purpose channels, especially when the academic world does not press the
networks to make it less vulnerable. Finally, for a complex of reasons,neither
educators nor broadcasters can easily have access to training in the several
skills involved in educational broadcasting, nor systematically pass on the
fruits of their experience to others. It is on such specific factors that progress
depends.

* Addras to the Society for Motion Picture and Television Engineers, New York, October, 1964,
pp. p-zo.
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Lack of research
Despite the extent and variety cif educational television for Canadian adults,
it is remarkable just how little research has been undertaken in Canada to
assess the effectiveness of television as a medium for teachine and learning.

One reason for this might well be that Canadian, universities have not
developed any tradition in what might be termed the communication arts
With no degree courses in communications, (et alcne post-graduate course-..,
it is perhaps understandable that university research in Canada has tended 7.o

ignore educational television. However, in view of th,. sudden and perhaps
anxious interest in television by universiths, as t possible means of coping
with increased enrolments and expected teacher shortages, there will un-
doubtedly be increased interest in the study of mass media. In the long-term
planning of York University, in Toronto, for example, provision has been
made for the development of a Communications Centre, to house facilities tbr
mass media and the audio-visual equipment to be used by the University.

Another reason for the dearth of research might be the fact that American
reports are so easily accesible. The following statement from Teaching by
Television, a report sponsored by the Ford Foundation and the Fund for the
Advancement of Educatii in, is typical of many American findings:

These results show, an,Dng other things, that students at both the school and
college level leant as snuAand in some cases significantly morefrom televised
instruction. The usual finding from most of the experiments has be that there
is no sii ficant difference in achievements between students in televiiina classes
and comparable students in regular classes.

Many Canadian adult educators will have been impressed, too, with the
widely circulated report of an independent committee that had been asked
to assess the first three-year period of the Chicago Board of Education's TV
College. Beginning in x956 as an experiment, TV College has offered by
means of broadcaq f:ansmissica a two-year Associate of Arts degree, and
is now an integral and seemingly permanent part of Chi; ago City's Junioi.
College organisation. The first of the Committee's 'findings' ready

Courses at the runior college level can be taught effectively to a home audience by
television. The results on this point were most impressive. indeed, in the few
cases where there were significant differences between the performance of home
TV students and classroom face-to-face stadents, the differences were more often
in favour of the TV students than the others.*

In vinv of the wealth of this kind of informationavailable to Canadian adult
educators, and especially in view of the fact that American research teams are
generally more amply endowed with funds and facilities and thus likely to
produce more definitive studies, it might be argued that no more need be done.
However, research in Canada has not been entirely neglected. Several

Chicago's TV College: Final report, 41 3-year orintest, p. 5.
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Canadian institutions have sought, through questionnaires, to elicit informa-
tion about attitudes towards -ducational television; the universities that have
been involved in lac telecourses have compared the examination results of
TV students and classroom students. These comparisons have borne out the
generalisation arrived at through most American studiesthat there is no
significant difference between results obtained by television students and
results obtained by classroom students.

Apart from these rer its there appears to have been only one major
research project undertaken in Canada. At the University of Toronto between
1953 and 7955 an 'interdisciplinary seminar on Communications and Culture

. under the sponsorship of the Ford Foundation' undertook to investigate
`whether the inherent characteristics of different mass media would produce
differential effects on learning'. The seminar was composed of 'one staff
member from each of the departments of anthropology, economics, English,
psychology, and town planning, together with from two to four graduate
students from each department,' and the results, their investigation were
published in the Canadianjournal of Psyclwlogy in A957, under the title 'Mass
Media, Learning, and Retention', by D. C. Williams, J. Paul, and J. C.
Ogilvie. The basic design of the experiment consisted in the simultaneous
presentation of the same lecture to four groups: a studio audience; a radio
group, who heard it over a loudspeaker; a television group, who viewed a
conventional set; a reading group, who had mimeographed copies ofthe lecture
to read at their own pace, but only for the length of time it took to deliver the
lecture. No notetakix' ig was allowed in any group. To quote from the report:

In order to minirnize the advantages inherent in certain media which cannot be
duplicated in others, no pictures, slides, or other visual aids were used in the
television presentation. The lecture dealt with abstract concepts which did not
appear u, favour presentation by any one particular medium, and it was memor-
ized so that the reading group would receive exactly the same content as the others.
In order to compensate, within the limits of print, for the fact that the reading
audience was deprived of both the inflections and gestures of the lecturer, certain
key words in the mimeographed material were capitalized to give something of
the same emphasis they received (for example, 'I FOLLOW THE THREAD of
your argument').

Immediately after the lecture, each group wrote an objective multiple-choice
examination on its content. The same questionnaire was administered again
without warning eight months later. The findings based on the result of the
first test were as follows:

. . . the mean score of the TV audience was significantly better than that of the
radio group. The score of the radio group was in turn significantly better than
that of the reading group. No signficant differences were found between the
reading and studio groups. . .

When the same test was administered eight months later, a control group of
fifteen students was also given the test in order to 'estimate how far the
results of the recall experiment were due to general knowledge rather than to

D
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information obtained from the lecture'. The means scores in the second test,
based on the same nineteen questions, were as follows:

aoup Test 2
TV 11.7
Radio Io.0
Reading 9.0
Studio to.6
Control 6.8

Although, again, there were significant differences between the groups, the
order of the three media remained the same. The writers were cautious in
drawing any conclusions about their experiment beyond reporting it, and they
emphasised that the results 'raise more questions than they answer'. The
report may be taken, nevertheless, as one more piece of evidence to support
the encouraging general conclusion drawn by many American educators, that
television is an effective medium for education.

Resistance to educat:onal television
Possibly the main difficulty in the development of educational television for
adults in Canada is a generally negative attitude that prevails among educators.
One of the best pieces of evidence for this statement is the report based on a
questionnaire conducted by the Television Committee of the University of
Toronto in April, 1963. The University of Toronto (as I believe is apparent
from earlier examples in this report) is among the several Canadian univer-
sities that have taken a lead in the development of educational television; and
yet the response, and lack of response, to the questionnaire may be interpreted
as generally discouraging. One of the main purposes of thc, questionnaire was
`to determine general reactions to the use of television for instruction by
departments of the university' and the second was to elicit programme sug-
gestions for the television series 'Live and Learn'. The questionnaire was sent
to more than fifty departments of the University and it produced only thirty
replies. A summary of the findings reads as follows:

The responses to the questionnaire, we suggest, reflect the current attitudes and
practices of academicians at this University. While some replies indicate a general
receptivity to the use of television methods to improve instruction, only a few
replies indicate a real belief in the p.n. mtial of the new media ,8f instruction.

In noting the discouraging responses to the specific question, 'What are your
attitudes towards credit courses via TV ?' the report remarked that many
teachers seem genuinely cc ncerned about the lack of personal contact between
the teacher and his students. It is often suggested that in some c-mrses,
especially language-instructon, :here is need for 'feedback'. Advocates of
television usually try to court, er this argument by pointing out that there is
little opportunity for personal ^7ontact and discussion in the large classes of
fifty and more students in many first and second year courses.

A factor in the charge is that the teacher feels that he cannot 'pace' his
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lecture. In a recent newspaper report* concerning the closed-circuit tele-
coring of one of the courses within York U aiversity, a television teacher
reported that it is difficult to tell when attention is lagging. This difficulty may
be largely overcome, however, in situations in which the lecture is being
viewed simultaneously, rather than videotaped in advance in the absence of
any audience whatever. A number of American universities are now using
two-way intercommunication systems that permit students in any of the
remote classrooms to ask questions that may be heard by the instructor as well
as by all other students.

Although it is too early in the experience of Canadian educational television
to feel safe in making generalisations, it at least appears that the rnajc, ty of
Canadian students are willing to try closed-circuit television. When McGill.
University began using closed-circuit television the teachei on camera'
addressed a class of students while his lecture was simultaneously fed to a
larger, remote classroom. Students were permitted to hoose between the
two classrooms, and about two-thirds of the class prcferrc d the remote class-
room. And according to the newspaper report referred to in the preceding
paragrzph, York University students similarly prefer a remote classroom.
The novelty of 'viewing' a lecture through television might of course be a
factor in such a preference; but there are perhaps other factors. When I
visited McGill University during the 1962-63 academic year I sat for a time
in both the professor's classroom and the remote classroom; and the image
of the professus., about twice lifesize, with his every word clearly heard
through the multiple-speaker system, seemed to demand close attention.

Despite pedagogical difficultiet., educational television is likely to develop
rapidly within schools and universities in Canada in the near future. Ti cite
perhaps the most striking example one may refer to the Report of the
Presiients of the Universities of Ontario, in which, as we have seen, there are
recommendations for the development of a province-wide educational tele-
vision system. To follow up these recommendations, the Committee of
Pres!dents established in the summer of 1964 a committee of members of
Ontario universities who have been asked `to investigate and report on the
possibility of working out an imaginative and academically respectable scheme
for the large-scale use of television and film for university in Ontario'.

Administrative difficulties
While major universities have the administrative and financial means (if they
so wished) to snake use of existing opportunities for educational television
broadcasting, adult education organisations are not so fortunate. To begin
with, as was indicated earlier, there is a lack of co-ordination of adult educa-
tion activities in Canada. Within a single metropolitan community separate
programmes may be planned, for example, by universities, school boards,
industries, religious organisations, and workers' associations,with no apparent
effort inside by anyone to co-ordinate the programmes. Until relatively

Globe and Mail, Toronto, 21 Oct. 1964, P. S.
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recently, this lack of co-ordination was not even considered to be a problem
by anyone other than leaders in adul, education. Now, however, with the
increasing trend towards automation, coincident with the increasingly heavy
demands for courses for adults, the problem is beginning to receive publicity.
Since the failures of educational policies and practice., are made manifest
primarily in adult life the co-ordination of adult education activities appears
to be a necessary step towards achieving optimum results. To date, how
ever, there are few signs that this will be readily accomplished. Education
is primarily a provincial responsibility, and the provinces with their local
school boards are becoming increasingly hard-pressed to build, maintain, and
improve schools and universities for young Canadians: adult educators fear
that their needs will remain low on the scale of priorities.

Lack of co- ordination is generally reflected in all adult education activities,
including the ure of television for adult education. However, if demands for
aduli education services conthlue to increase as they 'lave in the past ten years,
duplication of effort and failure to make optimum use of available resources
must surely be seen as problems be overcome. Ad, It educators must
hopefully look, first, to provincial ministries o' education for mole careful
attention to their needs. But this can only be a partial solution. Provincial
boundaries cannot be bullets to educational experience, and this applies
perhaps especially to educational television in Canadawhere broadcasting
is a federal responsibility, and where progzammes produced initially for one
community in one province may be rebroadcast in other provinces.

To achieve greater efficienc3 in adult education throughout all of its variety
of endeavours, including television, it seems Apparent that Canada is sorely
in need of a better endowed rotianal adult education association, with a
strong national office and active divisions in each province; and the basis for
such an organisation already exists in the Canadian Assoc;ation. for Adult
Education, with its French-Canadian twin, the Institut Canadien d'Education
des Adultes. The lines of communication that existed between the national
office and provincial offices to serve 'National Farm Forum' and 'Citizens'
Forum' co-Ild be reactivated and improved. No justification is needed to
support the belief that the nation as a whole will benefit from the activities
of a flourishing national association for adult education. Both the promise
and the threat of automation, not to mention current unemployment figures,
are enough in themselves to establish that he need for improved adult
education services can no longer be considered by federal politicians as a
matter of relatively low priority.

While an active national association would improve adult education services
throughout the country, it would be limited, nevertheless, in what it could
do to improve educational broadcasting. There is also a need for a clearing
house for educational television, with a library for cataloguing and storing
iihns and tapes. The Metropolitan Educational Television Association of
Toronto voluntarily offers information to other organisations, but is not
staffed or financed to provide a full service. The ETV Committee of the
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National Conference of Canadian Universities and Colleges has recommended
that educational television centres she-ild be established by the univer-
sities to make programmes, conduct research and act as clearing houses. But,
unless there are significant aanges in broadcasting practices in Canada, adult
educators will probably continue to be dissatisfied with the amount of broad-
cast time, and the relatively poor scheduling, given to adult education
programmes by the CBC and private broadcasters; and adult educators will
probably continue to be in the position of having to go cap in hand to broau-
casting agencies when they wish to promote programmes that they feel to be
in their interests. This is regrettable since there are programme planners,
especially in the CBC, who are eager to do more and better educational broad-
casting. Since the CBC is a national, publicly owned institution, and is
committed to providing a service for all significant national interests, adult
educators may hope that CBC management would provide the initiative to
offer a more satisfactory service for adult education. But in view of prevailing
attitudes of many federal politicians toward the CBC (perhaps best shown in
the obvious reluctance of governments of whatever political complexion to
place the CBC in a more secure financial position), the CBC has shown an
inclination to become more rather than less competitive. It is thus much to
hope that the CBC will offer more time and better periods in the schedule to
adult education broadcasts. WI tat, then, are other possibilities ?

Ont. possibil5ty is that Parliament, perhaps through the CBC, should
establish a separate educational television network to serve schools and
universities during day time and early evening periods, while serving adult
educators later in the evenings. A technical survey would have to be madeto
assess the best method for establisl. ing such a network, whether it could make
use of existing broadcasting facil ties, whether indeed it should use the
standard very high frequency or a:t ultra-high frequency transmission system.
While such a network would be (Insirabl, for national adult education asso-
ciations, it would obviously be r,..n expensive undertaking, and given the
present attitudes of parliamentarians towards any increase of support for
public service broadcasting, one cam, be optimistic about this possibility in
the near future.

Another possibility is that provinces might develop, or at least support the
development of provincial educational television networks. This has, in fact,
been publicly proposed by legislators in Quebec and Ontario. In the mean-
time, it appears that representatives of the Ontario government have been
involved in discussions with the Board of Broadcast Governors (the federal
broadcasting authority) to try to pave the way for the licensing of an educa-
tional television network for Ontario. At present, it should be noted, it is the
policy of the federal licensing authority that ences to operate stations will
not be awarded to provincial governments orors to departments of provincial
governments. It is probable, furthermore, that this policy will be supported
by nwny educators who would not want provincial governments to have
direct or indirect control over educational television stations. In any event
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the Province of Ontario is seriously considering ways to establish an educa-
tional television network that would serve schools, universities, and adult
education associations. A technical survey is to be CM Cted by the provini
before further details are announced.

A further possibility for the improvement of adult education television
would appear to be in the establishing of independent educational television
stations in at least the larger metropolitan centres. This has been seriously
proposed by educational television associations in Z oronto, Montreal, and
Edmonton, but, to date, their hopes have fallen far short of fulfilmmt.

Financial support is the most necessary ingredient for the development of
such stations, and since an essential characteristic is that they be non-com-
mercial and in no sense financial competitors of the CBC and privately-owned
stations, their promoters must face the difficult task of raising funds while
being unable to offer any monetaty return. Perhaps a major obstacle that
stands in the way of an association's raising funds for a station is, paradoxic-
ally, that its programme plans may be too generalincluding, as they do,
plans for programmes ranging from school broadcasts to generiJ, non-credit
`cultural' programmes for an evening adult audience. f believe it will be easier
for a specific educational institution, especially a large university, to establish
an educational station if it can be clearly shown that such a station can fulfil
a specific need. Those who have looked into reports of the use of educational
television by American universities have little doubt that similar results may
be achieved in Canada, and it seems probable that the expected crisis in
student numbers will be the most significant factor in any move to establish
such a station. While a university draws financial support directly from
endowments and indirectly from the federal government, the most important
sponsor is normally the government of the province within which it is
situated; thus, indirectly, provincial governments would be the major sponsors
of such stations and they could well serve as integral parts of provincial
educational television networks.* This would make it all the more likely that
other educatior.r.1 associations, such as adult education associations, would
not be overlooked in demands for time on the station's schedule. In any
event, it is difficult at present to imagine that any educational institution would
want to use its entire pro4Y,ramme schedule for academic programming, and
would probably welcome public affairs, music, and news progranuning that
would appeal to a wider public audience. These considerations, along with
what appears to me to be an increasing commercially competitive trend in
CBC television programming, give some grounds for cautious optimism about
the possibility of the development of educational television stations and the
future of adult education television in Canada.

* Ontario universities, for example, receive approximately seventy per cent of construction costs from the
provincial government. The federal government contributes less than ten per cent, business and
industry less than ten per cent, while the remainder comes mainly from endowments, alumni con-
tributions, religious organisations and municipal governments.
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I Introduction

Czechoslovakia

In view of the need for the many-sided development of man in this age of
automation and technical revolution, no society can be satisfied only with
school education and training. In the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, the

high level of the country's industrialisation calls for an even greater nut ber

of qualified experts in various trades to enter industry and agriculture, and

makes it necessary for the most able working people with the required prac-

tical experience to improve their general and specialised knowledge. But an

advanced society needs morally mature people with a liberal education as well

as skilled people: present schooling, in spite of its best efforts, its links with

everyday life and with the problems and needs of society, is unable to turn

them out sufficient numbers or with sufficient qualifications.

Adult education in an industrial society
For these reasons, responsible sociologists, psychologists and educationists

have been asking themselves what directions adult education will have to take

in future years. In 1963, an important document entitled "rinciples of the

Further Development of Adult Education for Working People was publisttzd.

It stresses that 'adz* education enables every person during his lifetin to

study and deepen his knowledge in accordance with his interests . . . in close

connection with the interests and needs of our entire society . . .'. Emphasis

is laid on 'voluntary aspect', on 'the people's own interests', and it is assumed

that such education 'follows up the school activities and supplements it'. The

document also stresses specifically at the present time 'the main aim of all

adult education for workiir people in Czechoslovakia is to raise their quali-

fications. . . This means t,) acquaint without delay the broad masses of the

working people with the latest developments of science and technology.' This

is not only in keeping with the interests of the whole of society and its

individual members, but also in keeping with the development of their

creative abilities. In Czechoslovakia, adult education, which concentrates on

and aims at providing general and specialised knowledge which a person gains

by self-education, does so invarious out-of-school forms. There is a complex

of activities and organisations which might be briefly enumerated as follows:

Series and courses of the People's Universities and People's Academies of

Science, Technology and Art, organised by various bodies. The network

of these is becoming ever denser as the highest form of adult education.

The People's Academies stem from the voluntary initiative of members of

the intelligentsia and meet the conscious desire of the people for systematic

self-education. In the school year 1963-64, while more than 125,00o
working people were studying at secondary schools, the number ofstudents

at schools ofuniversity level amounted to almost 50,000.

2 Other public educational activities of cultural and educational Centres

(regular or occasional educational activities, such as lectures, various
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courses, discussions on topical events, evenings of questions and answers,

living newspaper, etc.) There arc about io,000 of these Centres: in the

WNW and cities they are open throughout the day, but in the villages the

staff are part-time volunteer workers. They provide many opportunities

for an active cultural and social life, and offer the widest possibilities fw

meeting the educational requirement:* of its people.

3 Systematic public educational activities by specialised establishments,

especially libraries, museums, galleries, observator!,:s, planetaria, etc. There

is a wide network of over 35,000 scientific, specialised and general people's

libraries: not a single village, enterprise or larger place of employment in

Czechoslovakia does not provide the working people with free-of-charge

access to literature for study and education.

4 Educational work in various interest circles, especially concerning natural

and social sciences.
5 Systematic educational activities by television, radio; the cinema and the

press. A very important role is played by the scientific and expert press,

popular science (educational) films, radio and television and other forms of

socialist culture. The film industry holds anannual 'FilmUniversity' during

the winter months. Czechoslovak Radio has its 'Radio University' and

other educational projects on a broad basis, and Czechoslovak Television

carries out similar schemes.

On 8 February 1963, the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist

Republic announced a decision on the uniform guidance, co-ordinati and

organisatit n of all educational activities and authorised the Ministry of

Education and Culture to set up a Central Commission for the Education

of the Working People. Members of this Commission represent central

institutions, institutes, societies and mass organisations and establishments,

responsible for adult education and training, Among the members of the

commission is a representative of Czechoslovak Television who, in keeping

with the state needs and interests, sees that 1., education and training

progranunt s broadcast as part of the uniform system of further education

should be a firm part of the system and so have social validity. Thus the

efforts of all these interested parties aim to implement the spirit of the

Principles of the Further Development of Adult Education for the Working

People.

The function of television
It is our policy, therefore, to treat television as inseparably linked with the

men educational endeavours of the whole of society. The role and function

of television is understood to be an indivisible part ofthe instruments of our

cultural policy.
I must stress at once that the role and influence of televisionin our country,

though not of the first importance, is by no means small. I would also like to

say truthfully, that in Czech slovakia, just as in most other countries of the

world, different views have been expressed as to the function and mission of
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televisionoften contradictory views, diametrically opposed. Everyone

agrees, however, that television has in a comparatively short time (the past

decade) become a very popular form of culture; its programmes have taken

up a primary position in the working people's use of their leisure time. The

contradiction of views seems the logical consequence of the rapid develop-

ment of television. It appears that television invaded our lives as suddenly as

radio did in the 'twenties when it also provoked many discussions abort the

future of the theatre, concerts and educational activities in general.
Czechoslovak Television (CTV) was born on 1 May 1953, when Prague

studio started regular broadcasts. In.1955, the Ostrava studio was inaugurated,

in 1956 the studio in Bratislava, in 1961 Brno, and in 19611 Kosice. The whole

territory is covered by a network of transmitters and the system of basic trans-

mitters is supplemented, in places with inferior reception, by scores of am-
plifiers and relay stations so ti-at there is no place in the country where
reception of a good picture is not possible. In addition link-ups are ensured
with neighbour countries on the basis of international co-operation. CTV is

at present using only one channel. There are national transmissions from

Prague and from the Slovak station Bratislava, but there are also regional
transmissions from Ostrava, Brno and Kosice.

With its developed television network, our country stands among the
advanced countries of the world. Whereas in 1955, for example, there was one

television set for every 304 inhabitants, by 1961 there was one set per every
twelve people, and today the ratio is even more favourable, as the number of

sets has almost reached two mMlion. This number is increasing daily: we may

assume that by 1970 there will be almost no family without its own television

set. We may assume that more than six million people regularly follow CTV

programmes, and the number of less regular viewers increases this figure by

about ten to fifteen per cent.
With the increase in the number of television sets some cultural workers,

especially in the villages, began to wonder whether television had not defi-
nitely found its place also in adult education and whether the time had not
come for the activities of educational and cultural centres and institutions to

be entirely replaced by television. Other people behaved as if nothing had
happened; they simply ignored television and then wanted to know who was
responsible for lower attendances at cultural events, which they organised
regardless of the new situation. There were even some people who looked on

th advent of television in a negative way, basing their narrow biased views
only on falling attendances at the cinema and other cultural events.

We believe that the appearance of television does not mean the 'disappear-
ance' of films and other such media, just as the advent of radio did not mean
oblivion for the theatre or concerts as many so-called 'experts' envisaged at
the time. True, there are still discussions as to where the main purpose, the
main field of activity of television shouldlie. There are quite a few who see the
specific nature of television in the sphere of art. In contrast to these ideas,
voices are raised by those who wish to see television used in the recreation-
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leisure sphere, they acclaim the slogan 'everything for entertainment, every-
thing for leisure and rest', without making any larger demands. They go even
further in believing that television in its future development will supplant
the present atmosphere of theatres and concerts, and replace it by a 'cosy
home atmosphere', a bedroom-slipper atmosphere.

Among cultural and educational workers the function of television in
education and the intellectual sphere is also being widely discussed. Almost
all cultural-social and specialised cultural journals have published broad dis-
cussions about what contribution television can make to our society's educa-
tional endeavours. A discussion lasting more than two years (it started in 19G2)
was evaluated in the fourteenth number of Osvetova Pni.a. In the light of the
results of an enquiry on the influence of television on the cultural life of the
villages, it was stressed that there can be no question of television appearing
as a rival in a socialist society where all means of culture are in the hands
of the entire society. The article stated . television has in a comparatively
short time become an important and popular factor in ideological and cul-
tural-educational work, which in a decisive manner contributes towards
raising . . . the cultural level of the working people. That is why all cultural
workers taking part in the discussion see in television an able partner and
wish to establish close co-operation with it. . .

Education can no longer do without television, whilst television needs the
help of education and will continue to do srl. The education service, in
endeavouring to teach more and more of the working people, must make use
of television to its advantage; it must make use of the work of television. and
develop it further. But television in the interests of the vitality and penetrating
effect of its influence cannot afford poorly organised response to its programme
policy. This service to television can best be rendered by the education service,
through its influence among the working people. Such interdependence is not
only the logical outcome of the endeavours of both sides so far, but is at the
same time a social necessity.
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II The programmes described

Czechoslovak Television broadcasts about sixty hours of programmes per
week. Output can be divided into four main groups:

News, features and programmes of a popular science nature
Literary dramatic programmes and musical entertainment
Film programmes
Programmes for youth and children

About forty per cent of the total transmission is devoted to news, journalistic
features and popular science programmes; more than thirty-one per cent to
literary dramatic and musical-entertainment programmes; eleven per cent
to films and sixteen per cent to programmes for youth. I shall not discuss
programmes for youth and children, but only programmes that have a direct
or indirect educational and instructive nature.

Such programmes cut across the main output classification. The proportion
of transmission time devoted to adult education varies, of muse, according
to the definition used, but using a fairly strict measure, it ,not less than
twelve per cent.

The relevant programmes fall into three categories according to the
deliberateness of educational intent of the educational need to be met. There
are, first, general cultural programmes of an informative or educative kind;
at the other extreme there are explicitly didactic programmes, many of them
related to school syllabuses; and finally there are series that are more systema-
tic than the educative programmes in the general output, but less didactic
than those in the second group.

General cultural programmes
A amber of programmes are transmitte whose educT, .41 influence is of an
indirect nature. This clearly applies, for instance, to many pregrammes of
News and Comment. An oral ipio of such programmes would be 'Television
Journal' (two editions every el, ding) which lasts for thirty miuutes and
contains news bulletins, moving films and stills, short film reports, and inter-
views with outstanding representatives of political, economic and cultural life
from this country and abroad. There are also discussion programmes like
`Our Guest' (interviews with prominent personalities in the sphere of politics,
culture, science or art); er 'Eye to Eye' (meetings, discussions, film reports or
combined programmes, usually of a critical nature); or 'May I have my Say'
transmitted by Brno(a public tribune of television workers and viewers in
the studio in the presence of responsible public representatives and experts in
the fields of economics, culture and the state administration). Then there are
programmes devoted to different aspects of life, such as 'Ostrava Seconds'
transmitted by Ostravadirected in different genres on some of the most
important economic questions and problems; and 'Quarter of an Hour for
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Women' (on the problems cif employed women, household questions, prob-
lems of mothers, activities of women in public etc.) Finally, there arc
direct outside broadcasts, for example, ofimportant home and foreign events
and visits of ow standing foreign statesmen.

Another grout of general cultural programmes would include original
television versions of plays, opera, light opera and ballet., and sweet trans-
missions from the theatre of= entire play or extracts of plays. There are also
series such as, for example, dramatic presentation of the life of an ordinary
family called The Elahas', or '1 hree Men in a Cottage' dealing with topical
questions and problems of life in the village today. Then there are literary
features, usually on the life and work of outstanding authors, or on literaty
trends and event. For example, 'Sunday Moments of Poetry' is a regular
programme of verse, recitals from the works of Czechoslovak and foreign
poets. 'Portraits' pre.,ents reportPse shots from the lives of national artists and
shows samples of their work.

Programmes of or about films range from such entertainment set pieces as
`Lost Review' or 'Silence, silence, silence', to programmes in which current
films are discussed with ,heir directors or which concentrate on the history of
the cinema, its authors and various works.

Direct formal adult education
The group of out-of-school educational programmes devoted to the direct
education and training of adults may be further divided into three main
categories: language courses; courses in some subjects from the secondary
school syllabus; specid short-term courses. It is the task of direct, that is
formal, education to provide the working people with sufficient opportunities
for study to enable them, with the help of television, to increaie their general
and specialised education at secondary or vocational school standard, and to a
great extent also at university level. The provision of such study facilities is
not limited to the school syllabus; the adult education service greatly extends
its scope by linking the school with practical life.

(i) Language courses
CTV has broadcast language courses since 196o. when it started with Russian
courses for beginners. In 1961 this was followed by a course for advanced
students, while the beginn.ers' course was repeated. In 1962, a 'Russian Club'
of a conversational nature was added for advanced. students. Every one of
these programmes was half an hour in length and there were thirty in each
course. The trairmissions took place only in the period from October to May
and care was taken to repeat every lesson twice and always at a different time.
The courses were all meant for viewers of middle and advanced age (who, in
their youth, had lesc chance to learn Rustian) and followed up the people's
courses in Russian organised by the Czechoslovak-Soviet Friendship League
in earlier years. The followers of television Russian courses studied with the
help of text books published for the people's courses of Russian. The majority
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of courses were fiillowed by individual students, but in the villages group
viewing sessions were organised by the cultural centres where the local teacher
complemented end explained the lesson further,. Each course was prepared
as follows:

University lecturers and teachers it language schools were chosen to work
out the plan for the whole course and the outline for each particular lesson.
On the basis of this expert plan, a screen-writer worked out a scenario. This
scenario was then judged by other expertseducationists and methodologists
(usually directly from the Ministry of Education and Culture or from the
Research Institute of Pedagogy, or thz appropriate university Department of
Languages). It had then to be approved by the television editorial department
concerned and the necessary measures :sken for its production. Both Russian
courses were telerecorded in advance and transmitted from the completed
record. The authors of the plans, scenario writers, consultants and teachers
were external collaborators of CTV. The appropriate dramaturgist, employed
by CT if, was responsible for the preparation of the course and together with
the producer of the programme was re risible for applying 'television
characteristics', that is ele.tents :7 which television courses should differ from
similar undertakings in schools.

In the television Russian courses school methods were in fact combined
with automates methods of language tuition. A Czech(Slot ak) teach, r ex-plainel the new subject matter and two interpreters (native Russians) used
the new words in sentences and conversation. Fo explanations and exercises a
blackboard was used, as well as various turning boards, photographs, films
and drawings. Every lesson started with "he correcting of homework given to
the students in the previous lesson. Then there was a brief repetition ef
material learned from the previous lesson, so that thw tutor could follow it up
with the new material. Every new item was used itnirediately in exercises.
The teachers endeavoured to give the explpnation in such a way as to use the
mother tongue as little as possible. From the beginning the viewers were led
to understand, speak and think in the language of the course. The content of
the lesson was summarised at the end, usually in the form of dialogue, and
then homework was given.

In the Russian courses 'test questions' were used to which viewers replied
in writing. It was not possible to go thr,,t3h all the replies, but from the many
letters sent in television workers were able to see that the course met with
considerable response. Many of the viewers were able to prepare for and
take final examinations at different school levels. Viewers also appreciated
gaining general knowledge about the life of the peoples of the Soviet Union,
besides gaining knowledge of the language.

The third series, 'Russian Club', is really an educational programme on
different themes in which Russian is spoken from beginning to end. For
example, there were lessons about the theatre, about synthetic materials, the
history of farming, oil; new developments in medicine, motor vehicles and the
preservation of food. Oaly the more complicated expressions, terms or idioms
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were explained. Texts with the content of the various lessons and vocabulary
were published in advance in the journal Svet socializmu. The aim of this
course, was to acquaint the viewer with current terminology in various spheres
and also to enable those who had some basic knowledge of Russian to refresh,
strengthen and extend their knowledge. This course, too, met with excellent
response, although some viewers criticised it for being too demanding.

Viewers expressed the opinion that it would be useful if television started
on other language courses too; they asked for courses in English, Getman,
French and Spanish. Following an enquiry into what audiences wanted and
into the transmission possibilities, an English course was started in 1962 and
repeateu in full in 1964. (The teaching of English has a long tradition in
Czechoslovakia; in secondary schools and universities it is a non-compulsory
subject together with German and French.) As from 1965, language courses
are being extended to include German, Spanish and French.

The English course met with a quite exceptional response. Manuals were
issued for beginners and advanced students in an edition of 8o,000 and had
to be reprinted in an edition of sopoo, so that some 130,000 viewers and
possibly more took part in this television venture. The teachers and inter-
preters received more than 1,mo very friendly letters from viewers, many
wrote that they were looking forward to meeting them, that they had become
friends. Many viewers continue to write in English to the television authori-
ties, sending greetings to their English teachers. It is clear from this corres-
pondence that a considerable number of viewers recorded the lessons on tape
recorders and ethers startec; locking for other English textbooks.

Every district has its House of Culture as a cultural and social centre, which
provides the majority of educational activities. In the various --ions of
Czechoslovakia (there are ten) there are regional cultural cenues; in the
villages, besides the people's libraries, there are cultural clubs; works clubs in
the factories and in purely agricultural co-operative farms there are so-called
co-op clubs. The English language courses prompted some of these cultural
centres to arrange on their own initiative collective viewing for interested
members. The broadcasting authorities were asked to consider arranging in
future summer camps for the participants of language courses where special
attention would be paid to conversation.

Although the English and Russian courses were very successful the
involvement of the viewer still remains a problem for further pedagogical-
psychological study. Another outstanding question is whether some certificate
should be issued to those who have passed the course. The cultural centres
are encouraging viewers to take a final examination at established schools
after completing the course.

(ii) Courses in subjects from the syllabus of schools
Within the framework of various People's Academies and People's Univer-
sities, thousands of courses in subjects taught at secondary and vocational
schools are organised, but these are not enough to meet the needs of the
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working people. There is great demand, above ail, for courses in mathematics

and physics. Many working people, too, have been faced with the problem of

quickly refreshing forgotten school knowledge. In the autumit of 1962

transmissions of twenty to forty minute lessons of mathematics and physics

were started on the level of the ninth form of elementary school. Both subjects

were broadcast alternately once a fcrtnigitt and every lesson was repeated

twice, once in the early hours of the evening and once in. the morning. In 1963

the courses were continued at secondary school level.

The courses were also prepared under the guidance of the Ministry of

Education and Culture, with teachers chosen from university staffs. The

various lessons were taker, by a teacher who explained the mostdifficult parts of

the subject while real stud« snts in the studio co-operated in solving the problems.

The studen, s were not prepared beforehand, so their :mistakes locked natural,

but it appeared that they somewhat confused the viewers and wasted time.

In later courses the methods were changed and 'demonstrators' (actors pre-

pared beforehand) solved problems slowly in such a way that the audience

could follow them.
The participants in the various courses had texttooks at their disposal and

the television teacher referred to the chapter or page of the manual. Students

had the epportunity to seek advice on their subject in consul:ation centres

attached to the Houses ofCulture in Prague, Pribram and Jihlava.

There is no need for certificates to confirm that viewers have passed these

courses. Their effects arc likely to show at work and will testify to their success

or shortcomings. No systematic research lute the effectiveness of these courses

has yet been u idertaken, though CTV keeps in touch with results through the

cultural centres and the existing consultation centres.

At the present time the Bratislava studio is preparing secondary school

level courses in biology, chemistry, descriptive geometry and geology. CTV

is also arranging preparatory study material for schools of university level.

These will be short-term courses in chemistry, biology, mathematics and

physics. These subjects were chosen after preliminary enquiry into educa-

tional needs by the Central Commission for the Education of the Working

People. Viewers show interest in further courses, such as geography, history,

Czech and Slovak and other subjects. CTV is thus faced with the problem of

finding more time (which really means a need to build up further channels)

for educational and instructive programmes.

(iii) Special short-term courses
For several years now CTV has been transmitting occasional series to meet

the need of the working people for higher qualifications in different trades.

In 1962, for example, a series on welding technology was broadcast making

use of instructive films on the most up-to-date welding methods. In 1963,

eight lectures were broadcast on modern technique in machine-tool cutting

with the use of instructive films. This series was intended for groups of

viewers in their places ofwork.
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In 1964 (ATV prepared a seven-part series on 'Reading Engineering
Drawings' with the help -5f.' a series of films in which an engineering teacher
showed how engineering drawings are drawn and marked. In the explanation
models, diagrams, drawings on glass and on the board are used. The course

is design for skilled workers, foremen, heads of departments etc. and in
some places workers viewed collectively. Fifty firms asked either for the
syllabus of the course or to borrow the film material used, for projecting
themselves.

At the pi !sent time a six-part series is being prepared onslide rule calcula-
tion. Attenoance at this course will be organised with the help of the Central
Councl of 7.:ade Unions, as well as selected cultural centres in i:...igger towns

and directly 4i: places of work. The viewers wit! be able to supplement their
studies wit" iecoramended literature and textbooks which will be used for
this series.

A good exalt rk; of how television courses can help in various spheres and
sectors. (lithe Atationa: economy is the course for dairymaids and those looking
after cattle. The coute was divided into ten instructive units; each unit
consisted of the ltowiog parts: (a) repetition of the material studied; (b)
television viewing; (c) censultation on the television leLson; (d) application
of the subject mat~ r tc tacal ns; (e) summary of the zn.lterial lectured

on; (f) evelcises and putting of test questions.
Revision took the form of discussions during which it was ascertained how

participants hal absorbed the matt Aal. Television viewing was at 9 a.ra.
(lessons were broadcast every week) and consultations on the lessons took
place regularly, in which local cond:tions were considered, so that the course
should in every case tend : o their iraprovement.

The practical exercises were conducted according to a syllabus and accord-
ing to local conditions to show how the theoretical knowledge gained during
the lessons should be applied in practice. The participants in the course
worked under the supervision of expert instructors. The setting of test
questions was designed to make the viewers go through the material again;
the test questions were also included in the questions for the final examination,

eliding to a qualification.

Teachers in this course were zoo - technicians from agricultural enterprises
or teachers from expert agricultural schools. The agricultural concerns them-
selves ensured collective participation. The survey carried out since has shown
that out of 30,410 people from agricultural enterprises who took part in 1,863

courses 3,964 passed the final examinations successfully.*

A report by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management
states that in those districts where the course was well prepared for, it frilfilled
its purpose well and showed that television can very well supplement other
forms of schooling.

* The final examinadons are being held at the time of writing, the figure given refers to those who had
passed by June zy, 1964.
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Participation in telev; -ion courses is easier than attending a school, cultural
centre or some other institute. Although it will always be limited by the large
number of television sets in homes, group viewing in Czechoslovakia is be-
coming more and more established. It has become a permanent feature in
various colleges, hostels, clubs, homes for youth, convalescent homes, recrea-
tion centres, holiday camps, cultural clubs railway stations, in hospitals and
in clubs attached to industrial or agricultural enterprises and in a considerable
number of cultural centres. Group viewing is specially important for educa-
tional programmes. and the latest evidence confirms this trend despite the
fact that the network c f television sets in Czechoslovakia is so dense that there
will before long be a set in almost every home.

Informal adult education
`Informal' adult education programmes are of a different intensity and
exemplify a different structure of genres but studies of the response of viewers
to these programmes show that those of an educational aid instructive nature
are of permanent interest to the majority of viewers.

For example, Television University has, for a number of years now, been
broadcast as a regular weekly programme. The series usually consisted of the
programmes transmitted in the evening or late afternoon. They included, for
example, series on nutrition, on the theme 'Science Protects Health', 'Man and
the Universe', 'Science Reveals the Secrets of Life', 'School for Parents', and
others. Leading experts (scientists, technicians and artists as well as writers)
take part in these programmes. Their talk is supplemented by film sequences,
diagram., graphs, photographs, various models, teaching aids and trick effects.

In 1960-61 the Television University series was called 'Science and Tech-
nology on the Way to Man's Progress'. It contained episodes on scientific
discoveries from the late nineteenth and early twentieth century in different
fields: geological research, iron and steel production, power, transport,
agriculture, automation and its social effects, cybernetics, astronautics and a
final programme on future prospects. The programme aimed at informing the
audience about the latest developments in science and technology and
scientific institutes and university departments et-, -operated in making them.
The experts in the studio (assisted by archive and film material) were shown
in dialogue with an actor who represented the viewer.

The Television University held nIder the title 'Excursion to Future Shores'
which was broadcast in 1961-62 was of a different nature. The series consisted
of twelve lessons after each of which there was a 'viewers' tribune'. The series
aimed at following landmarks in the development of mankind: it included the
history of the proletariat, socialism, economy of capitalism, the Seven-Year
Plan in the USSR. Philosophers, historians, economists, sociologists and
artists prepared the series. In the various lessons extracts from literary works
were used together with dramatic sketches, artistic and musical works. Every
lesson ended with a question for the viewer to answer and their replies became
the basis for the viewers' tribune. Experts and viewers took part in the
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tribunes. Letters were answered, questions replied to and the appropriate
literature, play or film etc. recommended for the further study of the problem.
The series met with a good response, although it did not attract all sections of

the television audience.
'Tomorrow Starts Today', broadcast in the first half of 1963, was a series

parts, four with viewers' tribunes, devoted to the main ideas of building
socialism in Czechoslovakia. These programmes were broadcast from the
studio, where the reports (usually two) dealt with questions about the suc-
cesses and do acuities of present-day lii in Czechoslovakia. The university
level series 'Family and Society' which was also broadcast in 1963 was
extremely successful. It consisted of three lessons and four discussions on the
basis of viewers' letters abeut the position of the family in socialist society,
questions of populatieee, problems of employed women and about the up-
bringing of children in the family and in the collective.

At the present time, CTV is broadcasting a series called 'Science for the
Health of Man'. It is of a semi-instructive nature, enlivened by film, slides,
diagram and graphs. This series will be extended to include lectures on first
aid by the Czechoslovak Red Cross. These will give people the chance to gain
the qualification of assistant nurses and medical assistants.

Not all these informal series are presented M. the Television University
format. There is, for instance, a very popular series called 'The School of the
Sports Spectator' which acquaints television viewers with the rules and
regulations in various sports. These programmes are usually broadcast before

some important :European or world event. Another popular series is 'Tele-
vision for Motorists' or 'High School of Motoring' prepared in co-operation
with experts in this line. The aim of the series is to acquaint the motorist with
the care and maintenance of motor vehicles, transport regulations, road signs
and new motor products. These programmes are filmed.

A major selles for which the Bratislava studio was responsible was 'Tele-
vision Musical Dictionary' broadcast without interruption from 1962 up to
this year. The aim was to popularise music among the broadest sections of
our society and to give an expert explanation in a form acceptable to non-
musically minded audiences. The, whole series was illustrated by examples of
musical instruments and the performance of pieces of music. The programmes
were put together in alphabetical order and had three basic themes : to explain
terms describing form, terms describing genre and historical terms. The
Bratislava studio has also, since spring 1964, been broadcasting with great
success a series ofiectures on the history of art under the titie 'Man the Creator
of Beauty'. Viewers react in a lively manner to this series, and express the
opinion that it should be repeated.

The short (ten-minute) programmes 'Science of the Third Five-Year Plan'
and 'Calling all Inventors' deserve special mention. These were programmes
broadcast in 1962-63 twice a week, informing viewers of the outstanding
results of scientific research and the application of new developments in
production. Special financial awards were given to those who solved set tasks.
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The response was enormous. Programmes of this kind are prepared in
collaboration with the Office of Patents and Inventions.

A note or quiz programmes
Television 'lso broadcasts another type of series of a competitive nature.
These programmes are usually very popular and meet with great response.
They mie it be classified as programmes in general output with educative side

effects, ansi yet that does not perhaps do sufficient justice to their educational

impc lance. The series 'Ten Times Reply', for example, was divided into ten

television evenings during which ten competitors participated in ten different

spheres with which they had no professional connection. Each competkor was

asked one question per evening and with every programme the questions
became more difficult. After winning aprize the competitor could either retire

from fur:her participation or continue until the tenth round with the hope of
winning the contest and major prizes.

`With Television Atlund Czechoslovakia', which acquainted viewers with

the various regions in the republic, their historical development, new changes

and construction, was also most successful. The competition helped the
audience to get to know the problems of the various regions and the country

as a whole.
An 5 nteresting type of convetition programme was 'Three of the Most

Popuk e in which competitors hod to answer questions on the lives and works

of the greatest classical figures of Czech culture (the writer Bozena Nemcova,
the artist Mikulas Ales and the composer Bedrich Smetana). This contest was

most demanding, and in some parts it went into great detail.
The television contest `Autostop' aimed at bringing viewers, in an amusing

and attractive way, close to the outstanding figures, events and works of
Slovak culture, literature, music and art. The questions were worked out by a

team of experts and clearly formulated so as to be unambiguous. Ten, twenty

or th Ay points were given according to the difficulty of the question and the

competitors could choose the category in which they wished to take part.
After the third, sixth and ninth stage (there were ten stages altogether) the
competitors with the smallest number of points had to drop out. There was a

great struggle to stay in the contest, and prizes of good value were an incentive

for the competitors to continue. Simultaneously with this contest a viewers'
competition was held so that the viewers were not forced to follow the com-
petition passively but could take an active part in it.

`Austostop' fulfilled its purpose as it attracted the interest of tens of
thousands of viewers, bringing people of all ages, young and old, to the
receivers. The viewer played an active part in the competition and was thus

able to test his own knowledge as could be seen from thousands of letters
which reached the Bratislava studio every day during the competition.
Educational contests enjoy the greatest attention of television audiences; more

than ninety per cent of the viewing public follow them. These contests,
without pretending to provide a complete educational treatment in any sphere
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neverthless, by their form vaid dramatic manner, force the viewer to concen-
trate. They provide viewers with at least partial knowledge and what is more
important provoke the desire to extend their knowledge and raise it to the
standard of the best competitors on the screen.
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The value of the programmes described in section II depends in great measure
on their uality as programmes. But it also depends on the extent to which
they are succeeding in attracting audiences. They will obviously have little
effect if people ignore them in preference for other programmes. Their educa-
tional value may also depend in a variety of as on the quality and attrac-
tiveness of these other programmes. Furthermore, it might be thought that
even if educational programmes were effective, the medium itself might be
having an adverse educational influence if its spread restited in viewers
abandoning other activities of value.

Fortunately it is not necessary to speculate about these questions. Research
has been undertaken which provides answers to them (and to many others
that are not directly relevant to this study).

The Institutes of Culture in Prague a-id Bratislava investigated the influence
of television on satisfying the cultural needs of the working people in Bohemia
and Slovakia over the period 1961--63, as part of a plan of scientific research
related to overcoming the differences in living standards Letween town and
countryside. The studies consisted of two independent pieces of research; the
influence of television on satisfying the cultural reeds of the working people
in rural communities; the influence of masl media on the cultural life in rural
communities from the point of view of satisfying the educational interests of
the working people in the village. The. aim wac partly to clarify the share of
television in adult education and the relation between television and other
institutions in the system of educational work.

The research concentrated also on a number of further q'iestions such as
the part played by television in the life of the viewer (the share it has in hi3
free time in relation to other activities); the degree of television viewing for
individual owners of television sets; the respom to various types of pro-
grammes; differences in interests between various social sections of the
population; what share television viewers have in public life and cultural-
social events of the village.

The research findings that concern us here are based on three phases of
investigationan intensive phase (over 21000 questionnaires completed in
thirteen villages), an extensive phase (-ready 12,500 questionnaires completed
in forty-three villages and small towns), and a study in depth (with the co-
operation of too people in just one village).* It was taken into consideration
that the selected villages should include scene with a dense television network,
some average and others where the teLvision coverage was oilly just deve-
loping. Care was also taken to include villages remote from district centres

* A detailed description of the methodology can be found in Ctibor Tahy's publication Vplyv ulevitie na
uspokojovattie kulturnych potrieb pracujucich na decline (Influence of Television on Satisfying the Cultural
Needs of the Working People in the Village), published by Czechoslovak Television in Bratislava, 1962,
pages 12-19, and in a ICrelca-Disman-Machackova publiattion: VNv televise tut Itulnatti trivet vesnice
(Influence of Television on Cultural Life in the Village), published by the Institute of Learning in Prague,
1961, pages 7-12.
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and :owns, as well as villages near town centres. The surveys were mainly
concerned with four occupational groups-workers living in the countryside,
farmers, intelligentsia, and people engaged in miscellaneous trades and crafts
(including housewives, the free professionais and retired people).

It must be remembered that the influence of television is not static. There
are a number of factors that affect it-the number of sets, the attitude of
different sections of the population to buying sets (many farmers, for instance,
are much less interested in television than workers and members of the
intelligentsia,, recency of set purchase and of transmitter installation (new
owners watch tvleviston more than those for whom the novelty has worn off:
in Bohemia, where televi3ion was built up sooner, viewers watch less often
than in Slovakia, which is still in the initial saturation stage), the extent of
transmission time, the presence and vigour of alternative activities and so on.
Nevertheless, during the period in question, 196P-63, this was the position:
the average viewer in Slovakia spent 2.4 hours daily at his set, which repre-
sents 16.58 hours per week. In Bohemia viewing time amounted to only
5.37 hours a week. This great difference between Bohemia and Slovakia does
not only lie in the fact that in Slovakia the television network was developed
later. Other circumstances must be taken into consideration, including the
intensity of local cultural activities in existing clubs and cultural centres; in
Bohemia, thanks to long years of tradition, these run more smoothly and
systematically than they do in some parts of Slovakia.

Table 3 Preferences of audiences for CTV programmes

Type of programme Percentage of viewers wai:ching regularly
Extensive phase Intensive phase

Bohemia Slovakia

Films
Plays

95.2
77.8

93.o
81.o 90.0

Variety shows 84.8 86.o 87.7
Sport 84.7 64.0 85.0
News and comment 74.0 82.o 78.7
Musical programmes 57.o 53.0 34.6
Reports from places of work 32.3 36.0 40.0
Educational programmes 30.4 32,o 38.3
Programmes for farmers 21.6 24.o 36.1
Opera and serious music 15.5 12.0 8.5

The kind of programmes that these viewers were likely to be watching may
be judged from table 3 (above), which shows the educational programmes in
a preference order (calculated by discovering the numbers of regular viewers).
The intensity of interest in educational programmes is considerably lower
than in news, which is understandable, for whilst in television news the
content focuses on the informative part, in educational programmes it centres
on the learning part.
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In Bohemia the intensity of interest in educational progronmes (measured
by regularity of v;ewing) was up to fifty per cent higher arrong workers than
among farmers, while in Slovakia rather opposite was the case; 44.4 p T cent
of farmers were following instructive programmes compared with only
31.7 per cent of workers.

Viewers expressed different opinions about the various trpes of educative
programmes; a considerable number thought they should be more definite,
well-planned from the pedagogical or didactic point of view, and broadcast at
a suitable time, especially series. The serial forms of educative programmes
met with the most favourable responsefor example, Television University,
`Technical Television Mngazine', 'Researchers' Club', technical-economic
features and travel features. Viewers most often praised natural science
features, and documentaries and features with historical themes. Also very
popular were features about the history of art, the life of various peoples and
other countries. It is a positive feature of this appraisal that most viewers'
interest is permanent and not just temporary. However, viewers reject
education of a formal nature or even with an indication of formality; they do
not accept it and they lose interest. Education cn television has to encounter
many obstacles, such as the viewer's present general level of education and his
preparedness to accept the transmitted programmes. Then there are questions
of the link-up between television education and the education provided by the
school or by works schools.*

This research shows that it will be necessary in future, and to an even
greater degree, to create the best conditions and provisions for systematic
educational and instructive work, with special attention to be given to the
needs and interests of television audiences.

As we saw, however, in section II, there are many other kinds of pro-
gramme that are of educational significance, and these kinds often succeed in
attracting larger proportions of the audience as regular viewers. Plays are
pre-eminent among these other categales. In Bohemia plays are often
watched by eighty-one per cent and in Slovakia by up to ninety per cent of the
audience. According to social grouping in Bohemia the greatest interest in
plays, apan from the intelligentsia, is shown by workers (eighty-six per cent).
In Slovakia the figure is .seventy -eight per cent. Again after the intelligentsia,
farmers in Slovakia (82.2 per cent) show greater interest than workers in
stage plays. It may be that, from an educational point of view, the audience
for plays is almost too devoted; the figures and answers show that audiences
watch 'without selection' all plays that are transmitted. But audiences are not
uncritical. They think that more care should be devoted to the selection of
themes, the variety of genres and to new farms. The demand should not be
ignored for performances by outstanding amateur companies to be included
in the television repertoire.

In Czechoslovakia there are independent vocational schools specialising in technology and economics
attached to bigger enterprises. Then there are works schools and co-operative schools attached to
co-operative farms, which provide expert training for their workers or members in accordance with
the needs of the enterpr:se.
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A similarly critical spirit was evinced in the answers on cinema. Despite the
high intensity of interest, CTV receives most criticisms from viewers on this
subject and many suggestions for improvements. It is quite obvious that the
term 'interest' is not at all identical with the term popularity and that there
is a stria dividing line between the two terms. Viewers mainly crif4ise the
face that there has been no systematic co-operation between the film industry
and television (this has now been overcome by an agreement). It is worth
noting from the point of view of educational needs, that it has been recom-
mended that television should arrange festivals of popular science films and
continue to include serious &id popular science films in the Television
University series.

Sports transmissions and programmes did not come into the forefront of
interests by chance. Czechoslovakia has good sports traditions and the radio
has paved the way for television in sports coverage. Thanks to television,
young people in the villages organise various sports teams and take an ever
more active part in spell s. They are popular among all social groups (slightly
less among farmers than arum workers and intelligentsia) and throughout
the country (with slightly less intet..it in Bohemia). Likewise variety shovr,--
they are watched regularly by all kinds of viewers and the demand is con-
siderable for prograrunes that allow people to enjoy themselves after work.

Intensity of interest in news and news comment programmes is the fourth
in this quartet of most regularly watched types of broadcast. The educative
significance of this interest was illuminated by the discovery that viewers in
the countryside praise most those programmes that give them the greatest
opportunity to broaden their horizon; to learn about the world, other coun-
tries, their cultures, etc. Th,!. results of the survey also show that owners of
television receivers who also possess a radio set quite often follow the news
from one or the other. Some 621 per cent of television viewers state that they
follow news on the radio, and 82.9 peg cent that they read the press. In
the opinion of the majority of television viewers it is desirable that these
three sources of information (press, radio and television) should aim at acquir-
ing their own form, their own shape, not only in themes, but also in genres
and methods of presentation. The audiences want television news features to
have more pictures and fewer words and for the comment only to accompany
the event seen in the picture.

Just over half the viewers watch musical programmes regularly except
those devoted to opera and serious music.

Interest in concert music is beginning to spread, thanks to radio and to the
network of amateur song and dance ensembles, clubs of Friends of Art, clubs
for concert music and people's schools i f att. The enquiry found such clubs
in several small towns and bigger villages. As for dance music and its novelties
and new discoveries, the programme 'Songs Around Us' acquits itself well
in the task of propagating this kind of music. On the whole, however, as in
the case of opera music, it will be necessary to popularise more effectively
orchestras of a high standard, outstanding musicians and singers. At present
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there are large sections of the audience which iv' er follow musical features.
These proportions of non-viewers are still larger for opera and serious music.
According to social grouping the greatot interest ihi opera and serious music
programmes was shown by the intelligentsia. Some 21.6 per cent of the
viewers declared that they seldom watch or listen to opera and 32.7 per cent
actually stated that they do not follow it at a1. This state of affairs is not in
keeping with the rich national traditions of the Czech and Slovak people, nor
does it correspond to the wide scope which exists in Czechoslovakia in this
sphere.

A considerable number of television viewers stated in questionnaires and
organised discussions that they did not like watching opera nor did they like
listening to operatic or serious music as they did not understand it. Others
said that they preferred sound broadcasts or attendance at concerts. We
believe that the tathe negative, reserved attitude to operatic music (and
partly also to the ballet) is caused by insufficient preparation of the audiences.
Only during the past few years has television begun to devote systematic care
to this problem and we may assume that this will have the desired effect.
Viewers themselves regard it as necessary that such programmes should be
accompanied by appropriate comment on the content and history of the
works. Severd of the viewers who mentioned that they preferred to listen
to serious music on the radio rather than television, explained that sound
radio did not limit the imagination, 'whereas television by its performance
undermines the imagination and binds it. They say that music is a sphere of
art in which man should be able to dream and let his imagination have its
sway.

Finally there are the two categories of programmes which, because of their
vocational content, are clearly of educational significance: reports from places
of work and programmes for farmers.

Lit the reports from places of work we include features which aim at
providing information on production tasks 'and processes, and at i_entributing
towards improving the quilifications of the viewers. There are no substantial
differences in the intensity of interest according to social groups. The enquiry
showed that these broadcasts have the best response when they popularise
places of work where, for -xample, new technological production processes
are being introduced, where high labour productivity is attained, or where
obsolete methods of production arc being replaced by new processes. Tele-
vision audiences also like reports from non-productive spheres of work, from
various scientific institutes, establishments and institutions.

The table of preference showed that in Bohemia interest in the farmers'
programme, which aims at improving the farmers' qualifications and promo-
ting the most progressive methods of agriculture, is twenty-four per cent; in
Slovakia it is 36.r per cent. Although this programme is devoted to farmers,
5.7 per cent of them state that they do not follow it and t 1.5 per cent say they
do but only seldom.
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The extent 6:interest in this type of programme is not satisfactory. Tin re
must certainly I e some reasons : unsuitable themes, lack of topicality of
insufficient concreteness. (TV is trying t' find out what is wrong and trying
to change the programme into a tribune for expert advice to farmers. The
farmers themseh es state that they are interested in the results of agricultural
research from institutes and bleeding stations being introduced into farm
work, into crop and livestock production, prom tion of available soil, the use
of mechanisation, application of chemistry, and in a whole number of further
questions on th:. present state and development of agricultural production.

As I have s aid, the intensity of interest in various types of television
prcgrammes cannot be considered in a fixed, static fashion. As a iesult of the
development of television receivers, the growth in th,., number of viewers, the
qualitative changes the programmes transmitted, the raising of the cultural
standards and educational horizons of the audience, the influence of television,
the radius of its action and the demands of listeners and viewers change. But
it is clear that there is no fear that television may permanently divert the
working peolig and have a negative influence on their cultural interests.
There is no question of television being on one side and all other forms of
cultural and educational institutions on quite another side. By studying sur-
veys of cinema attendance, or th number of books borrowed at people's
libraries, or attendance at other cultural events, it can be shown that television
is not responsible for changes. Television must not be looked upon as a rival,
when we find that for a certain period viewers give preference to television
before all other forms of culture.

Apart from finding that viewers become more selective and view less, the
longer they have possessed a receiver, it is also important to remember that
the programmes are themselves conceived in a progressive spirit. Every day
television penetrates the homes of the working people in the villages, the
remote estates and holdings which, in the past, culture reached only in the
form of radio and the press. But more than that. Television brings directly
into the homes of the working people present-thy political, economic and
cultural social information ; it presents important problems concerning the
whole of society; it shows the way these should be solved; it acquaints the
working people with the achievements of science, technique and the arts and
gives them access to outstanding treasures of material and spiritual culture
in the broadest sense of the word.

There can be no question of lost time, time spent in a non-productive,
passive fashion, as the influence of television, although indirectly, finds its
application in the thoughts and acts of the viewers, which cannot always be
immediately measured or seen.

We believe that the intensity of the cultural and educational interests of the
working people depends very m'ich on the activities of educational, and
especially of cultural workers, in all fields. But not only on them. It depends
above all on the purposeful and well thought out work of television itself. All
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these factors should see to it that the content and degree of educational and
cultural social work are in keeping with the possibilities, needs and interests

of the working people and they should be able to decide how it can be im-

proved and extended.



IV Methods of contact

The previous section dealt with the place of television in the lives of the
working people, and the particular place of educational television within that.
In this section I shall discuss specific ways in which contacts with society
and with the audience are maintained and developed, so that the programmes
reflect social needs, express viewers' interests, and improve as instances of the
art of broadcasting. To achieve these objectives, CTV needs contact with the
organised world of education, so that its plans are sufficiently long term to
express priorities, to give its creative workers time to make preparations and
to consult with educ.al ionists; it needs contact, often rapid contact, with the
viewers, to check on the success of transmissions; it needs further contact
with viewers to find out the times at which people are free to view educational
programmes; and, since it is not operating in a social vacuum, it needs good
working relationships with educational agencies and with other media.
Finally, the improvement of educational broadcasting depends on training of
different kinds for the personnel responsible for its several phases. Television
is new, and still overcoming its first difficulties, but these are the methods
being used in this experimental stage:

Planning and preparing the programmes
In CTV there is long term prospective planning in the various main, spheres of
programme activities., including education; then there are quarterly or
monthly short term plans, which are worked out into weekly and daily plans.

A professional television worker on the staff (an editor or dramaturgist),
is entrusted with the preparation of educational add instructive programmes.
He usually selects a circle of institutions and institutes, scientific and special-
ised places of work which might collaborate in the making of the programme
once it is drafted, accepted and approved.

The editor of a series or individual feature works out and submits a
proposal and each proposal is judged by the chief editor and a team of other
members of the editorial department. Where series are concerned the con-
trollers of television approve the programme from the point of view of idea
and content. The proposals usually include a brief description of theproposed
programme, its intention, and chief production aspects (e.g. studio, film or
other method). Where a series is planned, a proposal must also be submitted
about the team of authors, consultants and scenario writers.

When the proposal has been accepted the editorial department eommis-
sions, on the basis ofa contract, an outline treatment from appropriate experts.
Usually these are outstanding workers (scientists, technologists or artists) in
the given field. These experts do not t3ually work out the scenario in detail,
but they submit something like a guide for the television scenario writer with
whom the producer of the programme co-operates. The draft scenario is
referred back to the eape-ts and then submitted to the chief editor of CTV.
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In the end the completed scenario is returned to the appropriates ditorial
department for production. Educational programmes are discusseu with the
Central Commission for the Education of the Working People and the
Institutes of Culture in Prague and Bratislava, the Czechoslovak Society for
the Dissemination of Scientific Knowledge and other institutions.

The time taken to prepare programmes varies: it often takes as long as
six months or even more to prepare a complete series. Only unplanned single
programmes are prepared in a shorter time.

Audience reaction
A most important problem in educational television is how to make contact
with the audience. Up to now CTV has done this through enquiries and
through correspondence with viewers. The spontaneous response of viewers
to educational programmes is very great, and although it cannot be taken as
representative, it is usually a good source cf information. For example, in
1955, 6,152 viewers wote in; in 1958 the figure was 8,953 and in 1963 more
than 5o,000 wrote to CTV about programmes.

The television information service (department for contacts vim viewers)
usually records vir,oarers' responses to various programmes soon after the
broadcast has gone out. This is done by daily telephone research, using quota
samplinga method which makes it possible to reduce the number inter-
viewed to 400 or r,000 people at the most. Small groups of viewers from a
number of industrial, agricultural and other enterprises in various parts of the
country with whom contact has been established before (and who undertook
voluntarily and out of interest to provide information on the various pro-
grammes every day or according to requirements) are asked to take part in
this research. Their views are recorded in CTV every day. This system makes
it possible to get to know daily the views of 400 viewers of different walks of
life, age, sex, education and tastes.

Leading members of the staff receive the first information on the pro-
grammes of the preceding day by noon of the following day at the latest. This
is their first signal gained by a telephone call survey of response to trans-
mission% The advantage of this method lies in getting viewers' reactions
immediately, before they can be influenced by press reviews. The groups used
vary or change so that the sample does not turn into a habitual group of
viewers, who would provide information just mechanically. This system of
course also has its disadvantage: the greatest interest is taken in programmes
broadcast at the time most suitable to the majority of viewers so that these
views a..e representative only of part of the daily output. CTV also carries
out separate enquiries to answer a wider range of questions, addressed to
larger and more representative samples of viewers. These enquiries are one of
the results of deeper, more scientific work being undertaken by the Institutes
of Culture in Prague and Bratislava. This research makes it possible to study
many questions of television methodology and to apply correctly the influence
of television in the education and instruction of the working people. For
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example, r order to increase the effectiveness of educational programmes
breqdcast i serial form and with group viewing organised in educational
centres or in works institutions and works school, it is recommended that:

After the broadcast of various lessons, the group viewing leader or teacher
should explain again those parts of the programme which seemed to him
difficult or which viewers themselves say they did not understand. He
should the send his comments to CTV.

2 The teacher ohould enccurage the students viewing each lesson to evaluate
it individually, This appraisal should also be sent to CTV but it should
above all serve the teacher himself in preparing the seminar, which should
follow every lessen.

3 Group evaluation. It is the task of the seminar not only to evaluate but to
apply the knowledge gained. At the conclusion of the seminar the teacher
in charge of the viewing group should recommend suitable specialist
literature in such a quantity that viewers should be able to study it by the
time of the next lesson (usually in a fortnight).
The audience's reactions to language courses have also teen studied. From

their comments it is clear how sharply they react to a suitable choice of tele-
vision teacher, his personality, his ability to present an understandable and
dearly defined explanation and the `access*bility' of the form of presentation.
Viewers demand that everything they hear in the teacher's comments should
also appear on the screen, as most of them state they remember things better
when they have seen them. Although the various lessons are repeated through-
out the week at several different times, it still happens that viewers miss some
lessons, lose contact with the material covered, and thus lose interest in
further lessons. Cousequentr some drop out from educational programmes.
It is necessary to consider how the lowest mortality rite can be attained and
how contact can again be made to recruit the viewer for a subsequent series.
We believe that this is also a problem of good text books, to enable the viewer
who has missed a lesson to re-establish contact with the subject.

From the last evaluation study of the influence of television language
courses (and school subjects in general, such as mathematics and physics), the
following conclusions were reached:

It is important to limit camera shots of the teacher and students, and rather
concentrate on the blackboard in the interests of deeper visual perception.

2 Effectiveness is increased by introducing more repetition and opportunities
for torising the knowledge gained.

3 The link between the explanation given on the screen and in the textbooks
should be strengthened, to enable viewers to repeat the explanation by
themselves.

4 The pace of the programme should be reduced and based on a sound
recognition of the receptive capacity of viewers. More research is needed
about this aspect and should be developed.

5 Television teaching should be synchronised with school, radio and other
media of education and instruction.
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6 Other forms than a teacher and class should be sought in the educational
programmes on television; in these programmes new qualities should be
sought and used.

7 As long as the present forms of television teaching exist, such as 'the class
and teacher', and no experiments arc: undertaken on a broader scale, it would
be useful to set up special classes consisting of average viewers to keep a
check on how viewers have mastered the subject. More care should be
devoted to the rhythm and pace of teaching and to the 'story' in individual
lesson
As a result of this and other investigations, CTV is now in a position to

pursue and extend its researches in the following directions : (a) the ways in
which various educational programmes are being followed; (b) the effective-
ness of transmitted educational programmes; (c) the reasons or motives for
which programmes are being followed; (d) the advantages and disadvantages
of transmitting educational programmes by television, as compared with radio
and the cinema, or with People's Academies and Universities.

Times of transmission
There can be no doubt that the time of transmission has a positive or negative
influence on the success of television programmes. They are built up in blocs
around a given time axis which is dependent in its turn on the focal points of
the programme units. The axes are firmly fixed times at which programmes
usually begin or end and within which complexes of programmes, programme
blocs, are arranged in certain lengths of time. The axes are not chosen by
chance, but deliberately in accordanc.... with the wishes of the majority of
viewers. Television has to respect certain habits of our people, the time when
they get up or go to sleep, the extent of their time spent at work, after work
and in leisure activities; it must take into account the viewers' way f-J1 life,
special attention being paid to differences between town and country, between
different seasons of the year, etc.

In the course of the research described in section III viewers were asked
several questions to find out what the majority felt about the present times of
transmission. Although most viewers were satisfied with these times, it was
discovered that about a third of them would like programmes to start earlier,
that a surprising number were not satisfied with transmission times on
Saturday (the day preceding the free day), and that the growth of shift work
in industry and agriculture may necessitate certain changes in transmission
times as long as CTV broadcasts on one channel only (morning shifts usually
start at 6 am and night shifts at ro pm).

Table 4 shows the times at which viewers of educational courses prefer to
watch.

It is clear from these figures that the best times for transmitting educational
courses, is usually about 6 pm, and for those who return home later, about
ro pm is a suitable time, although it must be assumed that at that time the
viewers' power of absorption is reduced.
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Table 4 Times of viewing educational courses (percentages of viewers)

Subject

Number
inter-
viewed
(= z00%)

Percentage viewing

Daily am* Early evet Mid-eveT late-eve§ All times

Russian club 867 30.5 20.5 3.8 549
English for
Beginners 869 314 10.1 9.2 50.7
Advanced
English 752 10.0 5.9 27.1 43
Mathematics II 662 22.5 2.3 & 33.5

9.3
Physics II 626 9.1 14.05 & 27.3

4.1
Physics 1 647 18.3 & 23.1

4.7
Mathematics I 689 4.06 15.7 19.75

* II am, 8.15 am.
t 5.15 Pm, 6 pm.
t 64o pm, 8 pm, 8.1S Pm, 8.40 Pm, 9 Pm.
f 940 pm 9.50 pm, w.05

Co-operation and co-ordination with other bodies
As we have seen, CTV has a broad network of external collaborators from
various branches of science, technology, culture and art. Co-operation is
based on what is known as a system of mutual application; this is not a matter
of commercial interest. The scale of fees awarded is in line with the scale used
in the radio and, to a great extent, in the press.

Various scientists and experts look upon their appearrnces on television as
an honour and E ocial necessity, as a question of serving the common cause of
socialism. CTV has never received a single indication from such people of
lack of readiness to give their services to television. Of course not every
highly qualified expert, scientist, artist et. economic specialist has the right
qualificati,Ans for television work or the necessary talent this foim of
public appearance. Those who have not, however, ha), co-operated very
successfully in various advisory bodies, and in teams of authors.

The co-operation of television with external workers is of two kinds:
advisory and creative. In the first group are those people which CTV consults
on various aspects of its work, and with whom it co-operates in .v.-44ous
research schemes and surveys. It uses them as critics of educational pro-
grammes; while in the other group are those who take an active part in
creating the programmes. CTV's experience with both categories has been,
on the whole, good and useful: the circle of external collaborators is so wide
that one cannot imagine the work of CTV without it. There is hardly a
university department or faculty, specialised school, research institute,
scientific institute, social or interest organisation, more important enterprise
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in industry, agriculture, transport, finance and other branches of the national
economy where CTV does not maintain contact with the outstanding

workers.
A very positive part in the involvement of television in adult education is

being played by the Commission for the Education of the Working People
attached to the Slovak National Council in Slovakia and the Central Com-
mission in Prague. In adult education and training constant contact with the

trade unions and their central organs is essential. Since 1962 very definite
co-operation has 'Jeeit established with them.

A symposium of leading television and educationay workers, which w.

held in Bratislava May 1964, outlined the following plan of co- operation:

a Advance programme bulletins and information for educational workers
should be published to enable the cultural centres to make more systematic

use of the educational and cultural influence of television.
b The experience of cultural and educational institutions should be used to

help influence the quality of television programmes meant to raise the
genera and specialised knowkdge of the working people.

c Educational establishments should appraise programmes according to
uniform criteria to facilitate the results of these evaluations being applied

in the programme work of CTV.
d Conferences and seminars should be held on the educational function of

television.
e Meetings and discussion should take place with educationalworkers about

the programme scope and intentions of CTV.
f Within the framework of programme possibilities, proposals to establish

regular programmes for cultural workers should be considered.
The Ministry of Education. and Culture has expressed the hope that

educational workers will look upon, television as their assistant and partner,

as this is above ell in the interests of the education itself.
Co-operation with film-makers and the radio in Czechoslovakia concerns

mainly questions of co-ordination, and the use of popular science films on
television. This co-operation is based on the equality of the cinema, radio and

television.
It will have lx n evident already that there is permanent co-operation with

the Institutes of Culture in 2rague ani Bratislava concerning, above all, the

theoretical approach to questions and problems of television, its methodology,

especially in relation to adult education and learning. Co-operation is Ws-)

maintained on similar lines with the Central Institute for Health Education

and with the Slovak Institute for Health Education. The Czechoslovak Red
Cross also plays a successful part in this co-operation. We could give the

names of scores of other institutes, institutiom, schools of university level
and various places of work which co-operate systematically with CTV.

CTV evaluates its arrangements for co-operating with other bodies twice a

year (sometimes more often) and on the basis of this evaluation they are made

more definite and, where necessary, ended.

F 8r
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Education and trng of staff
The training of staff for adult education on television is also a matt of
collaboration and contact with other bodies. CTV does not itself train the
highly qualified sc' aific workers, technicians and artists who work on the
various educationalprogrammes. This is not necessary. Television co-operates
with those who are already expert although it does pay attention to its own
instructors in the sphere of television production methods. CTV collaborates
closely with the Czechoslovak Society for the Dissemination ofPolitical and
Scientific Knowledge, whose task it is to guide all lecturers who are active in
adult education and training.

Seminars are used in the course of this training. The syllabus for theseseminars is based on the curricula plans of the main organisers of adult
education, including Cri. Care is taken to make the seminars correspond tothe current needs of society, while at the same time they must kep in mind
prospective development.

Lately, thematic discussions have also been successfully organised as partof the lecturers' mining. Usually these are discussions of open questions
which have not yet become a matter for broad generalisation or propaganda,
or questions which, on account of their novelty, cannot yet form part of school
or after-school syllabuses. For example, meetings were held on questions of
genetics, the importance of psychology in economic life, the application of
mathematical methods in industry, etc. After a short introduction the dis-
cussion opens and it usually ends with recommendations on how the subjectunder discussion should be used in after-school and adult education.

Of special importance for the preparation of lecturers are the texts and
study materials published by the Czechoslovak Society for the Dissemination
of Political and Scientific Knowledge, and the methodological directives and
materials published by the Institutes of Culture.

Naturally, when external tutors and experts work on programmes withCTV this is itselfa collaborative experience, involving incidental training forthem and mutual benefit arising from discussions at the planning stage,
evaluation after transmission, and direct training in the studio. Great demands
are made on the people who work permanently in television. Many of them
are recruits from graduates of various departments of the University. At
Charles Mtiversity in Prague there are also specialised study facilities fortelevision workers. These are the chief methods of contact maintained byCTV in the interests of improving the programmes and increasing their
educational effectiveness.
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In 1963 Czechoslovak Television celebrated its tenth anniversary. During the
past few years it has growr into an important medium, providing information,
education and culture in general. This first period was naturally marked by
many technical problems and difficulties which were successfully overcome
so that at the present time it is above all a question of building up and com-
pleting modem studios with the highest quality of telecommunication tech-
nique, of establishing further channels and of solving questions ofa technical
nature aimed at raising the transmissions to a high level.

In the sphere of education and learning, studios will have to be further
equipped with modern audio-visual aids; educational studios will have to be
built, classrooms and laboratories (especially for the teaching of physics,
chemistry, biology and other natural science subjects) and demonstration
equipment, and possibly also consultation centres.

Pedagogical problems are important and must not be underestimated or
dealt with in an improvised fashion. Some of the difficulties so far arise from
`the lack of theoretical reasons why, when and how teaching aids should be
included in the process of teaching'.*

In the teaching process the principle is often applied that it is necessary to
illustrate only the main problem and that which is difficult to understand,
while in television almost the opposite is true: almost everything that can be
is illustrated, as the focal point of the teaching process lies mainly in the visual.
At the same time the important principle must not be forgotten: visual aids
have their purpose even in television work, so that they must be thought of
in the creation of the scenario. Visual aids on television have a direct or
indirect character. We look on as 'direct' those which are taken from teal life
(machines, tools, products) and as 'indirect' aids of a model type (including
maps, photographs, films, slides, etc.). We stress this because their application
in television is of far-reaching importance and the choice of aids is among the
most frequently discussed and important questions of educational television.

CTV aims at making its educational, instructive and training programmes
attractive. This study shows the results achieved, viewers' responses and the
effectiveness of the programmes as far as the outcome of enquiries carried out
so far enables us to do. Television workers as well as organisers of adult
education are faced with a whole number of problems which are linked with
strengthening co-ordination, improving methodological procedure in keeping
with pedagogical principles, introducing new forms and experimenting. It will
also soon be necessary to solve problems connected with the publication of
textbooks and manuals, the verification of the actual effectiveness of television
work in this field.

'Zvysovard nuornosti ye vyuce stuclie praculicich, selected chapters from Psdagogics for Adults by doc.inz. Stanislav Novak and his team, published by the Czechoslovak Society for the Dissemination of
Political and Scientific Knowledge, Prague 1964, page sos.
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At the present time intense efforts are being made by television programme
workers, editors, producers and other experts, to develop the forms of
educational television to meet contemporary needs and to link programmes
with the system of school and works education so that the specific role of
television in adult education is developed.

From 1965 onwards, Czechoslovak Television will e,Lend its educational
and instructive programmes and carry out appropriate measures to make it
technically possible to devote attention to these programmes without any
hindrance. Selected teachers with a university education are to be released
from the school service for this work in order to develop and put into practice
the principles described above. Serious tasks are also awaiting the research
institutes, which will be entrusted with studying forms, method content,
thematic trends and extent of these programmes and, -Hi the basis of ascer-
tained data, will propose the measures to be taken. N. television itself, a
working party is being set up which will organise and complete various
enquiries. The Institute of Culture in Bratislava will continue its study of the
influence of television on the cultural life or working people, from the point
of view of satisfying their educational needs. This Institute has also drafted a
plan in agreement with Nepmuvelesi Intezetom in Budapest (Hungary) for
carrying out comparative research into the influence of television in education
in South Slovakia and North Hungary. The research is carried out on the basis
of a uniform method. Research into the education and training of the working
people by means of television will be carried out in other directions, too: the
main purpose of all this research will be to evaluate the role of television, to
improve its capacity for satisfying the needs of the working people, so that
their leisure time can be used to deepen their interest in education and in
studying through television.



Kanji Hatano Japan

I Introduction : social education and broadcasting

In Japail, 'adult education' is normally considered part of 'social education'.
Educational activities are conducted under three principal educational laws

the Fundamental Law of Education, the School xiducation Law and the
Social Education Law. Under this legislation, 'social education' is defined as:

Those organised educational activities (including physical education and recrea-
tional activities) that are other than those conducted as the educational programme
in school and that are mainly intended for youth and adults.

From this definition, it is to be understood that in Japan social education
constitutes a major area of education, parallel to school education.

The term 'organised' in the above quotation has come to be interpreted
in a somewhat loose sense as social life becomes more complex, Social educa-

tion is now extremely diverse and multiform, whereas .chool education is
uniform throughout the country. This diversity makes it difficult to describe,

but it includes group activities run by youth organisations, women's organisa-

tions and parent-teacher associations; the educational activities organised by
community centres, libraries, museums and youth hostels; correspondence
education; and film shows, exhibitions and other similar gatherings planned
regularly or occasionally by various other bIdles. Social education includes
liberal adult education, vocational education and recreational activities.

Development of adult education in Japan
To understand the characteristics of Japanese adult education and the use of

television in it, one has to know something of its history. The modernisation
of Japan began in 1868, when the Emperor was restored to power. Adult
education was to play an important role under the new regime, but this does

not man that there was no adult education before 1868. Its origins go back
to Buddhism and to the 'Teaching of Mind' movement which developed
during the Tokugawa Shogunate regime. Buddhism was introduced into
Japan in the sixth century and rapidly gained ground during the eighth and
ninth centuries. Buddhism, which is a form of spiritual and mental adult
education, was combined with 'vocational' education from the first: the
Grand Priest Kukai, while propagating Buddhism, also taught the people
how to control floods, improve irrigation and apply medical treatment.
`Teaching of Mind', which emerged in the eighteenth century, was a move-
ment spontaneously started by a group of educated men to enlighten the
common people. It was entirely seci!°r in nature and general in scope, being a

system of moral philosophy blending the teachings of Buddhism, Confucian-
ism and Shintoism. it stressed the need for observing the law and the virtue
of perseverance. It also had economic or vocational effects.

This was the foundation the Emperor's new government had to build on.

In 1872 it pronounced universal literacy as an ideal, but by and large was so
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busily occupied with the work of economic development and with school
education as the prerequisite for it, that it had no time to initi4ie any concrete
programme of adult education. This was left to private and voluntary initia-
tive. There were two major schools. One, comparatively moderate, worked
mainly through printed matter and stood for the gradual eradication of the
remnants of feudalism. The other was a rather radical political movement
which aimed at the establishment of a real democracy; it organised public
meetings throughout the country for the political enlightenment of the
people.

Mention should also be made of the social work and social educ-
conducted by the Christian denominations. Until the beginning of the Meiji
Era, Christianity had been banned, and converts were sentenced to death.
The Meiji government lifted the Lan, guaranteeing freedom of faith. In the
189os, Christianity did a great deal in bringing the 'new humanism' to the
believers, and a new literary movement emerged.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, it was becoming apparent that
the growth of capitalism inherent in a modern nation entailed the awakening
of individualism among the people, which in turn was tending to weaken the
family-like bond between Emperor and people. In 1910, to check this trend,
Imperial Precepts were laid down, which were to serve for some years as the
source of fundamental principles of social education. The first concrete out-
come was the 'Correspondence Education Enquiry Committee' created by the
government in 1911. (One of the committee's recommendations advocated the
use of films and slidesthe first reference in Japan to the use of audio-visual
aids in education).

From t919 on, adult education by the government authorities was markedly
intensified. The government entertained a serious apprehension that the
`Democracy' movement started after the War might undermine the Imperial
system, and it was determined to check this movement through adult
education. By briefing officials at Prefecture and local levels, who would
themselves address the traditional community meetings attended by repre-
sentatives of every family, the government could in effect reach the entire
people in time. Meanwhile, another kind of education was 7ng on in the
Labour School, an institution similar to the British trade unions. A third, and
no less important, activity was being conducted by the intellectuals which led
to two remarkable educational institutions: the popular scientific lectures
sponsored by the Unitarian Group; and the 'Free University', more or less
university extension in nature, and primarily inspired by a respect for culture.

Since 1946, adult education has been characterised by the community
centre and the parent-teacher association (PTA). The community centre (or
citizens' public hail) is the institution where Ncious typcb of social education
are conducted on a planned and co-ordinated basic. At present there are some
9,000 centres all over the country, half of them with their own buildings, and
all equipped with television sets and film projectors. The PTA was organised
to secure the co-operation ofparents in the work of the schools, which under-
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went a drastic reform after the War. At present there are some 45,000 PTA
groups with a total n !mbership ofabout 18,600,000. Its national federation is
without doubt the largest adult education organisation in Japan.

Some problems ofJapanese adult education
In Japan, adult education developed considerably later than school education.
Such a time-lag may be a general phenomenon in all countries, but in Japan
it is conspicuous and the cause of various defects. While the first modem
school was established in 1872, the first adult education courses of the
Ministry of Education were not instituted until 1923 (and even then as part of
the propaganda drive against democracy already mentioned). One effect of
this is that adult education is still allocated a very small portion of the
Ministry's budget. For instance, in the 1964 Ministry of Education budget,
adult education received only 1,810,590,000 yen, while school education
received 430,608,650,000 yen.

Another trend caused by this time-lag is that social education imitates the
pattern laid down by school education. The atmosphere ofautonomous study,
usually associated with adult education, did not develop: instead the authori-
tarian method of one-sided teaching by lecturers was used. A more demo-
cratic atmosphere has develop 1, since the war.

Another kind of difficulty is presented by the absence of any tradition of
criticism in Japanese adult education. As the preceding paragraphs show,
government-provided adult education has too ofttn been used not to advance
democracy, but to check its development. And voluntary movements have
only been successful where they have not evoked any active government
opposition.

Japan lacks, too, any real tradition of university extension. Since 1868
universities were established according to the German system, and Germany
happened to be a country in which the university was not closely cf nected
with adult education. At present, though many university teachers are inter-
ested in adult education, their concribution has to be made not through the
university, but in books and through the mass media.

Today, the two groups of people most in need of social education are young
workers and housewives. Youngpeople have an indistinct and vague place in
society, and once they leave school no positive measures are taken for their
benefit. In this situation it is a matter of urgent necessity to provide some
form of continuing education. In the same way, the social status of women is
very low, and their social consciousness is yet dim: the need is keenly felt to
extend social education to women.

Moreover, the teaching of the traditional culture such as Japanese music,
dancing, cooking, dressmakinghas to be done in the adult sector. The schools
concentrate on teaching subjects that are useful for the modernisation of
Japan. This distinction may be a short cut to modernisation, but tin fact
remains that if the traditional culture is to be learnt, it must be learnt through
social education.
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Broadcasting and television
This is the background against which the use of television in Japanese adult
education has to be seen. But before dealing with educational programmes in
detail, I should like to refer to the character of the Japan Broadcasting
Corporation (NHK). NHK is a public service organisation, similar to the
BBC in the linked Kingdom, and it held the monopoly of radio broadcasting
from its inception in 1923.

The work of NHK is financed entirely by reception fees paid by the audi-
ence. This system for financing is a girralitto of freedom in the preparation
of programmes, and autonomy in management and operation. NHK, how-
ever, is no longer a monopoly. In 1950, commercial radio broadcast services
were inaugurated, and in 1953, when NHK started television transmission,
commercial stations were also licensed.

In accordance with the Broadcasting Law of 1953, NHK observes the
following principles in its programmes :

greatest &torts should be exertec for meeting the needs of the general
public and contributing to the promotion of higher cultural standards through
the broadcasting of good and fruitful programmes.

2 Broadcasts for local audiences should be arranged in addition to :a .,t n-wide
pre,zrammes.

3 Broadcasting should serve the purpose of preserving the worthy ccdturcs of the
past on the one ha-Ad and of cultivating and diffusing new cultures oz the other.

The Broadcasting Law made it compulsory to broadcast programmes of
social education, including adult education, side by side with school broad-
casts. It stipulated:

In preparing and broadcasting educational programmes, the station shall have the
audience for whom they are intended clearly defined, have their contents suffi-
ciently useful and adequate for such audience and have them broadcast on a
systematic and continual basis, and it shall also make the plan and contents of the
broadcasts known in advance to the intended audience.

In 1958 NHK created a television station exclusively devoted to educational
broadcasts. This station was intended both for school broadcasts and adult
education programmes, including correspondence and vocational education.
So NHK now transmits educational pioganunes over four national networks :
NHK Radio First (programmes of general interest); NHK Radio Second
(educational and cultural programmes for a limited audience); NHK General
Television; NM:, Educational Television.

The radio networks each transmit a proportion of education and entertain-
ment, though their priorities differ. It was argued that tie same formula
should apply to the two television stations, but it was finally decided that the
educational station did not need to broadcast any entertainment programmes
because television is in itself a sufficiently attractive medium. The average
audience for educational television is now about three per cent at most, far
lower than that for the General station. However, as more and more house-
holds have a second television set, the 'educations"' audience is gradually
increasing. It certainly cannot yet be concludedthat the first decisionwas wrong.
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Adult education programmes on television fall into three broad categories :
programmes which lead to formal qualifications, of which programmes for
correspondence education are the typical example; programmes which are
intended to provide a systematic education on specialised subjects; educa-
tional and cultural programmes intended both for specific groups of people
and for the general public.

Correspondence education
The correspondence course is a legally authorised part of the educational
system. It provides a means for young workers to receive a higher education,
though they cannot, for financial or other reasons, avail themselves of ordinary
educational opportunities. It is estimaterl that the number of young people
between the, ages of fifteen and seventeen who are not enrolled in any of the
educational establishments amounts to some two million. As a public broad-
casting service, NHK has a mission to open the door of educatic n for these
young people.

Correspondence courses are provided at two levels; upper secondary school
and university. The upper secondary level is for those who have already
completed nine years of compulsory education, and the system provides for
full-time school attendance (six days a week), part-time school attendance
(six evenings or three days a week), and the correspondence course (home
study, together with submission of work, attendance at a school one.: or twice a
month, leading to examinations). About two-thirds of the school-leavers go
on to the upper secondary system. In 1963 the numbers of students were as
follows: full-time, 34,300,000; part-time, 4,630,000; correspondence, 96,000
(in 65 schools).

The higher level provides either two-year or four-year specialised education
for those who have completed the upper secondary course (or equivalent).
The higher system also provides three types of course: full-time day, part-
time evening and correspondence, the last including at least one year of
`interview guidance'. Students who follow the broadcast correspondence
course are exempt from three-tenths of the interview instruct:on. In 1963
the numbers of students at this level were 785,000 i27,000 (part-
time) and 88,000 (correspondence, in ten schools).

Correspondence education through television began in 1960, though a
complete framework of correspondence education on radio had been worked
out from 1951, four years after the correspondence course was recognised as
an integral part of the national education system. In 1962 the NHK Institute
was established as the first nation-wide correspondence school, tad is described
in section III. In the same year the subjects of broadcast education were made
the same on radio and television, and the Ministry of Education amended its
special measure to exempt students of radio and television courses from part
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of the interview instruction. In compliance with a new school curriculum,

courses in geography, geology, biology and music were started in. addition to

the previous classes in national language, mathematics, English language,

home-making and health, and physical education.

In 1961 the university correspondence courses were started with English

language and law (now discontinued). Later economics and philosophy were

added. The broadcast course is recognised as equivalent to the regular

university course, and part of the number of credits required for graduation

may be obtained in this way.
Vocational and tee lical correspondence courses also began in 1961.

Known as the technica., skill education progravule, it concentrates on slide-

rule handling, book-keeping, television repair and the use of the abacus. Each

course lasts for four months (the abacus for six months), with thirty-minute

broadcasts twice a week. The programme does not lead directly to formal

qualifications, but it is considered useful and effective as preparatory training

for the State examinations or for the qualifying examinations of such bodies

as the Chamber of Commerce, the Accredited Accountants Association and

the Electric Wave Technology Aisociation. The following paragraphs give a

brief description of each course.
Slide-rule handling In Japan the slide-rule is generally thought to be useful

only to those concerned with engineering and technology. The content of the

programme is devised to change this prejudice and to bring the slide-rule

within reach of the people at large. In other words, special care is taken to

encourage a wider and easier use of the slide-rule among various strata of

society, including school children and housewives, as well as business people.

Book-keephig This course deals with commercial book-keeping, with a view

not onty to the keeping of regular records both at home and at business, but

also to using the books of a business as a guide for future development.

As the self-assessment system and other tax business has developed, the

importance of book-keeping has become more widely recognised. Accordingly

the programme presents an increasing number of examples of business trans

actions so that it may effectively serve the purpose of those who want to sit

for the qualifying examination as well as those who are already engaged in

the actual work.
Television repair The course is designed to give instruction in easy terms

about the fundamentals of television through practical latowledge of faults

and how to repair them. The course is popular not only among television

dealers who tk ctually do repair work, but also among students and the general

public who ate interested in television.

Abacus class The abacus, the traditional simple computing device, is still in

wide use in various firms and other places of work. It also comes up in

mathematics in the school curriculum. The course is intended to teach the

audience how to use the abacus properly.
According to a survey conducted by the Institute of Broadcast Culture, the

estimated audience figures for each class in 1962 or 1963 were as follows :
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slide-rule, 62,000; book-keeping, 51,000; television repair, 134,000; tibia as,
600,000.

Educational programmes
The second group of programmes I want to describe are those which, while
they do not lead to any kind of formal qualification, are yet intended to provide
a systematic education on specialised subjects. The typical example is a
foreign language course, but NHK also provides series on aspects of science,
agriculture and industry as well as more general educational courses for
Women.
Language courses Of the language courses on television, two are in English,
one in German and one in French. The immediate purpose is to improve the
command of a given language but these courses also indirectly aim at promot-
ing international understanding through acquaintance with different customs
and cultures. With such objectives in mind, emphasis is placed on the
presentation of language in a concrete setting, so that it is heard as it is really
used. The lesson is usually conducted by a Japanese tutor, with the assistance
of a tutor whose mother tongue is the language to be taught. The Japanese
tutor should be not only well versed in the foreign language but also a good
teacher. The native speaker contributes greatly in the exercises for pronuncia-
tion an composition, and in the practice of conversation. Printed texts are
published to accompany these courses.

Language courses occupy a considerable portion of the educational
programme time and attract a large audience. It must be remembered, how-
ever, that language teaching presents many problems in Japan, due to the
fundamental differences between Japanese and European languages, and the
remoteness of the country. On television there are special difficulties. For
instance, it is extremely hard to find first-class foreign tutors in Japan. It is
also difficult to obtain the materials (recordings, films, photographs, speci-
mens, and so on) on other countries which are essential to the content of the
broadcast.
Sunday university This is a programme designed to give the general public
advanced knowledge, systematically but in easy terms, on selected subjects
in the humane and natural sciences which have a close bearing on modern life.
It was initiated to 'open the door' of the university to the general public. The
programme is mostly presented in the form of a straightforward lecture or
interview. One or more guest speakers are sometimes invited.
Science programmes There are several programmes devoted to explaining
aspects of science in a way that the public can understand. For instance,
`History of science' comments on the trends of scientific thought from
ancient times to the present day against the social backgrounds of the res-
pective ages, so that modem science may be better understood. 'Science of the
twentieth century' presents the latest achievements of modem science; its
emphasis is on theories and discoveries rather than on practical applications.
The form of presentation ranges from lecture to interview to discussion.
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`Science for safety' is rather different. It treats safety at home and at work,
public hazards and natural disasters. It is more or less in the nature of a
campaign to mitigate accidents in Japan. In presentation, one leader raises

problems which a number of participants answer.
Agriculture 2her.; is a programme for 'young farm proprietors', designed to

cover the management and technology necessary for modern farming The
farm of the future will have to be planned as a business, and emphasis is

placed on farm economics and on management and technological aspects.
Presentation usually takes the form of an interview but in order to increase

the effect of the broadcast and treat a given theme fromvarious angles people

with jobs related to agriculture are sometimes invited to participate.

Programmes for industry Recent statistics (1958) show that industries employ-

ing less than ioo workers make up 50.8 per cent of the total industry in Japan.

The comparable figure for the U.K. is 20.6 per cent. Industrial education

programmes, therefore, concentrate on the small-scale enterprise. There are

programmes designed to throw light on problems of management in a
changing system of production. Among recurrent themes are new commercial

management, new industrial management, legal and taxation matters, science

for the office and factory.
Speech classroom Good speech obviously plays an important role in modern
social life. As a matter of fact, however, Japanese is not always used correctly

and properly by the Japanese themselves. The need for improving speech

ability is increasingly felt among young workers and country people, especi-

ally when they are active as members of a social organisation. This programme
is designed to enable people to acquire fluency as well as correctness.
Women's class The NIIK Women's Class aims to contribute to the betterment
of women's life and the elevation of their educational and cultural standard.
It is designed to encourage housewives to form small groups of their own
accord to watch and discuss the programmes. The Women's Class was started
in 1959; there are now 20,000 groups enrolling some 2,000,000 women
throughout the country. The programme deals with various problems in
politics, economic; and social affairs. One year is divided into four periods,
for each of which a series of thirteen programmes are put out on suchsubjects

as legal knowledge for everyday life; child psychology and guidance; home
crafts; Japanese, Chinese and Western style cookery; seasonal flower arrange-
ment; Japanese painting; easy sketching, calligraphy and penmanship; train-
ing in instrumental playing (piano and violin); home gardening.

Each broadcast is produced as a complete programme so that the audience
may view it separately. The form of viresentation is variable, but the most
typical method is showing some examples on film followed by discussion
between experts. The programme does not attempt to offer conclusions but is
prepared in such a way to invite group discussion. It is described more fully

in the chapter on case undies.
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General educative and cultural programmes
Apart from its correspondence courses and ivs educational series, NHK also
broadcasts a number of 'educative' (that is, cultural and informational
programmes) for the general public. The folowing selection of titles will
perhaps convey the range of topics covered and the ways in which they are

treated.
`Sunday Walking'the land and history of Japan and the life of its people.
On the spot coverage and relay telec asting of historical sites, scenic places and

traditional events.
`Traditions of Japan' .focus on traditional tzLimiques and events, with a view

to a revaluation of the Japanese cultural heritage.
`Album in the Evening'harp, guitar and other music accompanied by
pictures, followed by talk arising from the pictures.
`Hour of Religion'partly devotional, partly instructive commentary on
religious doctrines and texts, with religious music. Occasional relay tele-

casting of religious ceremonies.
`Reports from NHK Overseas Correspondents' selected themes dealing
with the social and cultural aspects of life abroad.
`Step Forward for Tomorrow'an attempt at explanation of some of the
complexities of social reality and sugsc, 1 mils on how to construct a happier

and more prosperous society in the future.
`Politics and Policy'current polkical problems, domestic and foreign
including new government policy, recent world trends and international
problems.
`Economic Review'background to economic news.
`Images of Modern Times'scrupulous observation of realities, however
trivial, will reveal drama significant enough to offer suggestions about what

men or society should be. Comments on modern society through detailed

documentary descriptions.
`Farming Villages in Bright Prospect' designed to enable farmers to under-
stand the changing aspects of the village and to offer a guide to life in the
village of the future.
`Youth Forum'common problems of youth dealt with by film and dis-
cussion.
`Album of Nature'nature as a subject for appreciation, plus scientific
information on natural phenomena and Japanese flora and fauna.
`Science for the Living Room'intended for women, dealing with general

scientific topics and health problems.
`Science Review'monthly review of scientific topics in the light of social

trends.
`Television Laboratory'experiments performed in the studio, or recorded

on film, with suppementary elucidation by a lecturer. As studio conditions
limit the kind of experiments which can be performed NHK has organised a
Scientific Experiment Group to study devices for scientific experiments in

television studios.
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Besides the above mentioned scientific programmes produced by NHK,
NET (Nippon Educational Television) presents a thirty minute programme
entitled 'Everybody is a Scientist'. Channel T2 of Tokyo is a new network
characterised by devotion to scientific programmes.

Commercial television stations also present educational and cut!,
programmes. Among them are, for example, 'Education in japan' (thirty
minute series, NET); 'Charms of Japan' (thirty mute series, Manichi
Broadcasting Service); 'Japanese Literature' (fifteen minute series, five days a
week, YTB). These programmes are mostly intended for women.
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Broadcasts to schools ate incorporated in the teaching of various subjects in
school. The telecasts are viewed in class periods and are counted as part of
the required number of periods for the respective subjects. There is no exact
counterpart of this in the sector of social education; the special programmes
for use by correspondence course students are the nearest equivalent. On the
informal (non-examinotiva) side of social education by television there is,
however, an equally well developed system of educationally purposeful
receptionthe tellIclub and related forms of group viewing. Although these

are reception arrangements, not intrinsic to the broadcasting aspect of the
operation, the television Ruthorities have actively interested themselves in the
organisation of viewers for educational purposes, either ad hoc or on a
permanent basis. This section deals, therefore, with two main phenomena:
NHK's own correspondence school (with some reference to the similar but
more limited institution associated with a commercial channel in Tokyo), and

the teledub.

The NiIK correspondence school
When NHK first started broadcasting correspondence courses there was an
obvious need to establish a 'model pattern' of how the programmes should be
used, sill to evaluate the courses from the students' point of view. It was
decided that it would be best for NIIK to open a correspondence institute of
its own. Accordingly, in April 1962, the NHK Correspondence Upper
Secondary School was established, as Jap.a.'s first nation wide institution
depending on the use of the NHK correspondence Programmes and covering

the whole of the country.
The School was founded and is administered not by NHK but by a

separate corporation, although it depends on subsidies from NHK as well as
on school fees. The School itself is responsible for the actual school education:
NHK does not directly concern itself with that field. It is important to
remember, of course, that NHK's correspondence programmes are meant for
all correspondence students, and ce tainly not just for the exclusive use of
those enrolled in the NI1K School.

In February 1964 approximately upoo students were enrolled in the
School. At that date there were forty-five teachers and thirty-nine clerical
and other employees. The matriculated students may be classified as follows:

Sex: Female, 54.5 per cent; Male, 4s.5 per cent.

Age: Teenagers, 63.9 per cent; Twenties, 28.7 per cent; Thirties,
6.2 per cent; Forties, 0.7 per cent; Over Fifty, o.5 per cent.

Occupation: Factory workers, 52.5 per cent; Clerks, 17.5 per cent; Commerce
and service industry employees, 9.5 per cent; Housewives, 6.o per
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cent; Self defence force servicemen, 5.9 per cent; Agricultural
and fishery workers, 44 per cent; Nurses, 3.1 per cent; Other,
ra per cent.

The NHK School offers the students correction of exercises, schooling and
examinations in much the same way as other correspondence schoolsbut,
of course, the broadcast lectures are an enormous help. NHK is always
anxious to encouroge the wider use of these correspondence courses. It has
commissioned research into conditions of reception and problems facing
potential students, and commissioned studies of how the programmes them-
selves could be improved. More directly, realising that large numbers of
potential students are without sets of their own, NHK in co-operation with
the manufacturers makes it possible for them to obtain good quality transistor
sets cheaply.

NHK also publishes books and pamphlets. A student who enrols for a
course in any given subject is sent a detailed annual syllabus. New students
can obtain A Guide to Correspondence Educational Programmes. Textbooks
are published to accompany each subject, and are obtainable from bookshops
all over the country as well as from NHK stations.

Qualifications for enrolment in the School are the same as the entrance
requirements for the upper secondary school system. That is, the School is

open to those who have completed the nine years of compulsory schooling,
or equivalent, without distinction of sex or age. The entrance fee is 200 yen,
and the school fee z,000 yen per year. In addition there are postal and other
expenses of ,'lout 65o yen per year, and about 2,000 yen is necessary for
textbooks and reference books. It is estimated that the total expense to the
students of following the correspondence course through the School is some
17,000 yen.*

Students are required to attend the School once or twice each month
twenty days each year. The School is open every first and fourth Saturday
and Sunday of the month. Students also have to submit one report for each
subject they study once a month, so that the School may follow their progress.
The teachers assign the theme of the reports and correct them, returning
them to the students. 'Progress' examinations are conducted three times each
year, and final examinations take place at the end of the school year.

The NHK School itself is in Tokyo, and for the guidance of students living
in other places seventy-five local schools have been commissioned to provide
the same service. Students can thus follow the correspondence course
wherever they live, and can continue to study even if they have to move from
one part of Japan to another. Teachers from the NHK School in Tokyo and
specialist lecturers travel round the districts twice each year so that all
students come into direct contact with them.

The Science and Technology Institute
In 1963 the Japan Science and Technology Frontal m Foundation created

103 exchange ate: 36o yani4, zpoSqz, 72.92.Ft.11.
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the Science and Technology Institute, legally authorised to conduct industrial

correspondence courses through television. The Institute aims to provide

educational opportunities for young workers; to promote co-operation be-

tween school and industry so that teaching may take account of the students'

industrial experience; to contribute to the training of technologists by means

of a television course broadcast over the network of channel 12 of Tokyo, a

commercial television organisation. The Institute offers two 4-yar courses,

in machinery and electricity. Students have to read certain textbooks, submit

reports, attend the Institute as well as watching the television course. Students

are supposed to watch the programmes in groups at their place of employ-

ment. To make this collective viewing possible, each programme is broadcast

twice, first during workinghours and then repeated during the off-time.

Teleclubs
Group viewingthe teleclubfirst appeared in Japan as a form of social

education in 1956. The year before, Unesco had requested the Japanese

government to condo: experimental research on group reception of television

programmes in villages. The research was in fact conducted for about a year

from October 1956, and NHK collaborated by broadcasting programmes

specially devised for the experiment.
The project was intended to discover to what extent television is useful for

the modernisation of life, and also how effective group viewing is as a means

of social education in rural districts. A special weekly programme, 'Farming

Village in Progress' was broadcast by NHK from January to April 1957. A

full description of this project and the findings of the research programme was

published 1)3 Unesco under the title of Rural Television in Japan but it is

relevant to note some of the findings briefly here.

Sixty-four villages were selected and in every test village meetings were

held two or three times a week, including the evening of the special broadcast

programme. Each meeting was managed by local leaders who were provided

with the necessaryknowledge and management techniques at training courses

organised by the Co-operation Committee. The number of members at each

session could not exceed fifty.

It became apparent that group viewing oftelevision programmes can play a

special part in social education in rural districts. The basic characteristics of

the teleclub are that members learn joyfullythat is, they enjoy learning and

so the meetings are attractive to themand that, through discussion after

viewing each part of a programme series, the educational effect is cumulative.

These meetings attracted every class of farmer, old and young, men and

women, and put everybody on good terms with each other. This was, of

course, the attraction of television itself. To the villagers, who generally

lacked entertainment, the diversity and freshness of the television pro-

grammes was very appealingfar more so than a sixteen mm. film showing.

The local leaders were able to make use of this amiable atmosphere, and,

without rejecting the recreational character of the meetings, encourage the
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joint study of problems common to the participating villagers. The attractive-
ness of the teleclub meetings was also of much help in forming among its
members a positive will to study. This attitude is shown most clearly in
answer to the question, 'Even if you had a television set at home, would you
go to a teleclub meeting?' This question was asked at two stages in the
research programme: at first, the 'yes' response was 43.2 per cent; the second
time it was 67.5 per cent. The main reason given was 'Because I can discuss
with various people after viewing'. As the viewers became more accustomed
to group viewing and discussion, their comments stopped being vague
(Informative', 'useful') and became more imalytical, for example:

My impression is that the programme presents only the hard aspects of the rural
life and nothing about the pleasant sides at all. The rural people also enjoy a
pleasant and cneerful aspect of life. The broadcast did not describe this good side
but dealt too much with hard and disagreeable things which everybody dislikes.
It is natural that any girl who has seen this programme should not feel inclined to
marry into the rural family. I don't think that the programme deserves the title
`The Rural Village in Progress'.

During the period from 1957 to 1959 the number of teleclubs increased to
some 400, most of them being set up in rural districts. After that, however,
popular interest gradually declined as the television service expanded; an
increase in the number of TV stations made access to television easy, and
led to the rapid spread ofsets in individual homes all over the country. The
decline of interest was more conspicuous with the teleclubs formed to view
entertainment programmes rather than with the educational groups. But in
view of this trend, it seems necessary to alter the basic concept of the teleclub
if this method of group viewing is to continue to be an effective part of social
education.

Group viewing in the youth class
Among the most important social education activities in Japan are the so-
called 'Youth Class' and 'Women's Class'. These institutions offer their own
courses, with a prescribed number of periods of study as well as a systematic
curriculum, just as formal school education does. Instead of the school
buildings, however, community centres or other public establishments are
frequently used as the place of learning.

A recent development of the teleclub idea outlined above is to use group
viewing within the framewirk of such other learning activities. A project to
evaluate the use of television in the education of young workers was condcted
in Japan in 1959-60 by the Ministry ofEducation in collaboration with NHK
and the Japanese National Commission forUnesco. This project is considered
to have played an important role in promoting and spreading this trend of
group viewing.

The purpose of the project was to measure the educational effects
March of Youth, a series of special television programmes (produced and broadcast
by NHK for the promotion of international understanding) would bring about in
young workers. The comments of one of the district committees concerned is
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revelant for the planning and execution of educational television desigird to be used
in this way. Their criticisms deserve detailed scrutiny:

An early problem was posed because the programme series began in the middle of
the school year, and had to be integrated into an already established timetable. Some
youth classes met three times a week, while others met twice a month. It was therefore
difficult to organise regular weekly viewing sessions. Moreover in altering the time-
table, the students' opinions had to be respected. All this took a considerable time to
work out. And then efforts had to be made not only to make the students themselves
understand the real objective of collective viewing, btu. also to persuade local people
(who have only recently come to understand the need for the Youth Class itself) that
television can be educational as well as entertaining.

For the research programme, the idea was to promote consciousness of international
understanding and human rights. But in future when collective viewing is scheduled
as an ordinary activity of the Youth Class, the theme should be selected most carefully.
It should not be chosen out of curiosity about some new educational material, or out
of pride in the title at the Ministry of Education, if it does not fit in with the educational
plans of the Class or the opinion of the students as a whole. The conjunction of the
needs of the community and of the individual, and the educational value of the pro-
gramme, should be considered from the first.

From the viewpoint of accessibility, television programmes are easier to use than
motion pictures, but preiminat y study of content of the former is more difficult than
that of the latter. The contents of the telecast is not always consistent with the ob-
jectives and plans of the class, and moreover television programmes are by nature full
of entertainment. This means that discussion after group viewing is necessary. Tele-
ViSiOrt often gives the viewers rich material and they can discuss the programmes in a
friendly atmosphere. But where collective viewing is organised only once a week, and
only rough and ready opinions can be exchanged in discussion, then the viewers may
not be able to apply in their everyday lives the knowledge and attitudes obtained from
viewing.

Discussion leaders cannot help very much where there are no materials available for
advance study, and the leaders have to view the programme for the first time with other
viewers. The leaders have to group the points made by the programme, combine its
content with local problems and plan a way of developing the discussion, all while they
are viewing it. Leaders are thus required to have expertise in guidance techniques, a
noble character, wide knowledge and intelligence. It may be difficult to train the
ordinary consultants of Youth Classes into such qualified leadersat any rate, it is
important to find people who are eager to be engaged in such work.

In order to develop among students an inclination to learn from television, there
should be some guidance before transmission about the problem to be treated by the
telecast. For this purpose, supplementary material about the telecast is essentEnot
only material about the aims and contents of the programme, but also information
about its national and local implications. This will lead to far more fruitful discussicn
after the programme.

These pertinent comments arising out of one experiment with group
viewing conclude with the warning that this kind of once-a-week televiewing
is apt to become an end in itself. If the experience of viewing and of discussing
programmes is not used as a key to deeper study or to solving the problems
of community and personal life the venture is fruitless.

NHK women's class
The method of group viewing described in the previous paragraphs goes some
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way towards remedying the defects cf the first general teleclubs, but it neces-
sarily puts a great burden on the leaders in selecting adequate programmes
and incorporating them into a whole educational activity. The NHK Women's
Class is an attempt to develop a new kind of teleclub, operating on a systematic
basis but without putting too much strain on the leaders.

These teleclubs are organised with the assistance of NIIK so that the
programmes especially produced for the class and other programmes intended
for women may be viewed collectively in a group of five to ten women. These
women's groups have spread rapidly all over the country: by 1963 there were
20,000 groups, with an estimated membership of 2,000,000. Among the
conditions that have favoured this rapid development are the special pro-
grammes, the small and easily managed groups and the regular provision of
supplementary material and close contact with NHK. Particular mention
should also be made of the willingnessor rather determinationof the
women to study.

The special Women's Class programmes are broadcast on Fridays from
1.20 to 1.5o pm on NHK general television, repeated on Educational Tele-
vision the same evening (7.30 to 8.00 pm) with another broadcast on Saturday
from Loo to 1.3o pm on Educational Television. In most cases the teleclub
meets after lunch. The groups are strictly autonomous and have nothing to
do with the municipal boards of education or other authorities. Within the
service area of each, transmitting station, NHK appoints a Women's Class
consultant to look after the local groups.

Each station also has several helpers who play a central role in organising
the women's grow They encourage the formation of new groups or visit
existing groups to offer advice and heir their operation. They are not staff
members of NHK but vohuitary workers, recruited by NHK from former
school teachers, people engaged in social education, people concerned with
women's organisations and housewives at large. They are all women.

Besides visiting groups, the helpers convey the reactions and opinions of
the audience to the producer, and provide the group with any information and
materials which may serve to improve the content of the programme. Since it
is essential for the producer to have sufficient knowledge of audie. tce needs
and reactions, he tries to visit the groups and attend their study meetings, as
frequently as possible, but he is too busy to do so often. So it is important for
him to be kept informed through the helpers.

As these helpers are not necessarily experts on social education, the oppor-
tunity is provided for them to get together twice a year or so to exchange
information all over the country and to train themselves in offering guidance
and advice to the groups for the Women-b Class programme.

While the helpers are promoters and advisers at the local level, the con-
sultants work at the national level, giving lectures and helping to solve the
problems with which the helpers are confronted. This system of consultants
and helpers is in existence only for the women's class.
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Some other types of informal group viewing
At present, the number of people who own a television set has swollen to over
fifteen million: that is, more than half of the total households, both urban and
rural, possess one In these circumstances it gets more and more difficult
and less and less realisticto attempt to organise any kind of group viewing
by collecting people together somewhere outside their homes. Nevertheless,
social educationists still put a high value on the group discussion which follows
collective viewing, and several other kinds of group viewing are being tried.

There is, for instance, the almost wholly informal group, organised with
the members of neighbouring families who view together in each home on a
rotation basis. This method has the advantage of saving people the trouble of
going along to tha community centre, and it means that the viewing and
discussion take place in a relaxed home atmosphere.

Another kind of group selects programmes in advance so that each member
can view in his own home: the group then meets at some other time to discuss
the programme. As this method properly puts more emphasis on group
discussion than on group viewing, it is tending to be more widely adopted.

There is also a movement to encourage mothers to view school broadcasts
at home. They can, of course, be seen by the general public at the same time
as they are transmitted to the schools. If mothers view at home, they know
what their children are learning at school and can discuss it with them in the
evenings. This use of school broadcasting is proving as effective as the PTA
in forging a link between school and home.

A note on television films
To complete this account of the use of television in social education, some
mention must be made of NHK's policy on film material. Originally NHK
planned to make available television films useful to social education and the
schools at low prices through its service agency. This idea met strong opposi-
tion from the educational film producers and distributors, who thought their
business might be severely affected, so NHK now makes film material avail-
able only on a limited scale. There are about fifty titles which can be used in
social education, among them eleven in the 'Youth of the World' series,
twelve in the 'Industrial Science' series and twenty-four of a general nature.
The price is about 20,000 yen for a copy of twenty iinutes duratiot., some-
what lower than the price of an ordinary commercial educational short film.

Apart from this, film material is sometimes lent. For instance, it often
happens in a study meeting or leader training course on the use of television
that a particular programme cannot be seen because it does not fit the time-
table. NHK will record the necessary programmes in kinescope and make
them available as study material. This service is not intended to be a kinescope
library. However, as each year brings a remarkable improvement in kinescope
reproduction techniques it will not be long before we have kinescope libraries
of important social education programmes.
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I want now to consider a number of different aspects of production that affect
the educational value of programmes: liaison with educationists at the
programme planning stage; measures to tecure suitable transmission times;
devices to make audiences respond positively; and facilities for training
television personnel in this particular work.

Advisory committees
For the educational broadcasts, particularly those in series, committees are
formed in order to take responsibility for the :ontent of a given programme,
to check the available sources of the material and information, to sound the
needs and wishes of the audience, and so on frequency of meeting varies
according to the programme, from once a year, three or four times a year to
once every month or even once every week.

In addition to experts on the programme's theme, the committee will
include experts on the audience for whom the progamme is intended, repre-
sentatives of the governmental services concemei and the producer. The
experts on the theme contribute to the quality of the programme from the
academic viewpoint, while the experts on the intended audienc:. put forward
opinions on treatment in terms of viewers' interest and understanding. The
producer has to incorporate the suggestions of both parties in such a way that
the programme content is most effectively presented to the audience through
television. In other words, an attempt is made to secure the most effective co-
°Min' ation of academic requirements, the reality of the audience and the
functions of television.

Needless to say, committees of this kind are organised and convened by
NHK: they are advisory organs for seeking proposals and comments on the
content of programme. They are by no means decision-making bodies. Such
co-operation is sought to clarify problems involved in a particular series as a
whole aad the provision of the source materials. Preparation. of each broadcast
in the series is definitely the responsibility of the producer. Apart from these
arrangements for specific series, close contact is regularly maintained with the
governmental services. Such contact is useful not only for the practical pur-
pose of obtaining necessary information and materials for programmes, but
also for making the governmental services fully aware of the importance of
adult education through television. Among the governmental. services con-
cerned with educational programmes are the Ministry of Education, the
Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Labour and the forty-six prefectural
boards of education all over the country.

Close co-operation is also maintained with private organisations. Among
them are, for example, the National Federation of Housewives, the Local
Women's Associations, the Women's Divisions of the Agricultural Co-opera-
tive (in connection with the programmes for women), the Youth. Associations
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and the Youth Classes (in connection with the programmes for Youth), the
Agricultural Co-operatives and the 4-H Clubs (in connection with the pro-
grammes for agriculture) and the Chamber of Commerce (in connection with
the programmes for industry).

Besides, dose relations are also maintained with museums and libraries as
important sources of material.

Planning the timetable
The general formation and timetable of educational programmes is reviewed
once or twice every year to meet the changing needs of th Audience. Organisa-
tion of programmes is based on the `fixed-period formula': that is it is fixed
that a given period on a given day of the week be for the so-and-so programme,
each period being defined in terms of length and content. This is a general
rule, of course. If any urgent matter should take place, any important prob-
lems arise, or any special need for arousing public opinion, then needless to
say, exceptional arrangements are made. Swiftness and mobility are, after all,
essential features of broadcasting.

The length of a series can vary from one month on the once-a-week basis at
the shortest to one year on the twice-a-week basis at the longest. Generally
speaking, lecture-course programmes occupy the longer period. Among them
are the correspondence courses, language proficiency courses and technical
and vocational courses, which are broadcast for a period of six or twelve
months on the twice-a-week basis. The medium length is a series of 13
broadcasts extending over three months on the once-a-week basis. Among
programmes of this length are the Women's Class and overseas spot reportage.
The shortest series (one month on the once-a-week basis) is exemplified by
`Sunday University'.

Besides the regular series, there are some special feature programmes in
series prepared from time to time on a specific problem of importance and
broadcast either three days in succession or every day for one week. For
example, the `Special Programme on the Problems of the Constitution' was
broadcast for five evenings in succession, each instalment lasting sixty
minutes. `Children of Japan' was another special programme, transmitted on
three successive evenings, each instalment lasting fdaty minutes.

Programme length is determined by such factors as content, age range of
audience, format of the programme, number of performers and hour of
transmission.

Most educational and cultural programmes intended for adults are ten to
thirty minutes in length. A few programmes exceed thirty minutes : the feature
programme on 'General Culture' and `Sunday University', both last sixty
minutes; the `Hour of Religion', the Symposium by the Diet Members and
the discussion on political topics (`Politics and Policy'), all fifty-five minutes;
the 'Hour for Women', forty minutes. In general, programmes of higher
standard in content or more comprehensive in scope tend to be longer. The
vast majority last thirty minutes.
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Times for transmission
A survey conducted in June 1963 by the NHK Broadcasting Culture unit of
the times at which people in different occupations are able to watch television
showed that it is possible to lutline 'a TV audience curve of the day'. Its
findings can be roughly summarised as follows:

Time

Before 7 am
7-8 am
81101-12 /10011

12 noon -1 pm

Pm-4 Pm
4 Pm-7 Pm
7 Pm-9.30 pm
8 pm-to pm

After to pm

Audience

people engaged in agriculture
white cellar workers
housewives of over 3o years of age
housewives and people engaged in agriculture who

commonly watch during the lunch recess
housewives
elementary and lower secondary school pupils
white collar workers over 30, agricultural, threstry,

fishery workers, housewives, people engaged in
manufacturing (especially those with low educational
background)

Those of comparatively high eeticational background.

The organisation of programmes is based on these findings so that each
programme may be transmitted at the hour most convenient for the category
of audience for which it is intended.

Mention should also be made of the re-broadcast. Whatever effort may be
made to transmit a given programme at the most convenient time it is un-
avoidable that some people will still find it impossible to view the programme
at that hour, so certain programmes are broadcast twice at different times;
for example, the language proficiency course and the science programme are
broadcast twice a day, one iv the morning and the other in the evening.

Devices to keep the audience interested
The educational influence of programmes depends greatly on making viewers
as active in their response as possible.
Planning and production
In the first place it is essential to make a programme interesting. To be
interesting to the audience, a programme must be, above anything else, under-
standable. If it is too difficult it cannot be interesting. Of course, to be under-
standable is t enough. The content must also make some appeal to the mind
of the audiene. What is this appeal ? Mere exposition, analysis and investi-
gation of facts are not going to satisfy the audience. What they want is some-
thing directly useful; they want a programme to provide them with a guide
either in their practical life or in their mental life. Abstract ideas can never do
this, so the programme must be developed and illustrated by means of con-
crete examples.
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From this point of view, programmes on practical subjects are compara-

tively easy to plan and produce, but general culture programmes are difficult.

Since they are television programmes, it is natural that every effort should be

made to use fully the characteristics of the medium; that is, to visualise the

subject in such a way as to :.ouse interest.

Support material
For lecture course programmes extending over a long period (courses on
languages, cooking, sewing, for example), texts are made available to the
audience to facilitate study before and after the broadcast. The texts are
accompanied by exercises and tests. As the correct answers to each section of

exercises and tests are given in the next broadcast. the audience are strongly
inclined to look forward to it so that they may check their answers and

appraise their progress. Tndividual viewers are encouraged to realise that other

people are studying in the came way as they are or having the same troubles as

they are. For this reason, the texts contain a 'Page for the Audience', where

viewers can exchange their ideas and experience. From time to time, informal

gatherings are convened for members of the audience to meet each other.

Group viewing
In spite of the measures to help students described in the preceding para-
graphs, a man is still apt to be lazy! Knowing very well that the educational

programme leads to a qualification, or that it makes life rich and fruitful, he is

still easily tempted to turn the dial to entertainment programmes. To counter-

act this tendency, NHK is encouraging group v. .zwing. While individual

viewing limited to reaction to a programme as the exp.dience of an indivi-

dual is limited in scope, group viewing has anumber of advantages. By joining

in group viewing, each member can overcome his laziness in consideration for

other members of the group. Moreover, in the discussion after the programme,

each member can confirm and deepen his own reactions to the programme.
There may be several points which were overlooked but which have been
brought to light by the comments of other members of the group. Convictions

may be strengthened or ideas stimulated. Viewing together with people who

have the same purpose and the same difficulties gives one a sense of solidarity

and companionship, and provides an opportunity for mutual encouragement.
The group should not be too large: five or six, or ten at the, most, is best for

maintaining the sense of companionship.

Qualifications
In addition to the publication of texts and tests, the correspondence courses
offer a qualification as a most powerful incentive. Following the programme

regularly leads to the acquisition of credits equivalent to those obtained in the

formal school. The credits are only granted on the condition of regular
viewing, so the audience have to watch the programme continuously.

Selecting and training television personnel
Among the newly recruited television personnel are somewho have specialised
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in education at the university, but their rata, to the total number of people in
television is very small. Television personnel are recruited from all disciplines:
law, economics, politics, literature, philosophy, psychology, sociology, history,
aesthetics, music, etc. A recent trend is to recruit an increasing number of
those who have specialised in scientific disciplines such as engineering and
physical science, thus adjusting the previous preponderance of arts people.

New recruits receive systematic and well-planned training for six months.
This is a basic training nnessary for all broadcasting personnel, not especially
intended for preparing for adult education through television.

Training for adult education programmes is provided after newcomers
have been assigned to the division of adult education. While they are engaging
in the preparation of actual programmes, .hey are trained to acquire an4
improve knowledge and skill necessary for the preparation of these specialised
programmes. They are also required to get to know the audience for whom the
prograrunes are intended. For instance, they actively participate in study
nieetings and training courses which are held at various parts of the country
from time to time throughout the year.

The first criterion for selecting a tutor or lecturer on television is whetner
the candidate has the first-class academic knowledge in the specific specialist
field in question. This criterion, which is, of course, not limited to adult
education programmes, is the first and foremost. The second is whether the
candidate can present the content of his specialism in an easily understandable
and interesting way to the audience who are laymen. However high the
academic standard of the lecture may be, it is of little use if it be presented
in a way that is hard .o understand or in the manner of a university lecture.
The tutor should also have sufficient time to spare to co-operate in the
production of the programme. Without the tutor's co-operation it is im-
possible to have first rate planning and production.. Among other criteria are a
good and articulate voice and agreeable looks.

It is, of course, very difficult to find a person who satisfies all these criteria.
In practice, the tutor is selected from among those who satisfy the criteria to
some extent and who show some potential of improvement through training.

In selecting tutors, no audition is given because there is no habit of audition
in Japan and because the tutors are usually very high in social stztus. Where
the station has to select a tutor for a programme extending over a long period,
it frequently asks the candidate to appear on a single broadcast first so that it
may asccrtain whether the candidate is well qualified for the work. Once
selected, the tutor receives a kind of training during the detailed consultation
and rehearsal which are held before each broadcast.
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The effectiveness of educational television for adults depends not only on theliaison arrangements already described, and on the training of televisionpersonnel: it also depends on training social educationists in receptiontechniques.

The Audio-Visual Education Section of the Ministry of Education, whichis responsible at the national level for promoting audio-visual education inboth schocl and ,,ocial education, is carrying out various measures to improvethe physical facilities and equipment as well as the content of education. As apart of its leadership training work, it mutually organises a study meeting onthe educational use of television for the leaders of social education.
This study meeting lasts for three days. Some zoo social education con-sultants of the prefectural boards of education take part (each prefecturesending two participants). The main topics ofstudy are teaching materials inthe programmes useful for social education, the use of television programmes(including the organisation of group- viewing, and the evaluation of educa-tional effects of television programmes.
In addition, the Audio-Visual Education Section organises the TrainingCourse for Social Education Consultants in which the use of TV programmesin social education constitutes one of the required subjects of study. Thesocial education consultants at the prefectural and municipal boards of educa-tion may also participate in the study meetings organised by various researchinstitutions to improve their methods of leadership.
The National Association of Radio and Television Education (NHKBuilding 2, Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo) was founded in 1949 forthe purpose of promoting studies on education through broadcasting. Theactivities of the Association include the organisation of study meetings andtraining courses, the improvement of receiving sets and the facilitation of theirpurchase, the conducting of surveys and research, and the collection anddistribution of information and materials.

The study meeting organised by the Association is primarily intended forthe study of educational use of radio and television in school, but the five-dayin-service training course offered in conjunction with this study meetingusually includes such subjects as 'How to use TV in social education', 'Howto use mass media for educational purposes' and 'How to discipline childrenin television viewing at home'. Therefore, an increasing number of socialeducationists also usefully participate in the course.

Organisation of teleclubs
The training which social educationists receive includes certain basic informa-tion about the organisation of teleclubs or group viewing. The rest of thissection is an extract from a textbook containing such information:
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Regimentation must be avoided in organising the viewers
Television is more familiar to the general public than radio and fihn because r:. its
function as well as its variety in programme content. If grouping of viewers is attempted
too rigidly according to certain distinctions, such as age, sex, occupation, there will
be a kind of constraint which enervates the &ire of the participants to attend the
group viewing sessions and which eventu." r lead ;.go desertion.

It is often expedient, however, to ha a group of younger viewers watch television
during the comparatively early hours in the evening, and a group of adults take their
place in turn during the later hours; or to invite a group of agricultural people or
housewives to watch television together when the programmes are specially intended
for them and when some study has to be made in advance with the available informa-

don.

Regular participants should be increased in a spontaneous way
If the number of the participants varies largely from day to day and a group of regular
participants is not successfully formed without an apparent reason, the leader or the
person in charge of the group viewing should try to find whether there is something
wrong in the management of the group and remedy the defective points at the earliest
opportunity. Fo- instance, attention should be paid to whether the time of the gather-
ing is convenient, whether the selection of the programme is appropriate, whether the
receiving set is in good condition, whether the publicity is sufficient, whether the
meeting place is comfortably heated, whether the discussion is properly guided and
promoted. .

Linking between school teachers and social education leaders
Elementary and lower secondary school teachers often work at the same time as social
education leaders at the municipal or community evel. In such a case, the television
group viewing session provides an excellent opportunity for the school teacher and the
parents to talk about the education of their children freely in a congenial atmosphere.
If the gathering is held in the school, the parents who are reluctant to visit the school
will become familiarised with it and more interested than before in the education of
their children.

Out of school guidance of school children
It is reasonable to suppose that school children will also attend the session. It is
desirable that they be accompanied by their parents. Even if they come alone, they
will receive their out-of-school guidance through the supervision of the leader or
helper of the gathering. .

School children help with publicity
It is very effective if the executive committee of the teleclub can obtain the co-opera-
tion of the school and have the school children carry home invitations and information
about the session. . . .

Preparation for group viewing
If the group viewing session is to be organised as a long-term educational opportunity
for social education, deliberate advance planning is indispensable.. . . For this purpose,
it is desirable to have an executive committee of a small number of the people selected.

Obtaining and studying aivaece information of the programme
In the reparation for the viewing session, it is necessary to procure and study the
advance information about the programmes to be viewed. Even when all the members
of the teleclubs are consulted as to what programmes should be viewed, the leader
must have sufficient knowledge of the programme from previous study of advance
information to offer useful guidance in the selection of the programme.
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Seectirig the programmes
There are two possible ways of selection; one is a limited selection within the frame-
work of a fixed day of the week, and the other is a free selection from among all
the available programmes. In order to fix the day of the week for group viewing, the
executive committee should consult the wishes and opinions of the people of the
community to satisfy as many people as possible. Once the day of the week is fixed
the committee should select the programmes to be viewed from among those to by
broadcast on the day, taking into account the type of the programmes as well as the
time of viewing which most participants prefer. In case of the free selection of the pro-
grammes, it is important and necessary to make the day and the time of group viewing
known to all the people of the community whenever a specific programme is selected.

Preparation of the meeting place
When the receiving set of seventeen inch size is used, the maximum number of viewers
will be fifty. Accordingly, an auditorium or assembly hall is too large as the meeting
place for such a small group. To create an agreeable atmosphere in the meeting place,
it is desirable to have the place clean and plainly decorated. During the winter time
it is essential to have the place adequately heated. . . .

Role of leaders
Group viewing is not a mere get-together to watch the telecasts in a passive way, but a
meeting inspired with a certain positive purpose. The meeting should be utilised as a
positive opportunity for the participants to develop intellectual and cultural abilities
both as individuals and as members of a group through the collective viewing and
subsequent discussions.

Personality and attitude of the leader
The local leader who is to act as an intermediary between the broadcasts and the group
viewers, should be a personality to secure the confidence and friendliness of the
participants. He should attempt not only to remove all the invisible barriers between
the participants and himself but also to create an atmosphere of mutual reliance and
intimacy, in which the most reserved or reticent participants may express themselves
freely.

Study of programmes
For free and fruitful discussion, the local leader is required to study the advance
information of the programmes. With the proper knowledge of the main theme and
content of the programme and further study of relevant materials, the leader should
considx hove to relate the programmes to the life of the community so that the broad-
cast may be effectively utilised.

Knowledge and skill with the receiving set
Poor reception is fatal to the viewing session. If reception is technically bad, there is
no possibility to lead the discussion in the right direction. Accordingly, the leader
must pay constant attention to the condition of the set. For this, it is desirable that the
leader should acquire enough knowledge and skill to keep the image and the sound of
the set always in good condition.

Observation of the reactions of the viewers
It is supposed that many participants will not be accustomed to free expression because
of their different customs or living conditions. While the leader should make every
effort to draw out an expression of opinion from the participants, he should be at the
same time alert enough to read the unexpressed opinions through casual gestures and
movements of the participants.
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Guidance in the discussion
The leaders should guide the discussion in such a way that the opinions and comments
expressed by the participants may not be left as mere verbal statements but be given
life in the form of action to improve family life, community life, or productive
activities.

Adaptation to individual differences
The process by which each viewer comes to be consciously directed towards the
solution of his specific problems probably varies according to individual or family
differences. It should be remembered, however, that the significance of group viewing
and discussion lies in the collective consciousness of co-operative efforts towards the
solution of the problems. Mutual contact between individuals in this spirit of solidarity
will enrich the individual personality and give courage and confidence for action.

Scope of guidance
The day-to-day problems with which the viewers are confronted are not limited to
those relating to the techniques of life or production. It is important to provide the
foundations of the ability to solve these problems. Therefore, the guidance is directed
to stimulate au earnest desire for knowledge. . .

Creation of new techniques of guidance
While previous experience as a social education leader should be fully utilised, it is
supposed that the leader may encounter many difficulties in carrying out group viewing,
as a new method of social education. Therefore, the leader should always be study-
minded and accumulate new experiences in addition to those obtained in the past so
that he may develop new techniques of guidance, and make the most effective use of
this new form of social education.

Evaluation of television gathering
The television gathering may be considered a success if the number of participants
has not decreased conspicuously, if an Intimate and free atmosphere has prevailed
during the group viewing and the post-viewing discussion, and, once the gathering
has passed Cie initial stage and come to be a regular meeting, if the exchange of views
is having an influence upon community life. If the meetings have not attained the
above-ment4,4ned conditions, there must be sometbin3 wrong in the operation and
management. The following are some of the points to check:

(a) Is the number of regular meetings too many for a week ?
(b) Is the duration of the meeting too long ?
(c) Is the notification ciZ the meeting well disseminated ?
(d) Is the meeting place well heated and ventilated ?
(e) Is the leader skilful enough in conducting the meeting and guiding the

discussions ?

(f) Does the programme no longer attract the interest of the participants ?
If there are criticisms, comments and wishes expressed in connection with the last
point, a consolidated report of these views should be sent to the broadcasting organisa-
tion so that the programme may be improved.

Relation between the television gathering and other educational and cultural activities
Television is one of the most powerful media to bring entertainment and educational
values into the life of the community. The television gathering may be organised not
only for viewing but also as an integral part of other meetings. It should be borne in
mind that group viewing is only one of the various types of meeting organised in the
community and that it has its own limitations.
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Such meetings as film shows or radio group listening are significant opportunities
for education in the community. It is a mistaken idea that there is no need for film or
radio from now on... .

Television cannot offer such a large ?men as the motion picture nor can it offer the
opportunity for the participants to take part in direct experience as does the drama
study circle or choir. On the other hand, for inLance, the viewing of news on television
will help deepen the understanding obtained through radio news or newspapers. The
broadcasts relayed from the theatre will stimulate the theatrical activities of the
community, by introducing new practical techniques to them. By bringing television
into various meetings and assemblies of the community, not to speak of the regular
opportunities of social education such as the adult school and the youth class, such
meetings may be operated in a less formal and more pleasant atmosphere. If television
is used in such a way, it will prove to be a powerful support of various meetings of the
community.

III



VI Problems and prospects

In Japan, audio-visual materials are much used in the schools, particularly at
the elementary and lower secondary level, but in social education their use is
in its first stages. The question 'How do we use television ?' is still being asked,
and evaluation of content and effect of programmes is hardly attempted. Some
effort at feed-back is mad:. through the monitoring system and the teleclubs.
But this feedback is specific and frequently subjective; it is not based on a
scientific evaluation.

The difficulty of evaluation is two-fold: first, whereas school education is a
long-term continuous activity intended for established and well-organised
groups, social education by its very nature deals with temporarily organised
groups. Second, social education in Japan is mostly intended for young
workers and women. When television is used as a means of social education
for youth, the maw object is, needless to say, not to increase their knowledge,
but to make them think so that they may become capable of thinking by
tt. mselves. In other words, television is used to provide a topic about which
they start discussion among themselves. The commonest pattern is to watch
a telecast, to draw out of its content something related to the problems of the
community or day-to-day life, and to exchange views and experience about
it. Such being the case, any evaluation would have to be made with regard to
the long-term influence on the young people and the reflection in the im-
provement of community life, rather than the degree to which the viewers
immediately understood the content of specific programmes.

Furthermore, the complexity of human relations in Japanese society makes
it difficult to form an organised group of women. It is not an easy matter in a
country like Japan where there is no habit of study through discussion for
women to have a discussion among themselves. The manner of communica-
tion which prevailed in Japan before and during the World War II was some-
thing like one-way command or transmission, People had a deeply-rooted
habit of listening to 'big-men' talk. In any place and on any occasion, the

women in particular were scarcely given the opportunity to speak out. Even
at present, there are not a few cases where two or three 'opinion-leaders'
monopolise various gatherings of women. A real discussion takes place and
achieves the desired effects only when the human relations are very satis-
factorily maintained. It must be said, however, in spite of the above-men-
tioned qualifications, that gradual progress is being made in the use of
television among youth and women.

There is another example of the use of television which must not be over-
looked. This is the television class of the Parent-Teachers Association. The
primary purpose of the PTA television class is not only to study through
television the common problem of promoting better education for children,
but also to foster a habit of independent thinking through discussion of the
matters derived from the common problem. The PTA television class is
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organised at the community level with the elected PTA officer of each
community as the leader of the television class. Since the leader alone cannot
assume the wholt responsibility for the operation of the clan, some members
are assigned portions of the work (the class is open at x pm every Saturday
afternoon.)

As a result of the television class, parents have come to understand the life
of their children in its proper perspective. As they came to be able to talk
freely about the good and the bad of their children, their worries and their
need of reassurance have changed. They have come to be able to exchange
views calmly and to observe their children objectively. They have come to
attempt a better plan for living (and agricultural management) so that they
could find time to consider the education of their children. They have also
come to realise that even women alone could do anything if they joined their
efforts in thinking about it. It is hoped that thisprocess of building up a habit
of independent thought among parents will eventually open the way to a
rationalisation of life.

Future prospects
As this study shows, adult educational television in Japan has much to
develop in the future. To conclude, I should like to draw attention to four
growing points of particular interest.

A second educational channel
Educationists want to have one more educational channel within the next ten
years or so. At present NHK devotes one of its two TV channels exclusively
to education. If educational television is extended to two channels, there will
be a sharp increase in the use of schools television between ten and two, for
far more rebroadcasting will be possible. Planned use of the two educational
channels would make it possible to introduce more variety in adult
education programmes in the late and early evening, and to produce more
programmes for specific adult education purposes. The much-expected
second educational channel is likely to be on ultra high frequency.*

Co-operation between television and radio
This is something adult educationists dream of realising. If programmes on
language and music, for instance, are watched on television the first time, they
can easily be reproduced in the vision of the audience just as the sound of
radio. Radio programmes could be recorded on tape at home for repeated
individual practice. Once co-operation between radio and television is estab-
lished, the scope of adult educational television willbe considerably expanded.

Colour television
At present, NHK transmits colour television programmes about three hours a
day. As the number of colour receiving sets is still limited, these colour
programmes are in most cases received in black and white. Therefore, the

* NHK now has two educational television channels, one in colour.Ed.
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effect of colovr is not utilised for educational purposes. If the educational
effect of colour is to be fully achieved, some psychological measurement of
its effect has to be attempted.

Organisation of viewers
One of the most important activities of the PTA is its recent experiments in
encouraging mothers to watch at home the television programme. s for schools.

Mothers thus learn the same things as their children, and learn at the same
time how the unit of the subject is being taught, and how it compares with
the way they were taught in the past. It has already been ascertained that in
the field of moral education the viewing of the school programmes yields

particular effects, for the 'democratic' and 'autonomous' moral values that are

taught at present give an excellent impetus to mothers to reflect upon their
own feudalistic way of thinking about morality.
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Studies in detail

All three contributors were asked to select one aspect of their material and
present it in more detail; the aspects chosen are all characteristic and convey
the particular problems and typical approaches to adult educational television
in the three countries. Dr Miller has written from personal experience about
mounting an educational series intended for the general audience; Dr Tahy
uses health education to illustrate his theme of television in the co-ordinated
service of social welfare; and in the final case study, Professor Hatano returns
to the major contribution of Japanese televisidnto the emancipation ofwomen.

I The problems of a producer: general culture series in Canada
`Explorations', the programme-series mentioned on p. 28, may serve as a
typical example of CBC-initiated adult education television, in the broad
sense of that term. The programme has always been planned for 'the general
audience', although programme planners usually presume that their audience
will comprise the more thoughtful minority of Canadian viewers (and, oddly,
thoughtful American viewers as well, since as much as a fourth of audience
mail for this programme comes from American viewers who live within range
of CBC and CBC-affiliated stations). In order to provide a more detailed
description of this kind of programming I have chosen the 'Explorations'
series entitled Four Philosophers, simply because I happen to have been the
programme organiser for it, as well as being the writer of two of the four half-
hour programmes in the series. The planning and production of the series
is typical of most programmes of this nature.

The series, Four Philosophers, was initially c3nceived jointly by the
Supervising Producer of the Public Affairs television section (Mr Eric Koch),
and the programme organiser who had planned 'Explorations' for the past
five years (Miss Catherine Maclver). CBC had not previously attempted a
series on philosophy; thus this first one was considered, to some extent, as an
experiment. This was perhaps the main reason for scheduling the series
during the summer, in a slack viewing period. The period selected was
between mid-July and early August of 1961, from 10.3o to moo pm on
Wednesdays.

In view of my background (I had specialised in philosophy and had been a
university teacher for three years before joining CBC), I was asked if I would

serve as programme organiser. This request came during the winter, approxi-
mately five months before the first programme in the series was to be leo-
taped. The host who would introduce each of the programmes and serve as a
guide and, in effect, teacher throughout the programmes, was to be DrGeorge
P. Grant, Rhodes Scholar, former Professor of Philosophy of Dalhousie
University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, and now (at the time of the programme) a
Professor of Religion at McMaster Univerity, Hamilton, Ontario. The pro-
ducer of the series was Mr James Murray, who now specialises in science
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programming. At our first meeting in the late winter cf 1961 Miss Maclver
and Mr Koch presented a general concept of the series. Dr Grant and I were
asked to draw up a iogramme plan that would provide at least 'glimpses of
the thought' of four outstanding philosophers. After several meetings we
decided that the philosophers should be Plato, Augustine, Hume and Kant.
Dr Grant was to write the scripts for the Augustine and Kant programmes,
but, because he had other commitments, I was to write the other two.

After discussion with Miss kilacIver and Mr Koch, and with Dr Grant's
approval, we decided that we should use the dialogue form as the basic
method. We decided to use four different actors in each of the programmes,
and in each we were to have four brief 'vignettes', representing topics or
aspects of the thought of each of the philosophers. In the programme on
Hume, for =ample, the dramatised vignettes endeavoured to reveal some-
thing about (r) Hume's empiricism and the value of scepticism, (2) his theory
of causality, (3) his 'emotive' theory of morality, and (4) his views about argu-
ments for the existence of God. We appreciated that this would be difficult,
and so at the outset, we set definite limits on our aims. We realised, too, that
we could not adhere rigidly to the writings and translat'ons rf the wraings of
the philosophers, thus we tried only to present accurate paraphrases in every-
day language. Each of the vignettes was to be introduced by Dr Grant, and
commented on afterwards in response to scripted questions posed by a care-
fully chosen CBC staff announcer (Mr Bruce Rogers).

Once the format had been decided upon, the producer, Mr James Murray,
L. jan to plan sets and, in consultation with Dr Grant and me, to audition
actors. We Lace began to meet weekly from about May onwards to criticise,
edit and re-write our scripts. In the meantime Mr Murray was marshalling
the considerable production forces necessary for dramatised productions. We
were fortunate in getting experienced Canadian television actors for the
dialogues, and only one rehearsal day for each programme, several days before
each videotaping day, was felt to be necessary. Finished scripts were supposed
to have been ready for the actors three weeks before each videotaping day,
but as too often happens, some changes were made on the rehearsal days as
well as on videotaping days. One of the oddly amusing (and to the programme
planners, terrifying) features of the productions was that the acqrs, being
experienced, busy, and confident, had initially treated the scripts as they
would most scripts, and had come to the rehearsal studio with a minimum of
preparation. There was thus some concern when they learned that this was a
series in which every word had significance. It was not adequate to have a
general idea of each sequence, and to `adlib' if they could not recall the
precise words. Several of the actors later told us that this was the most
difficult task they had ever undertaken.

It is impossible to estimate the total size of the audience for this series. It
would have been definitely a minority audience, and, being a summer
audience, by no means as large as a minority winter audience. Probably sere
were telephone calls and some mail received in each station across Canada
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over which the programmes were telecast. In the national programme office,
in addition to several favourable telephone calls on each of the four evenings,

a total of forty-five letters was received (forty r'iree favourable an:: two un-
favourable.). This was regarded as an indication of some success for a pro-
gramme series that did not solicit mail nor make offers of transcripts. Of the
forty-three favourable letters, thirty-four were from Canadian viewers (in-
cluding one from a teacher of philosophy at a Roman Catholic college, who
had assembled her class of some thirty students), and eleven were from
Americans (one of which was a group letter, signed by nine married couples
who had assembled to view the programmes). There were eight requests or
transcripts, including one from the Workers' Educational Association of
Canada; and, rerhaps the best endorsements of the series, there were four

requests for the loan of films or kinerecordin' gs of the series for use in philo-
sophy classes of Canadian universities. Whatever the size of the audience, it
would Jr ,re consisted of viewers who were asked to give something to each

programme, and not simply to sit back and be entertained. Nevertheless, the
programmes reached a wider audience than we had expected. One of the most
interesting of the letters came from Detroit, Michigan, from a person des-
cribing herself as 'just an average working girl with a high school education'.

She wrote: had never experienced a program on TV where I was so
touched and inspired..:. And another interesting letter came front a woman

editor of a weekly newspaper in small town in Alberta. Here are some
excerpts from her letter:

What I thought you would 'ike to know is nor 'hi-tether or not I liked it or
appreciated it. ilut rather whether it went down well in a small town of x000 on
the bald prait . There was a great deal of response, although people claimed
not to understand exactly, but it stirred something. I was quite surprised to hear
people talking about George Grant's views and so on in the coffee shop and
especially surprised to hear a hen poker club group going over tilt program in
considerable detail.

From this, it would appear, progranune planners (and I canuot exclude
myself) are sometimes guilty of under-estimating their audience.

IT Television at the service of .the people: health education in
Czechoslovakia
Health education in Czechoslovakia is very extensive in scope and carried out
in many different methods and ways, The expert health press (including
popular publications) takes part in this as well as the cinema, radio and
television. Every doctor and trained health worker in Czechoslovakia has to
devote himself every week in his free time to the cause of health education in
the health centres. Thanks to these centres (an organised network throughout
the country with the Central Health Institute in. Prague and the Slovak
Health Institute in Bratislava at their head) great attention can be paid in
Czechoslovakia to the health of the nation, and health protection is enforced
by law. Television has become a new assistant in health educationand its share
in it will certainly increase in the future.
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The aim of health educatica is to achieve a high degree of health awareness

among the whole population so that every citizen voluntarily and actively

helps in protecting, strengthening and developing his own health and t1.-

health of the whole society.
To incicace health knowledge, is, however, a complex process owing some-

thing to a person's own awareness; the influence of surroundings, environ-

ment, and fellow cozens; education in school and outside it, and systematic

activities by health workers. Medical experts in the health service direct the

programme of health education and aim to apply it through all forms and

methods of mass communications in order to influence the public. Special

attention is paid to the application of the following pi inciples health educa-

tion must be systematic and regular, scientifically truthful, progressive in

methods, modern and militant; understandable and suitable.

Television and health education
CTV pays particular attention to health education. Many enquiries and

direct contact between CTV and its viewers show that ht.alth education

programmes meet with a great response; television viewers like to watch these

features, follow them and often react to them in a lively manner.

On account of the special nature of these programmes it is necessary that

highly qualified experts, doctors, psychologists and workers with practical

experience gmuld take part in their preparation together with the programme

workers themselves. As a result of this joint effort the programme should be

both highly attractive and also medically correct. Of course we cannot derby

that there is a risk that the power of television programmes and their wide-

spread reception may also lead, to some damage through incorrect under-

standing and application. For example: a lecture by an expert who spoke

about cne illness and exactly described its symptoms and therapy led some

viewers to make their own diagnosis and start to cure themselves in a non-
professional way; a wrong conception (or presentation) of a feature on an

epidemic might, at a time when sonic infectious diseases are common, lead to

chaos and panic instead of to proper prevention. That is why psychologists

and educational workers, with sound pedagogical and methodological train-

ing, join in the preparation ofeducational health programmes.
For educational health programmes on television the same principles apply

as in other scientific, technical and artistic spheres. The right choice of subject

enables the programmes, besides providing basic information, to arouse the

listener's interest and give him knowledge he can apply. It is very important

that those putting the programmes together (the authors) should avoid over-

simplification bordering on surface knowledge and vulgarisation, and tare

care not to arouse fear, avoiding a gloomy tone, even in cases where it would

be in place. Only in exceptional cases and on special subjects is it permitted

to exaggerate and even introduce some kind of fear, for example, in the fight

against excess drinking of alcohol or smoking.
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Themes of health features
Health subjects have had their place in television almost from the beginning
(since 1953). Ev.m then regulnx programmes were presented such as 'Window
on Safety at Work', and later 'Television Health University' and others. The
most usual programme subjects were features on nutrition and protection of
health as well as special programmes of advice for mothers. Another type e
health education programme dealt with active leisure, the correct regime for
the day, prevention of neurosis, heart diseases and the danger of drug addic-.
tion. Several programmes dealt with physical culture and sport as part of the
correct health regime.

In addition, CTV broadcasts features popularising the research work of
leading scientific institutes and hospitals in the sphere of medicine and
pharmacy. For example there were programmes on the work of the heart,
techniques assisting the health service, the use of radiation in treatment, the
results of biological sciences; some .reports on the work of scientific institutes
were viewed by large audiences.

In drafting the plans for health education programmes those responsible
for the production and presentation base their work on the following sources:
a Suggestions for themes from the various branches of medicine and phar

macy, where teams of experts and scientists are engaged in hospitals, health
centres and institutes;

b Proposals of leading health organs, the Ministry of Health, Health Council,
and the health departments attached to regional National Committees;

c Statistics on incidence of diseases amoug the population;
d The reporting of infectious diseases;
e Demands of other organisations, especially the Czechoslovak Red Cross as

the most active mass organisation in the sphere of health protection; the
demands made by the Institute of Hygiene, Institute for Research into
Nutrition, Institute for the Physically Handicapped and other expert
institutes and specialised health establishments throughout Czechoslovakia;

f Demands made by viewers and addressed to CTV.
The Institutes for Health Education in Prague and Bratislava on the basis of
these surveys and demands work out a draft programme of the television
features to be presented in various periods (every ..tuarter or half-.1ear), with
corresponding annotations on the proposed tasks. After further consultation
with the various editorial departments, the plan for health education features
is drawn up so as to be in proportion and in keeping with other educational
and instructive programmes. After this CTV aims to have the scripts of the
individual programmes carefully worked out and the principles of truthful-
ness, progressiveness and visual understanding systematically applied. The
methodological workers in the health institutes see to it that the prepared
programmes are well th fight out also from the point of view ofmedicine.

Forms of health education programmes
Health education may be an item that enriches the varier- of content and
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subject of various television programmes; or it may be the main subject of a

programme. Health education programmes Xf.! broadcast on television both
for the broad circle of television audiences and also for specialised and select
audiences. The former are in the majority.

In news features, information can readily and speedily be passed to the
public on important questions of special significance (such as protection
against influenza epidemics or other infectious diseases). Decisions as to the
form are of course dependent on the content and themes of the prepared
transmission. The most currently used forms are:

Short informative news items on some event in the state such as the opening
of a new polyclinic or hospital. The news is of an informative na tore only

and the participation of the doctor or other health worker ire its preparation
is not necessary. What is necessary, however, is that the illustration should
be well chosen.

2 Enlarged informative news in some cases demathis expert advice, for
example, to inform the public on compulsory vaccination against polio-
myelitis. The announcer doing the commentary keeps to the prepared text;
the picture shows how the vaccination is carried out and the doctor provides

the necessary expert explanation.
3 News items concerned with health education always require the presence

of appropriate health workers, as for example when explaining the law on
the artificial termination of pregnancy (Law no. 68, 1957). Simplified
information on the operation and its possibilities would be incorrect from
the health education viewpoint. It is better in such a case for the television
announcer to ask a well-known gynaecologist questions in an interview,
to tactfully draw attention to the possible risks of this operation.

4 A 'television poster' is often included in television programmes. Its aim is
to draw attention, for example, to the need for observation of personal
hygiene in places of work, the proper preparation of meals, correct and
hygienic ways to dress children, etc. Here the focus is on the picture while
the commentary is more or less only a background noise.

5 Television film is a popular form. These are short films, not longer than
about 7-10 minutes and their purpose is to present a kind of 'film digest'
on certain health problems. For example, in 'Television Journal' in 1963,
sixty of these short films were broadcast out of which twelve were devoted
to nutrition problems. During the first half of 1964 alone, forty-one were
broadcas`... Educational programmes, like news features, are broadcast in
various types of television format. Usually this is done in the 'Science and
Technology' transmissions which include various scientific and popular
features, as well in whole serials on health problems. Scientific instructive
features can be of the following types:

a Interview.;, in which the doctor discusses the chosen subject with the
television commentator while the viewer has the chance to follow on the
screen the facts about which the talk is concerned by means of films and
photographic material. These shots alternate with shots from the studio
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where the interview is taking place. The camera moves from the lecturing
doctor to objects illustrating the content of the lecture, etc.

b Television lectures are prepared in a similar manner to the interview. Here
the camera and the producer, who decides on the order of shots, play an
important part.

c Television discussion is the form chosen when more people are to discuss a
certain problem or question, such as protection against influenza epidemics.
At such discussions the presence of a hygiene-epidemiologist, virologist
and general practitioner are necessary. The discussion is usually led by the
announcer. Experience has shown that the effectiveness of these features
depends on the suitable choice of content and also on the length of the
transmission. Programmes of twenty-thirty minutes have been successful.

d Serials are well supported by audiences. as in the case of 'Television Health
University'. Other television serials, such as 'School for Parents' in 1959
were popular.

Hundreds of letters reached CTV daily in which viewers appraised these
programmes. Since 1959, CTV has continued with this type of programme
and developed it further,. In t961, for example, it broadcast under the title
`For a Beautiful Healthy Life', six evening lectures on questions of mental
and physical hygiene. This and further programmes were also highly appre-
ciated by audiences. In 1964, CTV introduced short ten-minute features
on some topical questions of health education.*

CTV regularly organises discussions with viewers at which it ascertains the
response to certain programmes, and it learns a great deal from corres-
pondence. For example, during the broadcasting of 'Television Health
University', which has been transmitted from the Bratislava Studio since
196o, CTV had to pass on the correspondence to voluntary expert workers,
on account of the large numbers of letters received.

Experiences so far show that television audiences welcome repeats, not
only on account of shift work but also in order to see the lesson again. It was
shown that regularity is an important factor even where it would have been
possible to transmit the programme at a more suitable time but with less
regularity.

These programme.; were broadcast by the Prague studio and prepared by the Central Institute for
Health Education in Prague:

I Nutrition and health protection.
II Vegetables and their correct preparation with regard to preserving vitamin C.

III Biological importance of substantial breakfasts and 'elevenses'.
IV How to satisfy effectively the need for liquids.
V Alimentary infections.

VI Fight again t dust.
VII Suitat:e for P.m and care of the feet.

VIII are of tze.i..
IX Avoiding overweight.
X What to give the child for a walk.

XI Physical culture and sport from childhood to old age.
XII Leisure activities.

XIII Smoking and health.
XIV Regular rhythm of everyday life.
XV Hygiene of the akin, cosmetics, nutrition.

XVI Medicaments and their importance.
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Surveys conducted have shown that serial programmes affect viewers in
sew-al ways. They broaden the viewers' general horizons and knowledge on a
given set If problems and also encourage, viewers to extend their knowledge
and supplement it in ways other than television could do. Television pro-
grammes represent a 'mobilising' impulse making viewers take an active part
in health nrotection, in the prevention of illness or accidents, in protection
against occupational diseases, and so on.

Of a somewhat different character are features aimed at a special audience:
women, young mothers, farmers, industrial workers, etc. These are only
partly health educational, bringing in questions concerning fbod, clothes,
table manners, home making, footwear, etc.

Moreover, CTV applies principles relating to health education in its enter-
tainment programmes. For example, health questions and problems come
under discussion in public shows where viewers participate in vines, and
in which their replies arc evaluated and rewarded with prizes.

I have only cited some brief characteristics of the forms and methods of
work employed and, naturally, I have not exhausted the subject by these
examples. The question of form and methods is one of constant research and
experimenting. But research in this and also in other fields often encounters
certain difficulties. Television itself usually has only one- ded contact with
the viewers which means that the information may be looked on as valuable
but not always objective. Therefore it is necessary to study the response and
effectiveness of television programmes by scientific methods in sociological
centres. At the present time several important enquiries are goingon into the
effectiveness of television programmes on health subjects.

III In answer to a social need: the women's class
A speech by Miss Sakanisl", eminent critic and member of the Women's
Class Programme Committee, vividly describes the role ofwomen in Japan,
and what television can do to help make the transition from feudal status to
emancipation.

We frequently hear that we women should begin to think. The first step to thinking
is to ask questions about the problems that surround us. If a woman is able to w.k what
and why, it may be said that she has already taken the first step on the ladder of
thinking. Most women, however, stop thinkingeither because the problem seemsto be too big or because it is so close that it is readily taken for granted. 'I have nocomment' or 'I don't know'these statements are so frequently heard from womenthat women are often referred to as 'I don't know people'. It is more than a pity that
women should be spoken of in thatway. Most women have some opinion of their own,though it may Le imprecise. The trouble is that they arc not aware of. the focal point.
It is like st heated pot without the bail they do not know where to get hold of it.

The Women's Class is intended, st to speak, to play the part of this bail. To the
women who are perplexed at the pot boiling on the fire, worrying that if it is left there
its contents will get burnt, the Women's Class teaches how to take the pot off thefire without being burnt or scalded. It provides a way of solving various problems,
ranging from those big ones in politics, foreign relations, economics and social affairs,
to those small ones in human relations around us. I make a point of listening regularly
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to the Women's Class and go on thinking with fres courage gained from the talk ofpeople who have been devoting themselves to the solution of various problems. Oncewe are given some explanation of a problem, and some clue to its solution, we canelaborate the details through discussion among ourselves . . . there is a good chancethat Tame better opinions and ideas than those suggested by the lecturer may come outof our discussion. A new and vigorous force is emerging from underneath. TheWomen's Class has a significant role to play in bringing the problems we are nowtackling into thecontext of future history . . . and opening wide a new vista for women.
Since the Women's Class Programme is intended for Lousewives, broad-casts dealing with children are obviously of first importance. Such a series was`Children of Today', broadcast from April to June, 1964. In our presentsociety children are particularly influenced by the rapid changes of environ-ment, and parents are sometimes at a loss as to how to train and guide theirchildren. In Japan, the fifth of May is observed as the national festival day forchildren and during the month a number of events are organised which payspecial attention to the problems of youngsters. This is why 'Children ofToday' was planned to be broadcast during April to Junewith the monthof May as the middle. There were eleven instalments, each lasting thirtyminutes, with an overall theme: the search for what is needed in the home andin society to develop children's minds and bodies, and what ought to be doneto realise their potentialities. Tlic series dealt in depth with these problemsand from vatittus anglesfor example, mental and phy development, thechances of higher education in relation to the 'bulge' of the school population,sport, traffic and other accidents, juvenile delinquency, children at work, etc.Before looking at the content of each instalment, it may be useful to saysomething about the underlying spirit of the series, which is, in a word, thehappiness of children. Mr Noboru Ito, a noted critic, wrotean excellent articleon this point in the April issue of the Women's Class Newsletter; somepassages from it are quoted here:

The happiness ofchildren is in essence the same as the happiness of man. Thehappiness of man is not conceivable without regard to society. If this is so, thehappiness of childrea cannot be a matter unrelated to society. It is important,therefore, that, if a woman wants to have her children brought up happily, sheshould always consider whether they can live happily with other children.For instance, if children are fondled too much at home and brought up in a waythat allows themto be =duly selfish and self-centr d they willenjoy less happinesswhen they go to school. The mistake comes from mothers rather tlaan fathers.Fathers usually try to understand children's character in the context of social life,even if they do not mention this explicitly. On the contrary, I am afraid that inthe mind of mother there is only the idea ofhome and no idea at all of society.The happiness of children seems to me to mean the possibility of children beinghappy when they are grown up. Those children who can do nothing withoutbeing attended by their mothers, or who push away other children so that theycan have their own way, may be happy withinthe home, but they axe very likelyto find themselves spiritless and unstable in the group life of society, or to beshunned and excluded.
To think of the happiness of children, it is necessary to think of children in society.`Society' in this context should not be limited to the present one. Parents should
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think of society ten or twenty years ahead. For this purpose, the Women's Class
provides an excellent opportunity of learning and study.

Each programme in the 'Children of Today' series was designed to throw
light on a set of related problems, as indicated in this synopsis:
Programme One: 'Mind and Body': The balance today between mental and
physical development.

The recent physical growth of children is really remarkable. Male pupils of the
third grade of the lower secondary school (14 years of age), for example, had an
average height of 147 cm in 1900, 152 cm in 1935 and 155.5 cm in 1964 and the
average weight increased by 7.4 kg during the period between two and 1961.
On the other hand, what has happened to their minds ? Their way of thinking has
become sure and certain, and their behaviour has become something like an
adult's, through the effect of education and the influence of mass communication.
Some people say that children of today :re beyond understanding, while others
ay that they are really the same as they were in the old days.

Programme Two: 'Timetable of Living'
It is said that a regular and orderly life leads to a healthy body and a sound mind.
It is also said that a regular and orderly life means a proper allocation of free time,
sleeping time and recreation, for each member of the family according to his age.
In contemporary Japan, however, there are many threat s to upset a regular and
orderly life. Private preparatory schools and individual tutoring represent a life
exclusively devoted to the purpose of passing the entrance examination for higher
education. Lessons in piano, dancing, abacus operation, fine arts, and so on are
so popular that they are no longer hobbies but hard work for children. On the
other hand, there are children who are considered as a helping hand for increasing
the family income or for doing agricultural work in the village.

Programme Three: 'More Pupils Going on to Higher Level of Education'
(The high school boom)

In Japan higher ech ation is so widespread that those who go into the world with
only a 9-year compulsory schooling background are annually decreasing in
number. In 1957, $1 per cent of the total graduates from the lower secondary
school went on tc upper secondary school; it became 65 per cent in 1963. This
proportion is very high compared with that in other countries of the world. Some
people take it as a matter of pleasure because it indicates the cultural standard
of the country. Others criticise it as something abnormal and say that it is a
result of the idea of investment in children, which will bring only unhappiness.
All parents want to have their children equipped with higher education.

Programme Foil:: 'Go-to-Work Group'
The number of those who go to work immediately after completing the lower
secondary schooling is decreasing year after year. As the numbers fall they are
apt to be neglected both at home and in school, because everything tends to be
based on the assumption that pupils will go on to higher education. Those who
started work early suffer all the time from the handicap of lower educational
background in getting promotion and salary increases. They are often destined
to be underdogs. Under such circumstances, it often happens that pupils in the
to-to-work group' will not work hard while they are still in school, or they may
be tempted to juvenile delinquency. After entering employment, they often
refuse to go to the part-time system of the upper secondary school which is
intended for them, or they frequently change their jobs, because the job they have
is not interesting.
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Programme Five: 'Sportsman'
Physical training is important in the education of children. It is one of the
required subjects in present school education and various sports clubs are always
very popular. Being good at physical training, however, does present problems.
For instance, some pupils tend to neglect their school work because they think
that if they practise hard, they may be picked for a professional baseball team.
One cannot expect these pupils to develop into men of fair -clay and persistence,
or into well -disciplined men.

Programme Six: 'Television and Magazines'
Strong criticisms are directed against television and magazines for youngsters:
`Children cling to television without having meals at the regular time and without
doing home work at all. Moreover, they go to bed very late'; 'Juvenile delinquency
is a result of the bad effect of television'; 'To read magazines is not bad, but the
trouble is that they read only comic magazines'. On the contrary, some people
advocate television and comic magazines, saying that they have more advantages
than disadvantages. They contend that good comics stimulate the imagination of
children and contribute to the development of their mind. Television is now
formally used in school education. What is important is the way the media are
used and responded to.

Programme Seven: 'Accidents to Children'
Accidents to children are increasing in number, In automobile accidents and
swimming accidents d ming the summer vacation, many children lose their lives

or get disabled. Nothing is more heart-wringing than an accident to children.
However, if the child is made to fear traffic accidents too much, he cannot go to
school. If he is to afraid of swimming accidents, he cannot go swimming. The
number of automobiles will continue to increase at an even greater pace and
accidents are likely to increase accordingly. It is true that it is important to
prepare children to adapt themselves to a rapidly changing society, but what
measures should be taken to prevent accidents to children ?

Programme Eight: 'Juvenile Delinquency'
Cases of juvenile delinquency are increasing and acquiring growing degree of
frenzy. The youngsters who have committed crimes are not always members of
poor families; some of them come from the so-called middle or upper-class
families. It is said that crime is bred by lack of love in the home and in society
and by a bad environment.

Programme Nine: 'Working Youngsters'
There are still some boys and girls who cannot receive the compulsory education
for various reasons, even though the number is extremely tall and decreasing
each year. Most of them are unable to go to school for financial reasons, although
the State extends fins.icial and other assistance to encourage them to attend
school. Apart from these children, there are others who have to work after school,
looking after younger brothers and sitters, helping the family business or de-
livering newspapers as part-time employees.

Programme Ten: 'Growing up in Remote Areas'
Those children who live in the mountain areas or isolated islands are inevitably

at a disadvantage in educational co...ditions. The solution needs a manifold
approach covering the local finance, welfare system and economic policy. The
programme is designed to throw light on the present situation and the possible

solutions.
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Programme Eleven: 'Wishes of Children'
All parents wish for the happiness of their children. In particular, mothers often
seem to live only for the sake of their children. Childrenare the centre of life in
many a home. However, parents must realise that present day conditions are
completely different from those in which theywere brought up. What is important
is not to love children blindly but to understand what wishes the children enter-
tain, and what wishes parents should satisfy if they really wish for their children's
happiness.

The women's groups
As part of each broadcast, a film of about five-minutes length is shown to
introduce some characteristic of Women's Classes in various parts of the
country. The films, which are produced to emphasise the classes in action,
are very effective in stitr-lating the continual activities of the Women's Class
groups. Another stimulus is the free distribution of a monthly pamphlet
containing explanatory notes on the aims and content of each instalment of
the programme and news from Women's Class groups.

Each Women's Class group gets together either at each broadcast or once a
month, to watch the programme and to have a post-viewing discussion around
the subject of the broadcast. Through group viewing as compared with
individual viewing, each woman can acquire Lvader knowledge and experi-
ence and deepen her own thinking through collective study, and each can
learn the worth of co-operation through bringing her share of knowledge and
competence to bear upon the common purpose; thus she can take effective
action iointly with others to improve home life and community life as a whole.

The Women's Class groups are not uniform in pattern. They are autono-
mous study groups and their methods and means vary. What they have in
common is en effective use of the broadcast. In other words, the broadcast
opens the window of a discussion subject and gets it started. Through the
broadcast eminent lecturers can be brought into the living room of an
ordinary home, however remote it may be. When the viewers find something
doubtful or difficult to understand, they can send in q iestions and get prompt
answers.

As far as the use of the broadcast for social education is concerned, the
Women's Class programme differs from other adult education programmes
in that it is especially prepared to help the audience acquire a habit of mind
in which they can derive benefit from viewing any adult education programme.
In other words, the viewers learn how to watch a broadcast. Where it differs
most from ordinary programmes is that each broadcast is prepared in such a
way as to give an easy start to group discussion after the viewing. For instance,
a given subject is treated with a number of concrete examples which are
closely related to the women's experience and likely to arouse their sympathy,
or the programme is composed of things which are directly connected with a
woman's life and therefore easy to understand. When a specific problem is
presented, the viewing women become aware of what they have overlooked in
daily life, or, with the material for discussion provided, they are given some
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clue to the solution of problems which they axe aware of but which they do not
know how to consider or where to start. The programme does not therefore
give one point of view or one conclusion on one theme. Instead of forcing
ready-made conclusions upon the viewers, it presents ways of thinking from
different angles or standpoints. The conclusion to be reached must be decided
upon by autonomous discussion among the viewing women. Thus the
programme is aimed at helping women to acquire the ability of thinking by
themselves and develop the power of making their own judgements.

How is the intention of the producer taken by the people belonging to the
Women's Class groups ? By way of illustration, the following passages are
quoted from the News from the Women's Class Groups:

We are enthusiastically interested to continue viewing the Children of Today series
started in April, which deals with a familiar theme of great concern to us. The
broadcast makes a powerful appeal through the visualisation of the two extremes:
too much care for children on the one hand and too much neglect on the other.
It may be only natural that we are absorbedly interested in a theme concerning
children. It seems, however, that there are a number of social problems involved
at the same time. I think it is the discussion of the class that will disclose and
identify these problems. (A group in Kyoto).
The Young Leave Club is a large group of some 30 housewives of farming families
between the ages of 20 and 50. The name of the club comes from the idea that
club members chould lead a day-to-day life in a constantly young and fresh
feeling by attempting continued learning activity, instead of being amazed and
bewildered at the rapidly changing world.
It is difficult to have a meeting of 3o people every week, so the full meeting of the
Club is held once a month, while small groups of 4-5 meet from time to time for
discussion, the results to be presented to the monthly full meeting. We all look
forward co the meetings.
Since the Club was formed it seems to me that the mood of members has com-
pletely changed. The mutually unreserved smiles and the growing amity among
them relieve us greatly from the busy and tiring work and enable us to work with
refreshed spirit.
Though we are spending extremely busy days and have practically no leisure time
at all as city dwellers have, we are determined to try to find some time to spare and
carry out discussion and learning activity so that all of us may be such housewives
to be respected by everybody. (From a group in Nagano Prefecture).
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Brian Groombridge Commentary

In this commentary I shall use the three descriptions of current practice in
Canada, Czechoslovakia and Japan and the three case studies as a starting
point for a consideration of some of the main issues facing any country
concerned with educating adults through television. In order to get the
maximum social and educational benefit from the medium, programmes
devoted to adult education should not just 'happen", because someone some-
where thinks they ire a good idea. Educational needs, personal and social,
have to be carefully diagnosed; the fitness of television to meet those needs
has to be considered and explored; different ways of presenting, supporting,
and following up programmes have to be tried out and evaluated; pecple have
to be : ached, their attention held, and their persistence encouraged, so that
viewers turn themselves into students. These objectives are not to be achieved
casually or by chance.

Approaches to programming
Consideration of what it is possible and desirable to do starts with what is
already being done. The range of deliberately educational programmes in
Canada, Czechoslovakia and Japan shows that adult education is as multi-
farious on television as it ever was on the ground. Through televis'
with its aid one may pass secondary or higher technical, professional
or university examinations; one may become a more learned, sensitive or
resourceful human being, a better housewife, a more conscientious citizen, a
more adaptable worker, or a more competent young adult. It is common
ground in all these objectives and at all these levels that education should be
sustained, cumulative and progressive and s' is not, on the whole, likely to be
mediated through 'single shot' program -, 1, however stimulating they may
be. The main bands in this spectrum of provision are found in all three
countries. In each, Llevision is providing the means for adults to develop
their knowledge and awareness, within some kind of systematic context, of
the achievements of mankind in art, science, technology and politics (for
personal enlightenment, regardless of credit); to master a foreign language
for all kinds of personal, commercial or social reasons; to enhance their
general vocational competence as foresters, for instance, or farmers, or
business managers; and to improve their effectiveness as citizens, by under-
standing better the processes of society.

Though general objectives are similar, the emphasis is different; in each
country the output has its own characteristic features. Dr Miller's acce.mt,
for instance, shows that the traditional involvement of Canada's universities
in adult education is closely affecting the uses of television there. It also
exemplifies three forces that are altering the nature and clientele of university
adult education in many countries, in a form made peculiarly sharp by
Canada's current demography.
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(a) In many countries, university extension or extra-mural education is

different in kind frcm the intra-mural woik of the universityit provides an

educational service adapted to adult needs rather than a systematic introduc-

tion to an academically defii,ed corpus of knowledge; this distinction applies

also in C..nada. But in all countries extra-mural work incr asingly takes the

form of continuing education at a post-graduate level, close to the most

advanced work done by the university, so that there is less of a contrast now

between the academic irtra-mura' world and the hitherto 'life-adjusted'

extension world.
(b) Moreover, in Canada as several other countries, people may earn

gradirite qualificati, as through their adult years, by accumulating credits.

(c) The third force affecting the nature of university extra-mural work is

particularly powerful in Canada: in 1961 over two-fifths of Canada's paptiaa-

don wci7e under twenty years of age. The age cohort fifteea-nineteen years

has increased more rapidly than the rest of the population. One result ic, the

so-called 'shock-wave', thin thousands of students liable to be kept out of

universities because the capital equipment of education has failed to keep

pace with the population explosion. Canada (and other countries similer1y

placed) wit need to exploit every resource: it will hdcc to press for the use of

open-circuit facilities for higher education (a pressure to which leading CRC

officials seem willing to yiek), and it will need to invest on an unprecedi nted

scale in closed circuit television to make its scarce teachers and plant serve

more students.
This closed circuit equipment vial often have a supplementary value for

adult education of many kiids, but, apart from that, the developments just

described show that in Canada adult education is likely to overlap with higher

education for non-resident students, an overlap reinforced by the growing

irrelevance of a limited chronological pattern for higher education, and

anticipated by me already well-established adult education facilities enabling

pcaple of all ages to acquire university credit. The sheer numbers of people

involved make television the indispensable tool for the operation.

In Japan, the academic emergency._ also exacerbated by a population boom,

is at another level. There, television is part of the net to catch thousands of

young people who ate already at work but without the second ay or technical

knowledge and qualifications that they need. Television is particularly well

adapted to reach such young workers in the remote parts of the country.

In Czechoslovakia, the piessures seem to be milder, with television neverthe-

less providing a useful adjunct but not (or not yet, anyway) an escape route

from an otherwise desperate impasse.
Czechoslovakia and Japan have both chosen to apply television in at least

two directions not yet attempted in Canada, at any rate on the same scale. in

these two countries, vocational education broadcasts are not so much con-

cerned with general competence as with the teaching of specific skillsin
engineering drawing, dairy farming, slide rule handling, the use of the abacus,

or in book keeping. It is notable that although all three countries are on the
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edge of the cybernetic transformation, their economies still need technicians
in their thousand., with standard pre-computer age skills, and television is
found useful in teaching these skills at this lev:l.

Furthermore, though Caoada has social needs that are as pressing as
Czechoslovakia's or Japan's, one has the impression that these two countries
have used television more deliberately and assiduously to foster attitudes an41
spread information that might help people to solve their problems. To find
successful Canadian equivalents, it is necessary to go back to radio. In Japan,
for instance, television is clearly making a major contribution to the liberation
of Japanese women from their inferior status, so that it will become an
anachronism to call them 'the- don't- know- people'. In Czechoslovakia, when
it is felt to be important for all adults to be in po,session of certain informa-
tionabout the da4igers of striking, for examplethen the influence of
television is invoked alongside tho efforts of all other educational agencies.
This is not to criticise Canada, but to take note of differences that are impor-
tant because they are a reminder that television is rot in itself a panacea, and
that its organisation for contemporary needs has to be carefully considered.
If the country that created 'Farm Radio Forum' can hesitate and perhaps
make mistakes in the use of television, anyone can.

Using the medium for education
I referred in the Introduction to the resistance which some broadcasters show
to the concept ot* adult education, through television. They would ask: since
all programmes can educate adults, why devise educational programmes ?
Why not concentrate on giving producers the budgets, the time to think and
the production schedules they need to achieve their best levels more often ?
These are not, as we saw, perverse questions. They warn against the danger
of creating 'ETV' ghettoes surrounded by philistine general output, and are a
reminder that a single imaginative broadcast made for a popular audience
may be educatienally more valuable than a pedantic series conceived with the
highest principles by men with small understanding of the medium. Even
though it is obviously true, as John Stuart Mill noted, that people are in a
sense educated by everything that shapes their lives, all nations set up
education systems; anything else is too haphazard. (Mill was at least consis-
tenthe was against state education.) The justification of expressly educa-
tional broadcasting (i.e. broadcasting designed to enable listeners and viewers
to learn) is the same as the justification of socially organised education itself.
Often the purpose is thwarted: the teacher is incompetent, the school is bad;
but it is better to have schools than not. So it is better to have educational
television than not.

The range and ccatent of programmes described hereand, of course,
similar ones transmitted in other countriesmakes the need for educational
television still more apparent. Imaginative broadcasts in general output may
well awaken the desire to learn a foreign language or acquire a new status, but
no one yet mastered either by simply viewing 'general interest' programmes.
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The decision to use ,eievision for adult education raises an immediate
questior.: how and whm, should adult education programmes be accom-
modated available time ? The three countries represented in this study
offer different solution Czechoslovakia has, at present, only one channel of
transmission, which consequently has to be all-purpose. In Canada, time is
found un the normal channels used by the, networks and by local stations,
often working in dose alliance with the nniversities serving a geographically
restricted `catclunerit area'. This situation is fraught with frustrations for
educationists and there is a body of opinion that favours the creation of a
special educational channel. Japan's major system, NHK, has educational
channels on television* and on radio and reserves time for education (school
and `socie education) on its general network, as do Japanese commercial
stations.

Whether adult education programmes sho... be incorporated in general
output or placed in exclusively educational channels is sometimes discussed
as though it were a matter of pure principle, though it is clearly conditioned
by technical facilities and by modes of television organisation. There are,
nevertheless, advadtages and disadvantages in the different procedures to be
considered.

There is the problem of timing, for example, which is largely avoided
altogether on educational channels. Dr Miller produced an impressive list of
ways in which education6.1 objecth es can be thwarted by it. Programmes
commonly go out at the wrong time of day; they are oftm too short or too
long; they are in series that are themselves too short or too long; they are
likely to be cut for a ball game. These are real hazards, but programme
controllers are .-ot necessarily irresponsible if taking advantage of television's
flexibility, they interrupt published schedules for news of major political
significance, for an obitt ary, even for a ball game. But clearly such departures
from schedule disrupt the continuly on which the educational progress of
viewers depends.

Television controllers sometimes speak, or act, as though the choice is
between providing an educational channel, or transmitting educational pro-
grammes at inconvenient hours on general channels. Mr Norman Collins, for
instance, Deputy Chairman of one of the major commercial television com-
panies in Britain has said:

Let us be honest . , . and face the fact that all adult education programmes on
television in this country are either too early, too late, or on the wrong day of the
week.

Mr Collins not only faces the fact; he accepts it, at least for as long as there
is no educational channel in Britain (which he advocates). Before accepting
the fact, it should be rczleinbered that educational programmes are trans-
mitted in prime time both in Czechoslovakia and in, Japan. It can be done in
Czechoslovakia because education is considered of such importance to society

* Now in colour as well as in black and white.Ed.
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thar it must be done, even though there is only one channel. It can be done
Japan because that country has set aside one channel exclusively for educa-
tional television, even though other channels carry a large amount of educa-
tional programmes. Other countries have found it possible to transmit
programmes at times that do not call for early rising and late going to bed.
In Australia, for instance, TCN station in Sydney broadcasts 'Doorway to
Knowledge' (devised in collaboration with the Workers' Educational Associa-
tion and the Tutorial Department cf the University of Sydney) four mornings
a week between 10.3o and 11.3o am, a not intolerable time for many house-
wives and shift workers. The Australian Broadcasting Commission's 'Univer-
sity of the Air' is transmitted two evenings a week between 9.3o and ro.00 pm
--close to the primest of peak times.

It is natural for educators to want the best time for educational programmes
and they may suspect that advocates of the timings are irresponsible oppor-
turusts who care overmuch about audience size. On the other hand, when
general channels are used, there is a matter of equity to be considered. Should
preference be given to most viewers when most viewers are available to watch,
or should it be given to that select minority who want to improve their raastery
of the abacus ? It is not a trivial question. Television has many social obliga-
tions to meet. Educational series located it designated educational channels
will attract a self-selecting audience, strongly motivated and not requiring
too much seductiveness in the presentation of programmes. Series placed in
general output might arouse the curiosity of wider circles of viewers and
tempt them into an educaticnal experience. It is important that the creation
of educational channels should not encourage provision of an unremitting diet
of feeble escapism on general channels. Many general progranw should
help prepare viewers for the more demanding, overtly educational, .Lies and
announcements should. 'tail' viewers front me channel to another.

There is a further question ofimportance: if some channels are the exclusive
preserve of educational programmes, should control be exercised by a broad-
casting authority discharging an educational responsibility, or by an educa-
tional institution (existing in its own right specially created for the purpose)
which employs broadcasting as its chief mode of address (as some Canadian
educationists advocate) ? Every country must decide for itself what its
priorities are, and how highly to rate provision for adult education. Every
country inust then decide whether the organisation of broadcasting is con-
sistent with its hierarchy of priorities.

Educational priorities
Some forms of organisation and control are more favourable to educational
broadcasting than ethers and the dilemmas are less acute when there is more
than one channel in operation, but even then someone has to decide how
valuable broadcasting time should be used. Just how limited that time is can
be shown by a very simple calculation. Pr Michael Young, a British socio-
logist and leading protagonist of educational television, recently compared a
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television channel entirely devoted to adult education for twelve hours a day
with a university.

If it did broadcast for so long, every day for a year, it would have 4,380 hours
annually at :its disposal. How many degree courses could be fully covered in such
a tir- with the same number of lectures sts at a university? . For a full degree
lasting three years in an ordinary university, 6co hours would be needed. . . . On
this basis (one channel) would not be able to cover more than about sel,:n degree
courses. . . .

Dr Young observes that an average sized technical college in Britain, with a
normal but not exceptionally inclusive curriculum, offers a'oout 35,000 hours
of teaching each year. The 4,38o hours available to the hypothetical educa-
tional channel would not go far. There ere appalling problems of priority,
and not all countries have adequate systems of determining theiractual needs.
What subjects should be ,selectee' for treatment at what academic level or
assuming what degr ee of experience ? Should most programmes satisfy needs
of a basic kind, but addressed to specialistsacquainting school teachers with
new developments in mathematics, fer exampleor should they deal with
topics likely to be of educational value to viewers in general ? Should they be
an adjunct to the system preparing students fox examinations, or should they
supply enrichment to viewers wanting to develop their personal interests ?

The three countries featured in this study exemplify three approaches to
the problems of what slbjects to select for television teaching. In Czecho-
slovakia, the educationa ouput of CTV is planned and co-ordinated with the
work of all other adult educational agencies in the country, on a basis of
shared ideology and th :ough officially recognised planning and consultative
institutions. In Cana(' a, the broadcasting authorities work closely with
television-minded universities or university personnel. In Japan, NHK,
through its Correspor dence School and through its field force of group
organisers, is itself an c ducational institution as well as the chief broadcasting
agency in the country . To an outsider, each system would seem to have
certain advantages and. to run cortaio. risks, but all countries, whatever their
specific educational requirements, should be confident that whatever system
they choose encourages a flow of ideas about needs to be met and ways of
meeting them through televisionideas can often originate from toe few
sources and either become stereotyped or socially irrelevant.

It has also to be remembered that educational needs do not have to be
determined only in relation to television, for television broadcasting is not the
only nor always the best medium for accomplishing an educational task.
This is sometimes forgotten and unfoetunate attempts are made to turn
television into a maid-of-all-work.

What is wanted, peenaps, is a grand design, a strategy of deployment
involving all the agencies at a society's disposal: for some educational pur-
poses it is likely that only schools or colleges will fully serve (transformed no
doubt by the use of closed circuit television among other technological aids);
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for others, it is likely that adult education programtnes on general networks
are what is required, because, as I said above, pr-op,rattmies located in special
channels will be seen only by viewers who have already reached a high degree
of consciousness about their educational requirement,, ; most people are not
in this articulate condition. For yet other purposes, the most appropriate
media will be national educational channels; for others again, especially
perhaps when special forms of co- ordination with education institutions are
required, ultra high frequency and very high frequency regional and local
channels should be used; in many cases, none of these media will be as
efficient or as cheap as radio (even in countries where radio and television are
spoken of as complementary their actual use tends tc be rigid and separate).
Shortwave transmission stands next in the spectrum to whole communities
wired to receive broadcast signals, and thence to closed circuit television on
a local or institutional basis. It is perhaps impossible to plan the design wholly
in advance of instaLationnew uses for these media will suggest themselves
when they are in operation. But it is all the more necessary that the forms of
organisation set up in these inevitably pragmatic, experimental years, do not
freeze prematurely.

How to use televishen
There are two main reasons why television should sometimes be used rather
than more traditional forms of adult education, such as classes, or other mass
media, such as film: either because it is the best medium for the subject or
because it is the hest way of reaching the people interested in that subject.
Essentially, of course, a broadcasting medium is necessary if the potential
audience is very large or very -catered. Television would be more appro-
priate than radio either when the subject matter is peculiarly suited for
transmission through an audio-visual mediumthe working ofa combustion
engine, for example, or a demonstration of heart surgeryor when, even if
the medium is not the most appropriate, it is the one through which a parti-
cular public is to be reached. To object that a lesson, would be more effective
on radio than television (e.g. some kinds of language teaching or musical
analysis) is beside the point if there is no audience for radio. Similarly, it is
not fruitful to transmit educational programmes by television, however
appropriately conceived, if there are no sets to receive them within reach ef
the signal. Incredible as it may seem, this has happened: in the course of a
well-financed development project, a helicopter transmitting educational
television programmes was sent up to circle round an area bereft of receivers.
In Japan, as Professor Hatan,o records, they prudently make portable sets
available to students in some circumstances.

The issue of audience sin is relevant here too. Educationists commonly
look askance at ratings, partly because they are often connected with com-
mercial activities. Even the moderate Edwin G. Cohen, of the Educational
Television and Radio Centre in the United States, used a pejorative expres-
sion when he wrote:
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Numbers of viewers are important in the pragmatic sense, but the success of
educational television can never be measured in terms of nose-counting.

The importance of numbers can obviously be exaggerated. It is sometimes
complained that the audience for an educational series is so small that it
would be cheaper to send each member of .1 a tape - recorder or film projector
with equivalent teaching materials. This nay be true, but it must be remem-
bered that only a form of broadcasting ean. find that audience in the first
place, and it might be socially important that it should be found.

Take one of the courses described by Dr Miller--the experimental ,series
called 'Beginning Russian', for instance, put out by CBC in co-operation with
the University of Toronto. Dr Miller r:ports that a out r,roo people within
range of the Toronto stations were regular viewers and many more watched
occasionally; twenty-seven persistent viewers were also formally registered
with the University as students and sat for examinations in Russian after-
wards; twenty-one of them were successful. Were fiese numbers large enough
to justify the use of television ? Dr .6 tiller implies that they were, and he may
be right. Before a judgment can be made in any such case, the additional
numbers of people enabled to qualify through television need to be compared
with the numbers qualifying as orthodox on-campus students. A minute
audience by television standards may yet be a huge audience in education&
terms, and, moreover, even though the costs of transmitting educational
programmes may be absolutely large and far in excess of the expenditure on
educational institutions, the per capita cost may nevertheless be lower than
that incurred in using traditional methods. Decision to address special
programmes to audiences at particular levels, and with specific needs, have to
take all these criteria into account. It is not quite adequate to send up a
helicopter and hope that someone down there is watching.

Maximising titu- .-.....-Ziacational value
Tu maximise the educational value and effectiveness of educational pro-
grammes, three matters seem, on the evidence presented here, to call for
deliberate attention by broadcasters in collaboration with educationists
(a) the motivation and receptiveness of viewers, which depends largely, but
not exclusively on (b) the form and content of the programmes. The benefit
that viewers may derive from the programmes may be enhanced by (c) the
support they receive from other media or by other educational experiences
organised for viewers.

Perhaps the most important conclusion to draw from the three accounts
in this study is that television is educationally most valuable when it is
employed as a member of a teaching team, and least valuable when it has to
sustain the entire educational relationship with the viewer. It needs to be
thought about much more in terms drawn from education and less as a form
of broadcasting. Broadcasting characteristically means one-way communica-
tion from the participants in a programme to the individuals and small groups
receiving the signal in their homes. That is normally the whole relationship,
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but organised education is much more complex. It is not simply a teachertalking in a classroom. It is a teacher encouraging pupils to listen, to answerquestions, to discuss; it is pupils using books, Aims, apparatus, musicalinstruments and all kinds of equipment; pupils taking work home with them ;it is a teacherscrutinising his pupil's work and making it thebasis for lessons.
common to assess the contribution of television in a vastly over-simi ...tiled manner, to compare, for instance, television as a teaching instru-ment with face-to-face teaching. This is reasonable when considering thelogistics and pedagogy of closed circuit television, but it can be seriouslylimiting if applied uncritically to adulteducation and broadcasting as a whole.Dr Miller quotes some typical evidence and refers also to American studies(by mid 1965, therewere some 437 of these in the United States, ail, accordingto Professor Stanley Domm of Stanford University and others, 'pointing inthe same direction: that children or adults achieve as well when television i3used as they do in regular class-room circa istances'), but it would beunfortunate if these comparisons confirmed either a complacent attitudetowards educational programming, or an assumption that educational pro-grammes can be left to get on with the job.

The point has been made by Edwin G. Cohen, on the basis of experienceat the Educational Television and Radio Center, in the statement alreadyquoted:

The fundamental interest of educational television is in what happens to thosewho view. . . It can only be evaluated in terms of . . . the degree to which theviewer's information, skills, understanding, or behaviour, for example, are changedas a result of the viewing experience. For education by television to succeed . .it is important that the actualprogram be reinforced by other educational experiencesassociated with it. (my italics)

The most important of these 'other educational experiences' described bythe contributors to .his study are the correspondence course (t:nd its buttress-ing by regular attendance at college, or by contact with itinerant advisers);supporting literature (supposing it to be read); the teleclub (though this isobviously more difficult to promote the wider the spread of private ownershipof sets); viewing groups, especially when serviced by visiting consultantsand a journal, as are the NHK women's class groups; access to tutorstheCzech viewing-student of language can, for instance, take his troubles to a`clinic' at a House of Culture; and, finally, the examinationwhich, though notin itself a particularly educational experience, acts powerfully as an incentivein all three countries. One of the best features of NHK practice, as alreadymentioned, is the establishment of the NHK Correspondence School. Notonly is this a valuable addition in its own right to this sector of Japaneseeducation; it also provides access to students' exercises, a form of feed-backinformation about their difficulties and progress.
The quality of supporting texts can vary enormously, but this study hasproduced striking evidence of their popularity. Dr Tally, for instance, refersto the huge editions of manuals to accompany the English language courses
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on Czech television; the first impression of 8o,000 had to be reprinted in an
impression of 5o,000. In Japan, the yearbook MIK Today 1963 calls these
supporting texts 'the unknown best sellers': NHK published fifty-five titles
in 1962 (forty for radio series, fifteen fcs Mevision), and 165,00o copies were
sold.* NIIK booklets have another virtue: they encourage viewers to realise
that other people are studying in the same way and probably having similar
difficulties, an(' informal gatherings are held for members of the audience to
neeet each other. Observers have noted that viewers develop a sense of
be aging to an unseen community. Television helps overcome the loneliness
that often deters correspondence course students from persisting with their
studies. This sense of belonging is still further encouraged by the system
(prevailing in the Soviet Union as well as Japan) which obliges correspondence
students to make regular personal contact with their tutors.

This is clearly a long way from thinking of television as a teaching instru-
ment in isolation; it is at its best when part ofa team in which either elements
are equally important: correspondence tuition, supporting lite-eture and the
reinforcement of personal contact with tutors, sometimes on brief residential
courses.

Providing these kinds of support and reinforcement of the programmes is,
in itself; a major contribution to enhancing the students' attentive and regular
viewing, and helping them to persist with their exercises or other after-
activities. Of all these methods of support and reinforcement, group viewing,
or group discussion following usual domestic viewing, are specially impor-
tant. Lewis Milkr describes his visit to McGill University, when he 'sat for a
time in both the professor's classroom and the emote classroom; and the
image of the professor, about twice life-size, with his every word clearly heard
through the multiple speaker system, seemed to demand close attention'. No
doubt those students who could see and hear their professor's image without
difficulty, thanks to television, might reasonably be expected to do not less
well in their examinations, than those who were present with the not-so-
audible or visible reality. But these circumstances are not those most often
considered in this study. The viewer of open circuit educational broadcasts
does not normally have the same mental 'set', the same expectations and
attentiveness, as university students. As Professor Hatan.o realistically ob-
serves, even the knowledge that we will pass an examination or lead a fuller
life is not always sufficient to prevent the hand switching over to an entertain-
ment programme.

Means have to be found, therefore, to induce in domestic viewers the same
kind of attentive 'set' as university students before their closed circuit screens.
The small viewing groups that watch NHK's special Women's Class pro-
grammes are an apt and efficient equivalent. The researches of Kurt Lewin~
and other psychologists show that nothing accomplishes change in people so
effectively as their inter-action in small groups. By combining television and

* The BBC reports similarly enormous figuresa recent Italian conversation series, for instance,
(Parliamo hallow) attracted sgs,000 viewers to buyan accompanying pamphlet.
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group viewing, it is possible to exploit the capacity of the medium to stimulate
large numbers of people (at a low per capita cost), uy presenting to them
national and international experts, and materials using all the film and studio
resources, and to combine that capacity fog stimulus with the dynamic
influence of the small group.

It is important to be realistic about the nature of educational 'change'. It
will vary according to whether the educational objective is to disseminate
information, increase knowledge, inculcate skill, deepen insight or cause a
reconsideration of attitude. There is a sense in which it would be undesirable
for television, or any other agency for that matter, to be too effective. It is easy
for enthusiasts (or mass media pessimists) to expect too much from too little,
especially in the realms of attitudes. One series on mental health for instance,
gave viewers more information than they had before, gave a faction of them
more insight into mental illness and minutely made public attitudes more
sympathetic and tolerant (or so the BBC Audience Research Department
found in the wake of a series called 'The Hurt Mind') If the effects were
more dramatic, then people would flap and revolve in every breeze of persua-
sion, instead of being resilient and integrated in personality. Professor Hatano
has made a relevant distinction in connection with the series 'Rural Villages in
Progress', one of the objects of which was to stir people into modernising their
backward villages: 'The mere viewing of a television programme can seldom
induce viewers to go into action immediately if there is no accumulation of
potential energy for turning into action* (Dr Tahy called it a 'mobilising
impulse', p. 122). For action to follow, the programme must 'provide the
momentum to action if the consciousness is sufficiently intensified and readi-
ness for action is well enhanced. In spite of the natural diversity of reactions
to particular broadcast:, many statements made in this discussion showed that
viewers aspired to modernisation and understood that the programmes were
aimed at the betterment of life.' That being so, it is enough: 'Rural Villages
in Progress' was an effective series.

There can be little doubt that the effectiveness of the programmes was
reinforced, in some ways actually released, by the way in which they wIre
viewed and then discussed.

This is not to denigrate programmes that are not presented in conjunction
with other educational media. Systematic, well-planned series that are simply
transmitted by broadcasters hopeful of capturing the attention of an audience
and then of sustaining its interest, without benefit of correspondence, auxi-
liary texts, or viewing groups are not nezessarily wasteful. There is a range of
intensity, with, at one extreme, the student who views (as well as reads, writes
and is tested) through the studious viewer (who is not examined) and the
viewer who expects to be interested, down to the more casual or less confident
viewer who is surprised to find that he is interested; all deserve to be catered
for.

In communication to the editor.-Ed.
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Improving the prop ammes
It is not just a truism to say that the educational value of television, whether
in conjunction with other educational forces or not, would be increased if
the programmes were better. Their form and content is the third matter
requiring close attention. This is almost so obvious that it has not received
much consideration in this account so far. Much depends on a right relation-
ship between the educationists and television personnel working on specific
programmes. It is important to know who is finally in charge, ultimately
responsible for what is transmitted It is impossible to generalise satisfactorily
about this as much depends on national circumstances. In the United States,
for instarcc, producers rtui directors have tended to efface themselves. In his
Television Teaching Today, Hairy Cassirer notes that this austere approach,
in part a reaction against commercial entertainment Hevil.ion which over-
stresses production values and underestimates content, has even led to the
rejection of professional production talent. This approach is likely to mean
that the visual and dramatic utentialities of the medium are ignored. Tele-
vision should not be used as a merc telephone with pictures. Win, Britain, on
the other hand, there is a suspicion (rarely expressed publicly) among tele-
vision personnel that educationists and academics have to be kept in their
place because they cannot speak simply to the viewer, because they do rot
think visually, and so on. One producer has said, for instance, that having
understood the educational purpose of a series, it is his 'first job to get clear
in his mind . . . a "visual style" for the programme. . . . This can be the
question of choice between putting Professor X or Doctor Y simply in an
armchair against a plain backing, and letting him he seen occasionally in
between film seqaet :es, animations, and so on, or allowing him to be reason-
ably mobile, wander. iS along the studio which if placarded with enernious
photographic blow-ut cr enormous diagrams, each one of which could
represent a chapter heithng in the deN )prnent of his ideas, or perhaps
showing him with his sic ::ves rolled up at a work bench doing experiments.
This "visual style" has to be decided at an early stage, and then the pro-
gramme, in detail, built round this total image. . . . At this point, the producer
approaches probably the toughest part of his job, which is persuading
Professor X or Doctor Y that he is no longer giving one of a series of ten
lectures on imagery of the Elizabethan poets or developments in modern
physics, and that he is now part of a much more complex thing. This tele-
vision programme is designed to communicate information and ideas vividly,
and our Pro'cssor X or Doctor 1' is one part and one part only of that pro-
gramme. True, he has provided ti-ae ideas in the first place, and he is an author
in this sense, but in so far as the performance goes, he is only one item
amongst many?*

This, clearly, is a broadcaster's point of view; many educationists could
agree with it or work with a producer maintaining it, but many could not.

Quoted from Tskoision in the Gniversiv. Report of a Granada seminar on closed circuit television inuniversities held in Granada TV Centre, Manchester in November 1964.
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Even if the producer (or director) and the educator are in harmony about their
approach, there are many practical difficulties, the solution to which will
differ for different subjects. Professor ilatano has mentioned the delicate
problems that may arise when selecting academic experts as performers, but
there is also the problem of the time it often takes to create programmes.
People who havc the expertise to contribute to programmes are lily also to
have full-time jobs. Should they attempt to make progranunes on the side ?
Should they contribute material which is rewritten by professional script-
writers ? Should they be seconded from their main work while, their television
assignment lasts ? is part of the answer the establishment of a cadre of
spezially trainecl professional television educators ? Experience with different
arrangements needs to be acquired and conipared. In a.iy case, the facilities
for training described in the previous chapters do not seem quite adequate.

Meanwhile, perhaps it does not matter so much whether the programmes
themselves (as distinct from the administration of the programmes) are the
final responsibility of television personnel or educationists, providing both are
ready to accept their join: threefold responsibility: to the subject, to the
audience, and to the medium. There needs to be much more experiment in
the methods of production, and much more analysis of the results. For what
purposes and in which subjects should programmes be presented by acade-
mks, television announcers or actors ? Under what circumstances do film
illustrations distract or help viewers ? How can television teach skills, such as
lathe turning, piano playing, auto-mechanics and speaking Russian, which
depend fundamentally on supervised practice ?

Much can be learned by creative trial and error, but obviously mvat of
these questions can only be answered by researchinto ways of capturing
an audience and keeping its active attention, into the relationships between
words and images, the effectiveness of different kinds of visual aid, the pace
of exposition and the length of programmes, to mention some of the more
obvious issues.

Better production and better television pedagogy depends then, on an
imaginative approach (for which producers and directors should be selected)
and on the findings of research. But it is easyindeed it is a contemporary
clich6--to recommend research. It is much more difficult to persuade the
planners and producers to take any notice of it. This is sometimes because
broadcasting research organisations are quite separate from production, and
often because much research has to F conducted among viewing after the
event.

Questions asked after transmission are important: in addition to the
standard quantitative ones (how many viewers of what kinds ?) and the
standard qualitative ones (did they like it ?) it is obviously essential to find out
if the audience learnt anything. But there are also important questions to be
asked before transmission. For instance, if programmes are to achieve parti-
cular educational objectives, it may be necessary to find out how much
relevant sections of the audience already know. Teachers in schools are
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usually aware of what they can assume in their pupils; televisa it teachers
know much less, and when the target audience is really broad (as it is with
many of the series described here), they know virtually nothing. A tutor in
adult education can find out about the lives and experiences of his students ,
so that he may build on them. Though television teachers, because ft.
address vast audiences whom they cannot see, can never be in that rewa tliog
situation, research can help them approximate to it.

Co-operation between researchers, educationists and television st.ff would
be easier if they were deliberately organised as partners. Pa. 4nership is
difficult to achieve, because research and production require efferent men-
talkies, but it is often made more difficult by admiristrative .eparation. The
departmental structure should be such that educationists a' researchers are
helped to gain insight into the actualities of production a, d the medium, and
so that producers respect the rigorousness of the oth, zs. They all have an
overriding common aim: efficiency of communicati, a.

That is, finally, the most important conclusion to' c drawn from this study:
other ways are possible. There are many forms adult education, and as
many forms of it on television; there are differ at varieties of television and
ways of using it. In the age of automation, toy cond.usion should help us all
achieve the flexibility that is our chief requi meat.
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